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‘How little you think what a blessed thing!

D e s p a ir .

There’s a home for the son of gaunt sorrow,
A rest for the worn out and weary—
A hope for the pallid despairing,
A light o’er each path that is dreary,
There’s no wave so dark but its summit
Will break into snowy-like whiteness —
There’s no cloud so black In the heavens
But has some rich, folded up brightness.
’Tis hard to wade throug the deep waters
Unseeing the shore that we covet;
’Tisdismal to look for Hope’s rainbow
When black veils of doubt hang above i t ;
But Faith’s hand can lift up the mountains.
And give us riches supernal—
She points (o the Land of the Prophets,
The lund of the Blessed Eternal.

The Old Browu Mill and Its Miller.
BT MRS. N. Xl’CONAUGHY.

The old mill seat was the most attractive
spot in all the country side for the school
boys of the place. The building was old
and w eather-stained, for thirty W inters had
beat against it. B u t it stood the blasts
stoutly, for its foundations were laid deep
in the solid rock, and the w ater side was
walled up with huge stones taken from the
bed of the stream. There was a fall, .old
hemlock tree below the dam which time or
the storm had overturned, whose roots still
clung to the bank above, and whose top
rested among the crags below. How the
venturesome boys loved to creep down this
la d ie r of nature’s constructing and ramble
among the dark, mysterious ledges, with
their deep fissures and cavernous openings
which were all dignified into famous rob
bers’ c a v e s T h e r e were plenty of wild
grapes here in their season, growing upon
the tangled vines which crept in and out
among the hemlocks, and winter greens, too,
a little further down. There was a gray
w hite ‘ pencil stone’ found in abundance
along by the mill wall, but only the boldest
o f the boys could get it. W hen cut into
shape and well dried it answered very well
for Elate pencils in those frugal days.
The school house stood on the hill above
the bridge, and the children delighted to
bring their little baskets and pails down to
th e mill to eat their dinners with ‘ uncle
R oger,' the sunny faced miller. H e was a
kinu-hearted old man, who did not forget
th a t he had once been young and lovod boy’s
sports. He had a wonderful old clasp knife,
which excelled every thing in whittling and
fashioning all manner of craft to sail on the
mill pond, from tho full rigged ship to a
bark canoe. N othing added more to his
popularity, unless it was his gift of story
telling. H e had a strong, earnest nature,
and a moral power about him which the
rudest boy could not resist. H ad he been
well educated he would no doubt have stood
high in any profession he had chosen.
D id you ever reflect th a t there are ju st as
great minds today a t the plow and in the
workshop, as there aro in the pulpit and in
the Senate halls ? Often a person rises from
these ranks to the very highest positions in
society; but the mass, even of good minds,
live on in the condition in which they were
born, only seeking to improve it as much as
they can.
God wishes good, earnest workers in every
Bphere in life. H e saw th a t ‘ umcle R oger’
could glorify him better in the humble coun
try mill, where he exerted a powerful C hrist
ian influence over a score of children grow
ing up to manhood and womanhood, than he
could in any place else, so he kindly kept
him there. D id you ever think th a t God
orders even the place where yon shall be
born, and every thing about you th a t will
help shape your character ? D id you ever
thank him th a t you were born in a refined
C hristian home instead of some dism al.cellar
in 6ome wretched alley of the city ?
One pleasant Summer day the boys were
set free a t twelve o’clock by a tap from the
m aster’s bell, and as soon as they had clear
ed the schoolhouse door, they dashed OS'
down the hill with many a shout and hurrah
as boys are wont to do. There was the
wide old door of the mill open to welcome
them, and its broad, worn threshold ready
to rest upon. There was music in the soft,
heavy rumble of the dusty wheels overhead,
as they moved slowly round and round,
turning the huge millstones below, into which
the w heat was slowly pouring from the cap
acious • hopper’ which fed them. I t was a
pleasure which never grew old to run down
stairs and watch the snow white flour as it
came pouring down iuty the wide, clean
bins, all nicely bolted and ready to be made
tip into delicious country bread.
•I should think those wheels would get
tired," said M ark, moving round and round
forever. They have been going ju s t that
way ever since I can rem ember,' and M ark
looked back over the space of seven years,
thinking what a long long time it was.
•I should think ‘ uncle R oger’ would be
the one to get tire d ,’ said John M orris;
• wheels can’t feel any thing. B u t ‘ uncle
R oger’ has to be up early and late. I be
lieve the mill puts me to sleep every night,
and I am sure it is the first thing I hear in
the m orning.’
‘I think going to school is h ard work
enough,’ said H enry M ather. ‘H ow I hate
doing the chores up when I get home a t
night!
•I mean to find some easier way of get
ting a living than farm ing,’ said W a lte r;
• some way by which I can make money fast,
and live ju st as I please.’
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many which had proceeded it. I t was not an time absent in Australia. He is daily expect admission to the show was one shilling, and
eternity.
ed, now, and will take his daughter to their th a t m ultiplied by the number of his olive
Toward night a party of visitors arrived.— home in Boston. He,is a man of wealth and in plants, was too much for his exchequer.—
Such things were quite frequent Hazelwood was fluence, and she is his only child.’
had nothing te do ! 'Id le hands are always
H e therefore approached the showman, and
Six years ago I was loreman in the Qulford a somewhat celebrated summer resort for the
Miss Howard called in to inquire after my
tired .’ D id you ever notice th a t ?’ Uncle
Powder Works. I t was a dangerous situation, city people and a sojourn there was not consid health several times during the next three weeks. after some parley, concluded a bargain, by
Roger was famous for his proverbs. They and not altogether so pleasant as it might have ered complete without a visit to the Powder How beautiful she was to me now ! I wondered which the la tte r agreed to drive into the
used ‘ to say themselves,’ the boys thought, been. But the salary was larger than I could Mills.
that I did not recognize the purity and grace of, farm er’s back y ard with B ruin's cage, and
they always fitted in so well.
Thoro had been considerable talk of putting her face at thes very first! I wondered how I give a private exhibition to the entire family
obtain from any other business, ju st then ; and
‘The most unhappy person I ever knew this, to a man with an invalid mother and a a period to the admitance of visitors, on ac could think Marian Ware's countenance fu lle r'fo r one dollar. This was done, to the great
j delight of the old folks and the children,
was a man so rich he had everything he little sister to support, was no mean object. count of the danger they incurred, and tho than hers !
And Marian Ware was Marian "Ware n o 1
z
a
j ,l
chose to buy, and no employment. N othing Besides, I hoped a t no very distant day to iiave trouble they gave us to put them in a suitable longer;
she was married to a gentleman who 1Yh,fn
Proffe/ ed the c° “ P“
ry
I trim to enter the operating rooms ; but it had
to do but to fret. A nd he-did th a t so well a home of my own, presided over by the girl of ' not yet been decided upon, and we still suffered had long sought her favor—a gay, wealthy dollar to the obliging showman.
‘O h .n o .
my choice, beautiful Marion Ware. This dream
th a t nobody liked to see his face. ‘Old of happiness in the future made me better con 1from the infliction.
young fellow, not troubled with a superabund- aalla
latter, “ I can’t take any thing ; it
Croaker,’ they called him behind his back. tented with my life ; 1 was willing to work for I I went out to meet this party, and assist ance of heart. So much the better for him, I is no more a sight for your family to see my
them in changing their shoes and garments said, when I heard of it.
His boys were not trained to work either, a competence that she would share with me.
bear, than for my bear to see your fam ily. ”
The first day that Constance came, after I
and grew up so worthless they were a shame
Marion and I had been playmates together. that might have buttons of any metalie sub
to the town. ‘The lazy man tempts the I could hardly recollect the time when I had stance ; for it was one of the cardinal regula was rational, 1 tried to thank her for her kind
O P IN IO N .
tions
that
no
person
should
be
allowed
in
the
ness
to m e; but 1 had changed from a man to a
devil,’ seemed to be a tru e saying in their not loved her ; and when I went away to col
interior mills, who had a particlo of metal about child, and when I would have spoken, I wept
ease. Common people who are tempted by lege (my family circumstances were better then, him or nails in his shoes, from the fear of com instead. She checked me gently ; Bhe owed her Supreme J udicial Court, Middle D istrict.
than a t that period of which I am writing) we
him, don't seem to go half so far in wicked were engaged.
bustion by friction.
Law T erm, J une 1803.
life to my presence of mind, she said, and she
ness as they did. They both died under
Our visitors were two gentlemen and three had not even thought of thanking me. We
I returned to find her the belle of Hazelwood;
al.
thirty, and it might have been p u t on their but she was still true to me, and though it ladies. The two elder ladies I did not notieo would put thanks entirely out of our thoughts, EW O A:— Hewett <J- al. in Ey. vs. Adams
gave me a pang to see her careless flirting with particularly ; but the younger one attracted she said, smiling down upon me, and only be
tombstone, ‘ Died of nothing to do.’
Peter Thacher & Brother for Complainants.
‘W hy, a very rich man once, who thought other young men, I excused it and thought it ine in spite of myself. Why, I did not know. grateful in our hearts.
Wm. G. Crosby, Gould, Drummond, A tt’y
She was not really beautiful—my Marion was
By the last of December, I was ablS to sit up
he would retire from business and take the would be all right when she was my wife. She
was young and gay, and Hazelwood was a dull much more brilliant—but there was something most of the time, and go out some. One clear General, John Hanly and Hermon Stevens for
good of his wealth, found himself so uneasy
starlight evening, my mother left mo alone for Respondents. McLoon, Pro se.
place, I said, it would he downright selfishness about her better than beauty.
that he used to go to a blacksmith’s shop on in me to grudge her the little amusement she
Her complexion was clear, with a tinge of the first time since my illness; she and my litR ice J . —By the provisions of § 17 oh. 77
his estate and ask the privilege of blowing obtained from the admiration of the country rose color in her cheeks and lips. Her eyes tie sister went to a Sabbath school concert at
R. S. cases in Equity presented on Demurrer to
the bellows several hours every d ay . F in al beaux. So long as she loved only me, what were very dark, expression hazel, her ieatures ! the village.
the Bill, or when prepared for a final hearing,
pleasant, though not strictly regular, and her | I brightened the fire on the hearth, drew up
ly th a t did not seein enough like work, so need I care who she smiled upon ?
came before the Law Court. This case comes
We were to be married in November, and as fiair—brown in the shade, golden in the sun— a great arm-chair and sat down to a quiet hour up on Demurrer and is therefore legitimately
he went to the city and engaged him self to
was put back in a mass of rippling wealth to of dreaming. The music of sleigh bells a t the
the
time
drew
near,
an
intense
desire
seized
me
his own clerk, working for nothing rath er
in this Court. But a question has been raised
full
from
her
hat
in
heavy
curls.
She
was
door aroused me. The sound ceased for a mo
than be idle. You can tell a lazy man as to escape lrom the momentous, dangerous ex dressed in blue, some soft, lustreless material ment, then passed down the road, the door as to the condition of the Bill at tho time of
istence I led in the mills.
joinder
in Demurrer. The respondents contend
far as you can see him. There is no life
When I was married, I should leave them that fell around her with a matchless indescrib opened softly, and Constance Howard came in. that the pleadings apply to the Bill as original
nor snap about h im ; even his step shows forever, but somehow I could not wait for that able charm.
Blushing and hesitating a t seeing me alone, ly filed in the Court below, while the complain
She did not wish to enter the mills ; hut the wrapped in rich furs and crimson hood, she
it.
time to arrive. I wanted a little freedom all to
ants maintain that they are now applicable only
‘Then, too, you may be p retty sure that myself. A few weeks would make no difference others called her a little coward and dared her paused on tho threshold. 1 rose up to meet to the Bill, in its amended form.
• a young man idle, is an old man needy.’ to my employers, I thought, and so when I on. She was not afraid I knew; but she dis her.
There seems to have been some irregularity
liked to give us trouble, therefore we wero a l l ; Como in, Miss Howard ; I am glad to Wei in the proceedings below. Appropriately, the
I t is not the lazy people, W alter, who find gave my notice to leave, I gave it for the four
teenth of September, instead of November, as 1 the readier to put ourselves tc inconvenience on ■come you.’
amendments
should have been presented to the
out the 'easy ways of making money.’ I had at first intended.
her account. 1 have always aoticcd that those
Where is your m other?’
Court below, and have been distinctly acted
suppose you mean to invent some g reat
‘Gone to the village with Etta. Let me tako upon by the Court. Then, in case either party
My employers were very sorry to part with women who exact the least, receive the most.
machine, or make some wonderful discovery me ; they offered to raise my salary from eight
The gay company, laughin', joking, banter off your wraps, will you?’
had been aggrieved by such action, they should
I drew up a chair lor her, and took her out have alleged their exceptions thereto. But for
that shall make your fortune, don't you 7 hundred to a thousand dollars, if I would re ing each other in regard to h eir fears, followed
me
in. The lady in bine walked quietly by side garments. She was hardly at her ease.
Well, if you do you will have to work for it. main ; but I had decided, and was not to be
reasons, the soundness of which we do now not
my side, saying little, and barely replying to
‘Indeed, I ought not to stay, Mr. Ashley, now propose to consider, the amendments informal
‘No pains, no gains. Sewing machines were turned from my decision.
The last day of my stay in tho mills passed the lively sallies of Her companions. Perhaps that your mother is out.—Papa was going to ly presented by complainants’ solicitors, and
not brought into good shape for use in a
quietly enough ; and at night I leit the dark she thought their mirth ill-timed, 1 do not the Bidge, and will he back at eight, and was which were ordered to be filed with tho clerk
day, I can tell you. No, there ‘never was buildings behind me with a-thrill of relief, I know.
to take me home then.’
on a day certain, were allowed by the Court
an oak felled a t a blow’ yet. The men who had not been so light-hearted since I was a boy.
We had been the rounds, and had returned
‘ You arc not afraid of me, Miss Howard ? I below if in the opinion of the Law Court, it
have risen were rem arkable for doing every My bondage was over henceforth, I could to the reception room, next to the drying room am not an ogre, if 1 have but one hand. 1
was competent thus to am end; and the ques
thing well th a t came to hand when they were breathe, without the fear th at the next moment at one end of the main building. This ap art think you will stay. I should have been very tion of terms was also submitted to the Law
ment overhung the pond from whenco came our lonesome.
boys. Franklin used to be faithful in th at I should be blown above the cloud.
Court. This appears by the Report signed by
She laughed musically, and s it down with me the presiding justice. Though irregular in
I cast off the mill suit of clothing with a sen supply of water, the basin oi which was formed
which was least about the p rinting office
by a wild, dark gorge in the hollow of wooded before the fire. I talked incessantly, ju st as form, for the purpose of giving progress to the
sation
akin
to
tiiat
a
prisoner
must
experience
where he worked when he was "your size, or
when he breaks the shackles of slavery. Once hills. There was a large swinging door open people will whose hearts are too full to trust Bill, we treat the proceedings as though the
I dare say ho would never have had the more I was a free man.
ing from this room directly over tho pond, for themselves to sileuce.
amendments bad been allowed absolutely and
great name he has today. So, boys, whe
1 thought she seemed a little sad, but perhaps the questions of Law thereon had been raised
That waB a happy evening. Marion had the convenience of casting out rubbish, and this
ther it is doing up the chores or getting your been spending the afternoon with my mother, door I threw open for the visitors to obtain a it was a mere fancy. The clock struck eight, on exceptions; and also as though the ques
lessons, just dash in and do it as well as you and I walked home with her. The moon was view of the prospect beyond. They soon tired and simultaneously the jingling of distant bells tion of terms had been reserved for the future
can, and as quick as you can, so you may at its full, the west still flushing with the kiss of this, all hut the lady in blue. She still smote the frosty air. Constance arose to put consideration of the Court. In this way, the
have more time for something else. W ork of sunset, a few light, fleecy clouds sailed stood looking out over the dreary scence lighted on her shawl.
rights of parties will be preserved.
by the deparyng rays of a lurid sun.
‘I called to say good bye, Mr. Ashley, said
Were then the amendments allowable within
is the salt of life, and you may depend upon through the deep above, and we were lovers!
Suddenly I heard a low, omiaous hiss from she in a subdued voice. ‘I am going away to the rules of practice in Equity?
We lingered along the way : I was in no hurry
it, it would be unsavory enough without to break the spell of that 6weet evening, and it the adjoining apartment, a sound which once morrow. I am very sorry not to have seen Mrs.
The
first amendment, of which complaint is
it.
was near midnight when 1 came home. Soon heard is always remembered my blood turned to Ashley, you will give my adieux to her and to made, consists in striking out the name of Ken
I t is the great rock th at underlies all after I retired, I fell asleep ; but my rest was ico in my veins. I recognized my fa te ! In E t t a ? ’
nedy as a plaintiff and inserting it as a de
‘Yes. You go to Boston, do you n o t? ’
other enjoyments. I t braces up a man fully troubled, I supposed I must have dreamed, but another second's time we should be in eternity !
fendant. The Bill was originally commenced
I snatched tho woman, by my side, in my
For a few weeks only. We sail for Europe by three persons, of whom Kennedy was one,
it seemed a vivid reality to me then.
equal to quinine, and isn’t half so bitter.
arms,
and
plunged
through
the
gaping
door
the
first of February. Papa has business there in the capacity of Receivers of the Shipbuilders
I
was
standing
in
the
thick
forest
which
sur
‘Besides, boys, there is another thing a
way.
Simultaneously
a
deafening
roar
burst
great deal more im portant about industry. rounded the works, nt the very point where the above my head—a crash as if the globe were which will detain him some years, and he wishes Bank. It appeared that Kennedy was a stock
to take me with him.
path to the village diverged, and led o'.lr the
h o ld e r in the Bank and necessarily should have
An idle man falls into a deep sleep of soul hill and through the field, to the mills. I t waB rent—ten thousand cannons were discharged in
I thought she grew very pale as she spoke,
as well as of body. A m inister I used to a wild, dreary path, for it waB necessary that my ears—the blood flowed from my eyes and but it might have been the vivid Bcarlet of hor been made a Defendant. Wiswcll dp al. vs.
Starr 48 Me. 401.
hear preach sometimes, who was a power the mills should be as far removed from any nose—the air was black with missileB which hood making h e r w h ite by contrast. I crush
It will be seen that amendments to a Bill arc
fully learned man and a man of great ex human habitation as possible, and there was reached i h e w a t e r o n l y a l i t t l e l a t e r th a n w c ed back the deep groan that rose to my lips, to of two kinds—those which relate to parties,
did!
Down,
down
we
went,
it
seemed
to
an
say pleasantly.
perience, said th a t he never knew but one no more fitting spot than the “ Valley of De
and those which affect the substance of the
interminable depth, but that fearful plunge
'■Bon voyage— may Heaven prosper you.’
lazy man converted among all tho people he spair,” for miles around. A sullen stream saved us !
Bill. And amendments that relate to parties
I gave her my one hand ; she laid hers, cold are by the addition or omission ol them. There
had known, and he set to work as soon as flowing through it supplied the water power
When wc came up, everything was still ; a and trembling within it, and our eyes m et.— io n lo o a n o t h e r c la s s o f a m e n d m e n ts relating to
which moved the machinery, and in the forests
God changed his heart. I t seemed as though beyond were numberless blackened heaps being deathly silence had fallen upon all nature. The There were tears on her cheeks, they dropped
all sorts of open sinners even stood a better converted into charcoal. I saw all this plainly place reeked with a suffocating smoke, rolling down and fell on our clasped hands. A wild parties ; to wit, the changing of their situation
by striking out the name of a complainant and
chance of being brought in than a lazy man, in my dream even the great gray rock by the up from the ruins, dumb as the vapor of death. beautiful hope sprang up in my heart and yet making him a defendant. Amendments being
I swam to tho shore with my companion, not hardly a hope, more of a revelation.
for we do hear sometimes of such men as spring, a t the place where I had so often stop
regarded with reference to the furtherance of
and
supported
her
up
the
bank.
She
was
not
‘0 , Constance ! have I just found life’s sweet
prize fighters, thieves, and playactors sub ped to drink from the worn out dipper, was
unconscious; but her dress was drenched in ness to lose it forever?—Would to Heaven th at justice, they are, as a general rule, in the dis
cretion of the court, especially in matters of
m itting their wills and hearts to the yoke of right before me.
There was a struggle in my mind ; I thought blood. I lifted my arm to seek the wound, and I were well and strong once more !’
mere form. 1 Barb. Ch. Pr. p. 200.
C h rist; but a lazy, indifferent soul can’t that I could not decide which path to take, the saw that the crimson tide flowed not from her
And what then ?’ she said, softly, her face
The name of one co-plaintiff may be stricken
even be brought to think of its condition.— one to the distant village, or the eld accustomed veids, but from the mutilated stump where hidden from my view beneath the folds of crimout and the party made a defendant, when ju s 
‘Slothfulness casteth into a deep sleep’ as one to the mills. While I was listening I heard once belonged my own right hand! I t had son worsted.
tice
will not be done without tho change. 1
The next moment I held her in my arms.
surely as opium does. B e careful and keep a voice, clear 6trong and solemn, that seemed been blown from my body.
Dan. Ch. Pr. p. 457.
Later, 1 experienced a strange, stinging in ,
us—u»u it ue
;
Constance, ouau
shall i„
it be—can
be?—Reinemclear o f it all your lives, boys, if you would to come from tho ends of the earth, and it
The next amendment, to w hichparticularob
the back of my head, and found, on examina- ber I am but a mutilated wreck of a man b u t
Baid :
not perish both soul and body.’
jeetion is made, is in the stating part of the
‘Go to the mills! Your work i6 Dot yet tion, that it was fearfully gashed. The very my heart is strong and true, nrifl tender.’
The boys had finished their dinner and
bones grated heheath the pressure of my fin-' 1 remember everything,’ she said, ‘and I Bill, wherein the ground of the defendants
done!'
liability is set out.
uncle R oger his sermon ju s t as a farm er
should be unworthy o f a love like yours did I
I awoke. The moon was shining coldly in gers.
In the original Bill, it is alleged in substance,
drove up with his g r is t; so the boys, to show at the window ; the great arms of the elms in
I went home like one in a waking dream I j care the less for you because of thia sad misfor
that on the twenty-sixth day of October, A. D.
their appreciation of the lesson they had the yard moved to and fro in the night wind, remember very little of it, except that the lady tune. For your sake, I would wish it had nev 1854, said Bank suspended and refused pay
just learned, ‘buckled to' and helped uu- and a lonely cricket ehirpped in the wainscot. in blue was with me, that she tilked soothing er come upon you; for my own, I have not a ment uf its bills, styled bank notes, which it
I lay down again thinking but little of my ly to me in a sweet voice, and that, afterward, single regret.’
load.
had issued and by law was bound to pay, and
when I suilercd untold agony from some sharp
‘The sleigh whose bells wc had heard, had the complainants claim that those who were
‘Did you hear about M artin S p rin g ’s lit dream, save to rejoice that it was only a dream,
instrument, she stood by me with Words of gen long ago passed by—it was not her father—and stockholders on that day, or their legal repre
and
shortly
afterward
I
fell
asleep.
Again
was
tle girl being drowned ?’ asked the farmer.
wc sat down together for the most nearly per- sentatives, are, by law, liable to contribute to
that vision repeated, with singular minuteness, tlest rest and peace ; then all was blank.
‘You don’t say so! D ear, d ea r! How did circumstance for circumstance and again I
There was a little snow on the hills that I feet happiness 1 had ever knowo.
the payment of the deficiency of tho assets of
it happen ?’ asked tho kind hearted miller awoke.
could see from my window, when I awoke to
Colonel Howard came in, at last, to find his said Bank, to the amount of tho stock then
with much anxiety.
I thought it extremely remarkable that I consciousness. My mother was by my bedside ; daughter encircled by my arm, her blushes, and owned by them respectively, or of such portion
‘W hy, th a t good for-nothing, shiftless fel should dream twice on the same matter, but —pale, thin and careworn. I Bpoke out m y ; my presumption, making the condition of thereof, ?,s shall be necessary to make such de
things vory evident to a man of sense. W ficiency good.
low has never put a curb around his cistern explained it to myself that it was because I first thought
‘Where is Marion ?’
went to him together. Constance spoke to
In the Bill as amended, the allegation of re
long as he has lived there, and much as his had been thinking so much of my departure
She tried to put me off with an evasive an him :
from
the
mills.
I
t
was
a
eoncidcnce,
nothing
fusal to pay its bills is made substantially as in
wife has urged him to. So this morning he
‘Papa,’ Bhe said, ‘this is Mr. Ashley who the original Bill ; it also contains an allegation
more I said, and turning over, I soon lost my swer, but I would know the whole truth. She
left the boards off himself, and poor little consciousness.
told it to mo with great reluctance. Marion I saved mo when the powder mill blew up. 1 of a deficiency or loss of the capital stock and
Lucy stumbled and fell in. She was stone
For the third time that haunting dream vis had not been to see me since the day of the ac-1 love him and he loves me, will you give us your the insolvency of the Bank, by reason of the
dead when they found her. ’P ears as if her ited me, and this repetition was almost fright cideut, and then, a t sight of me she uttered a blessing?’
official mismanagement of the directors, before
, The good old man looked amazed but rocover- and on the 2Gth day of October, 1854, and of
mother would go distracted. The man’s fully vivid. Everything about it bore so strong shriek of horror, and fled from the room.
But has she sent no message?’ I asked.
j ed himself to grasp me warmly by the hand.
laziness has made him the real m urderer of ly the semblance of reality, that I started up
the inability of said directors to pay Buch loss
There is a noto for you, but you must not
‘I am happy to meet you, Mr. Ashley,’ he or deficiency, by reason whereof the stockhold
his child. Such a peart little thing as she covered with a cold sweat from head to fo o t;
and in the room still lingered as it were, the read it until you are better.—You have been said, cordially. ‘I suppose I owe my daughter ers became liable to contribute to the payment
was, too. Itgoes hard with him, but I don’t hollow echoes of that phantom voice !
eight weeks delirious, and excitement now, may to you ; but really, I had no idea of giving her of such loss or deficiency, to tho amount of
pity him as I do the mother. I t it would
up to you in this unceremonious fashion.— their stock.
The moon had gone down ; the dawn was he fatal.’
stir him up to do any better we would all breaking up the east culd and gray.
Give me the letter,' I said with all my stern However, if you love her, and she loves you—
The amended Bill also alleges, that, at the
be glad to give him a lift, but I am afraid
I am not superstitious; but I will confess self-will in my voice. ‘If uot, I will get up and and you are the honest upright, young man expiration ol the charter of said Bank, to wit,
that people say you arc—take her, and may on the tenth day of January, A D. 1855, that
it is ' bred in the bones,’ as you say, neigh that an involuntary shudder went over me, as seek it m yself’
She brought it to me, the delicate, rose per God deal with you as you deal with h er.’
bor, and a t his time of life he will hardly be I recoiled what had passed. I tried to shake
being the day on which the injunction against
I was only too happy to take him at his word, said Bank was made perpetual, and on which
off the spell upon my spirit, but in vain. It fumed thing, no more heartless than she who
likely to change his habits.’
was as if I walked in another world, lost to all dictated it. It was elegantly written, elegant and a few weeks later, Cunstance Howard be Receivers were appointed, there was outstand
‘I am afraid so, too,’ said uncle Roger. humanity, forever. The memory and th o u g h t; ly worded ; elegantly got up altogether.
came my wife.
ing and unpaid a large amount of the bills of
The Guilford Powder Works, were never re said Bank which had been issued thereby, and
‘Now is the time to form your habits for of every earthly thing was swallowed up in the 1 Miss Ware sympathized with me d e e p ly hoped
and
trusted
I
should
be
restored
to
health
built, but 1 purchased their site and on their for the redemption and payment of which, the
life, boys, and if they are habits of sloth you recollection of that fearful voice.
I rose, and dressing myself went down to —and ended with relieving me from my engage ruins 1 have erected a fantastic tower to mark stockholders were by law liable to contribute,
will find trouble and sorrow enough follow
ment. Of course I would not think of marry the spot where I first met her who has made my in proportion to the stock held by them, re
ing you, like a shadow, all the days of your work in the garden. This had always been a , ing any one now ! She was so sorry, it was life beautiful.—Ballou’s Dollar Monthly.
favorite employment of mine, but on this oc-.
spectively, a t the time of the dissolution of the
life.’
casion it failed to restore my mind to its wont- Isuch a disappointment; but the ways of Provi
charter of said Bank.
ed tone tone. I was restless and uneasy, labor-' dence were inscrutable.—She prayed that I
The substantial difference between the origin
B
oys
,
S
tay
on
the
F
arm
.—
Every
time
Q uick on tub T rigger .— “ You will ing under the pressure of a consciousness of might be granted resignation, and closed with
al
and the amended Bill, consists in the tact,
assuring me that she was my most sincere and we see a young man coming to the g reat cit that in the original Bill, the liability, claim
please to observe,” said old Mr. Lambwell, some, duty unfullfilled.
ies for employment, leaving a loving family ed against the stockholders, extended to the
attached friend.
At
last
I
p
u
t
down
my
hoe,
and
went
into
■
as he led us through his school the other
the house. I dressed myself in my mill clothes, I I crushed the scroll in my hand—I would and an honorable and promising occupation amount of their stock, but no specific ground,
day, “ th a t the boys are required to display and sought the sitting room where my mother have ground it to powder, and annihilated its
for the uncertainties, the cares and failures on which th at liability rested, was stated. In
the utmost attention to questions and dis was. She looked up in surprise, as 1 said :
very dust from the face of the earth, if I could. of a business lifo, and destined to breast tho the amended Bill the ground of that liability is
cipline, and in a short tim e become divested
1 did not mean to corse Marian Ware, but la m
‘Mother, I am going to the mills.’
social vices th at corrupt all cities perhaps to alleged to be the loss or deficiency in the capi
‘Indeed! I had hoped you were done going not sure but I did. It would not be strange.
of th a t most annoying disposition to teach
tal stock, in consequence of the official misman
Days of weakness succeeded, and in their fall under their pernicious influence, we al agement of the directors, and of their inability
each o th e r; in short, they soon settle down there, A rthur. Yesterday was the fourteenth,
weary hours, I learned submission. Nay, I ways feel like whispering in th a t young man’s to pay that loss or make good the deficiency.
in all the gravity of m ature years, under the was it not 7’
learned even more—to thank God that, even ears, stay on the farm.
‘Yes ; but I feel obliged to go to-day.’
The Bill, as amended, also contains an alle
wholesome system I have introduced.”
‘My work there is not yet done. It will bo with the loss of my strong right hand, I had
W hen wo see a m erchant advertise for a gation of liability on the part of the stock
W e a t this moment arrived in front of finished soon, I th in k .' I kissed her and w ent, been saved from wedding my life to one desti sm art young man to aid him a t a few dollars holders to contribute to the redemption of the
tute of all that makes woman akin to the an per month, in his business behind thecoQnter, bills of the Bank, which were unpaid a t the
several boys, who were standing around a out.
The gloomy path through the wood seemed gels.
bucket of water, and one had ju s t charged
time of tho dissolution of its charter, in pro
Every day there was a fresh boquet of hot and see a hundred or more applicants per portion to the amount of stock held by them,
his mouth with the contents of a tin cup, gloomier and darker than ever. I hastened on
and came to the point of divergence.
house flowers on the little stand by my bedside. day, present themselves-----applicants too, respectively, at that time. The original Bill
while the old gentleman was stooping to re
Involuntarily I stopped, and to my fevered After a while I began to feel curious about many of whom, spent their youth in the coun
cover his pen from the floor, when another imagination, the prophetic voice seemed throb them. I asked my mother one morning, where try and see how eagerly they accept the p it contained no such allegation.
These amendments, it is contended, are inad
boy passing behind snapped his finger qu iet bing in the air, urging me forward.
they came from.
tance offered them, while they would be sure missible because they introduce a new cause of
ly behind the boy’s ear, causing him by a
At the door of the grinding mill, I met Mr.
‘Miss Howard sent them,’ she said.
of a future competence a t home, we always action, which, if introduced, would make the
‘Miss Howard ? I know no Buch person ?’
sudden sta rt to eject the contents over the Morton, the senior proprietor. He grasped my
Bill multifarious, and therefore bad on de
wish to tell them, boys stay on the farm.
‘The young lady who was saved from tho ex
pedagogue’s bald pate.
S tartin g upright hand eagerly.
W hen we see quack advertisem ents of ag murrer.
‘Ah, Ashley, glad to see you ! W hat is this plosion with you. She is Miss Constance How
To determine whether these objections are
with his face and hair dripping, the m aster that I hear about your leaving us?’ .
encies
paying
fro
m
§
7
5
to
$
1
5
0
per
month,
ard, of Boston, and to her you owe an everlast
well taken, it may be well to examine the stat
shouted:
‘Lincoln was speaking of it last night. Why ing debt of gratitude, A rthur. I often think and know th a t the advertiser receives h u n d 
u t e s on which the liabilities of stockholders in
we couldn’t part with you at all.”
“ W ho done th a t ?”
she saved your life, for when you raved in de reds of letters weekly, from young men in Banks are founded.
‘I did give notice to leave last night, and in lirium, and would have torn off the bandages all parts of tho country, an d ' know th a t his
The party unanimously cried out, “ J im
Section 41 of eh. 77 R. S. 1841, provides
tended yesterday for my last day in the m ill; where the surgeon had trepanned your wound,
office is daily crowded with those whom his that stockholders shall be liable to the amount
Gun, sir.”
but circumstances have decided me to remain she alone, had the power to quiet you. Why,
of
their shares in case payment of any bill,
tempting
but
unreliable
offers
have
draw
n
to
“ J im Gun, you rascal, what did you do some little time longer. A month perhaps.’
when you were the worst, she stood over you
•Bight. Only you must set no time. We’ll three days and nights, without sleeping, never him, only to be disappointed, we always feel note, check or draft issued by any Bank and
th a t fo r? ”
which
it is liable to pay, shall be delayed or re
make your salary satisfactory, if th at has any complaining, never getting out of patience with like saying, Boys stay on the farm.
Jim , appalled a t the michief he had done,
fused for the term of fifteen days.
thing to do with it. Say twelve hundred a your moods. She is an angel.’
In these times, above all times, stay on the
m uttered out that it was not his fault, but year, if you will stay. We are willing to pay
Section 44 provides for the liability of stock
I thought so myself. I knew, then, the farm. Y o u a re needed there, you can make
Tom Owen had snapped him.
you something for the risk you ru n .’
meaning uf the fair visions that had haunted money there, it is your du ty to rem ain holders, to the amount of their stock, to pay
any loss or deficiency in tho capital stock of
my
delirious
brain
during
those
days
of
anguish
This changed the direction of old Lamb‘Thank you, I will think of it ,’ I said, and
there.— P ra irie Farm er.
any Bank, occasioned by the official misman
ed suffering. I knew whose soft voice had come
well’s wrath, and shaking his hand porten- went to my duties as usual.
agement of the directors, in case of the inabil
tiously over Owen’s head, he asked, “D id
Everything went quietly oil its accustomed to me, sometimes, like harp notes; whose gen
H ard on the B ear .— A good story is ity of the directors to pay such loss or deficien
routine. The great machine toiled on as cease tle hand had soothed away the pain from my
you snap G un?”
cy. This liability attaches to stockholders,
brow,
and
pressed
down
my
eyelids
with
sweet
told of a showman, who carried about on who are such, at the time of the official mis
lessly, the men in their felt slippers went about
The culprit trembling with fear, m ur as noiselessly, as ever; I began to smile to myself est sleep.
exhibition an enormous bear. In a certain management of the directors.
‘Where is she now ?’ I asked.
mured, “ Yes, sir, I snapped Gun, but I a t the absurdity of my last night's vision. I
town in Verm ont, where B ruin was a ttr a c t
Section 45 provides for the liability of stock
‘At the Belleville House. She was spending ing crowds, dw elt a farm er and his wife,
didn’t know th a t he was loaded !”
had eaten too much supper, and staid out too
holders, for the redemption of the unpaid bills
long whispering soft nothings to Marion, I said the summer there with some distant connections and an interesting and multitudinous fam ily of tho Bank, at the time of the expiration, or
°
„
‘le
fam*ly
at
the
time
of
the
accident.
They
A philosopher being asked what was the to myself.
all perished in th at dreadful explosion, and sho o f twenty children. The pater-fam ilies was dissolution, of its charter, in proportion to the
Well another month in the mills would pass has remainad here waiting the arrival of Col very desirous of gratifying tho commendable amount of stock then held by them.
first thing necessary toward winning the love
away
in
time
;
I
could
endure
it,
as
I
had
the
of ft woman, answered, ‘opportunity.’
onel Howard, her lather, who has been Bome curiosity of his offspring; but the price of It will be perceived that the liabilities of stock-

Liberty and Union, Now and Forever, work is, boys,’ said uncle Roger. ‘W h a t'
poor, unhappy drones wo should be if we
One and Inseparable.”
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There’s gold for the man that will dig it,
And peace for the soul of the seeker—
There’s Love’s wine for him who will drink It,
Overflowing the golden-lipped beaker—
There’s Fame for the brow of the thinker,
If he’ll work and struggle to win it—
Every care-cloud that folds o’er the future
May prison rich blessings within it.
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A POWDER MILL ROMANCE.
BY CLARA A00USTA.

holders under sections 41 and 44 are to the same
extent, though for different causes, to wit. to
the amount of the shares held by them ; but
under Section 45, the liability is only limited to
the amount of unpaid bills.
The amendmeot, alleging loss by the official
mismanagement of the directors as the ground
of liability, is not inconsistent with the allega
tions iu the original Bill, so far as the extent of
liability, or the ground of that liability is con
cerned,.and may therefore properly be deemed
a specification of that claim. A declaration so
defective that it would exhibit no sufficient
cause of action may be cured by an amendment,
without introducing any new causo of action.
This is often the very purpose of the law au
thorizing amendments. Pullen vs. Hutchinson,
25 Me. 249. Courts of Equity are even more
liberal in allowing amendments than Courts of
Law.
It is also suggested, that in this amendment the
cause of action or ground of liability is not set
out with sufficient distinctness. The proposed
amendment may not be as specific os could be
desired. But it is not fatally defective on this
ground. The general allegation of liability, its
extent and the grounds on which it rests are
distinctly made. This is sufficient. A general
charge or statement or the matter of fact is
sufficient, and it is not necessary to charge mi
nutely all tho circumstances which may con
duce to prove tho general charge; for these
circumstances are properly matters of evidence
which need not be charged, to let them in as
proof. Story's E /. Pl. 24 ; 2 Dan. Ch. Pr. p.
994 ; Wheeler vs. Trotter 3 Swansl, 174. n.
I t is also contended, th at the stockholders
cannot he held to answer to the individual cred
itors of the Banks, under the provisions of
Scot 44, and the case of Baker vs. The Attas
Bank, 9 Met. 182 is relied upon as authority
upon that point. The statute upon which that
decision was based, §30 ofch. 30 R. S. of Mass,
is similar in its provisions to §44 of ch. 77 R.
S. 1841. Tho Court, in that cose, were of
opinion, that au individual creditor of tha
Rank could not maintain a suit in Equity,
against a stockholder, to recover payment of his
demands against the Bank, under that section
of the statute, and that the liability of stock
holders. under that section could only be en
forced by the Bank itself, to make good any
loss or deficiency in its capital stock, while the
Bank was in operation. Without intending to
question the soundness of that decision, or to
criticise the reason upon which it is based, it is
sufficient to remark that our statute § 40 ch.
77 R. S. 1841 and §47 of ch. 47 R. S. 1857, in
express terms, gives the creditor of any Bank,
which may have sustained a loss or deficiency,
through the official mismanagement of its di
rectors, tho right to pursue his remedy direct
ly against the stockholders, in case of the ina
bility of the directors to pay such loss or de
ficiency. This provision is very broad in its
terms, covering all the creditors of the Bank,
whether depositors, bill-holders or other par
ties. Nor is there anything in the Statute
which limits this remedy to parties who were
creditors at the precise inomeut of time, when
the official mismanagement of tho directors oc
curred. Such construction would deprive the
provision of its most salutary element aDd ren
der it practically nugatory. The capital stock
of the Bank is the foundation of its credit.—
The public who are its creditors, have a right
to expect that that capital will be kept good,
by an honest administration of its affairs by the
directors who are selected by the stockholders,
for that purpose, and it cannot justly be deem
ed a hardship to require that Banks shall be
in fact, what they are held out to bo, by their
agents and stockholders. The provision simply
requires the stockholders to make good, losses
arising from the official mismanagement of their
agents, the directors, in case these agents are
unable to respond to such losses.
I t is also objected, that this amendment, if
made and allowed, would be wholly unavailing,
fur the reason that it has not been ascertained
that there is, or has been, a loss or deficiency
in the capital Btock of the Bank, originating in
the official mismanagement of the directors,
nor has the inability of the directors to pay
such loss, if any, been in any manner determin
ed. That these facts must exist, and be proved,
before the liability of the stockholders attach
es, under this provision of the statute, is clear
ly manifest.
A majority of the Court are of opinion that
these faqts must be judicially determined, as an
independent preliminary proceeding, before a
Bill can be maintained, against stockholders,
under this provision of the Statute. Thia
amendment is, therefore, denied.
The amendment based upon § 45 is also ob
jected to, on the ground that it introduces a
new cause of action. The original Bill waa
brought by the Receivers, in their own names,
but in behalf of the claimants of said Bank,
against the persons liable as stockholders there
of, to contribute to the payment of said claims.
The substance of the claim is the liability of
tiie defendants, as stockholders. The specific
grounds of that liability and its extent, aro im
perfectly set forth in the original Bill. I t was,
however, based upon the Statute, and must be
controlled and limited thereby. The amend
ment, in this case, seeks to make more speciflo
and definite, the ground of the defendants' lia
bilities, and at tho early stage of the proceed
ings in which the amendment was introduced,
and in view of the authorities, already cited,
no valid objection is perceived to its allowance,
on the ground that a new cause ,of action is
thereby introduced. No anSwer has yet been
made, and the defendants cannot be holdcn be
yond their statute liabilities, by reason of the
amendment.
But it is said that the amendment will be un
availing, if allowed, for the reason that no de
mand is alleged to have been made for the pay
ment of these unpaid hills, either at the Bank,
or its last and usual place of transacting busi
ness, as provided in § 40. The proceedings
now under consideration have reference to li
abilities for unpaid bills at the expiration of
the charter of the Bank. That event occurred,
in legal contemplation, when the injunction
was made perpetual and Receivers were ap
pointed. Wiswcll ij- al. v. Starr, 48 Me. 401;
Crease v. Babcock, 23 Pick. 334. To have de
manded payment at the Bank, at that time, of
such unpaid bills, would have been an idle cere
mony. It had then been enjoined and prohibit
ed from doing business. The amended Bill al
leges that these unpaid bills have been present
ed to, and allowed by the Receivers. This is a
substantial compliance with the statute, as the
Receivers are the legal representatives of the
Bauk, and their place of official business must
be deemed to be the place of business of the
Bank, for the purpose of presenting claims
against it. The amendments, therefore, based
upon the provisions of sections 45 & 46, are al
lowed.
No claim is made under § 41.
The legal capacity of the plaintifls to prose
cute this Bill has also been called in question
on tho ground that the board of Receivers was
never legally constituted—that the statute re
quires the appointment of three disinterested
persons as Receivers, and that Kennedy, being
a stockholder, was not a disinterested person
within the meaning of the law. The fact that
Kennedy was a stockholder was not known to
the Judge by whom he was appointed, nor did
the fact come to the knowledge of the Court
until it was asserted in the Bill now before us.
But does this fact render the proceedings of tho
Receivers void? We think not.
In the case of Wiswell& al. v. Starr, already
cited, the same objection existed, but was not
held fatal. It does not appear, however, that
the point was distinctly taken in that case, or
that it received the particular attention oi the
Court. That case therefore, may not be deemed
conclusive, ns a precedent. But, on principle,
the objection cannot prevail. First, for the
reason that the interest of Kennedy, if any he
had, was in favor of the respondents and not
prejudicial to them. Therefore, they are not
in a condition to complain. Next, his interest,
whatever it might have been, so far as he has
been permitted to act, was not fixed and certain,
but so remote, contingent and uncertain, as not
to disqualify him. He was appointed under
the provisions of § 62 fi. S. 1841, by ft Justice

arising directly or indirectly in the due and
missioners, and- -bad no authority -toproceed legitimate exercise of the various powers con
against the stockholders of the Bank, nor to do ferred by Btatute.
“ While towns may raise money to discharge
any act by which they could be rendered liable
to a personal action- He and his co-receivers all liabilities in the performance of their multi
were only authorised to take possession of the plied municipal duties, they cannot, unless new
property and effects of the corporation, subject powers are conferred, or an excess of power re
to such rules and orders, as should be from ceives a subsequent legal ratification, transcend
time to time, prescribed by the court or some the authority given by the statute, and incur
justice thereof, in vacation. As a Receiver, be liabilities in no way arising in the course of its
was an officer and representative of the court exercise.
and subject to its directions. 2 Story's Eq. §
Thus it has been held by this Court, that a
831. R. S. 1841 ch. 77 § 62. This section of tax for the discharge of a contract, entered into
the statute does not limit the number of Re by the town w ith the corporation of a toll
brio
ceivers, nor prescribe their qualifications,i, nor bridge
for "ttjfctaeassag o of its citizens over
define their powers. The whole matter is w ife ft, was
'
ille u U R H ^ likewise been held, und * flU g e r
s im ila r ^ ^ ^ ^ f e ^ o th e r States, that a town
in tbe sound discretion of the Court, and
le
^
lF
a
s
the acts of tbe Receivers are subject to the
no rigtaSHflNIHoney for the celebration
w of
o f any
n
greaWiaWbnal event,—as the capture of
pervision and control of the Court.
The Receivers provided for in § 67, are to be Cornwallis, or the Declaration of Independence.
appointed on the application of bill holders or So it was decided in Emery v. Hooper, 14 Maine
depositors, and the succeeding sections of the R „ 375, in the very clear and conclusive opin
act apply to them, and not to Receivers ap ion of Mr, Chief Justice Shepley, that a town
pointed under § 62, unless bo prescribed by the has no authority to raise money for the purpose
Court. In one case, the application is to be of redistributing it among its citizens. Much
made when, in the opinion of the Bank-Com more, then, towos have no authority to raise
missioners, the Bank is insolvent, or its con money to give as a mere gratuity to one or more
dition is such as to render its further progress citizens, to enable them to escape the perform
hazardous to the public, in which case the sec ance of services which every citizen should
tion contemplates the closing up of the affairs cheerfully render, ns duo to the government,
of the Bank. In the other case, the application upon the prosperity and perpetuity of which
is by a bill holder, or a depositor to whom pay the future hopes of humanity must rest.
Were a town to raise money to be distributed
ment has been refused for the space of fifteen
days after demand, and the section contemplates to favored individuals, the tax assessed for such
holding the assets of the Bank by the Receivers a purpose could not for a moment be upheld.
until such bills or deposits have been paid, and Still less can it be, when the obvious and in
then a surrender of the balance to the Bank evitable tendency of it would be, to defeat the
The proceedings have a different origin and object for which the act of Congress before re
ferred to was passed. That was an act to raise
contemplate different results.
It was not until tbe passage of tho Act of soldiers,— not to raiso money. Its primary and
1855 ch. 164, that Receivers had any authority special purpose was to suppress insurrection by
to proceed against stockholders ; and, under means of an armed force, to be raised in pur
that Act, they are merely nominal parties, act suance of its provision. If one town may as
ing for and in behalf of the claimants against sess taxes to pay tho commutation money of
the stockholders. It was only a t the institution those who may be drafted, so may all ; and the
of this Bill that the official position of Kennedy government would be left w ithouta soldier for
became adverse to his interest as a stockholder. its protection, and the nation surrendered into
Until he was required to proceed under the the power of those who are w arring for its
Act of 1855, or § 73 ch. 47, R. S., bis interest overthrow. By such a courso the wealth and
was not only remote, uncertain and contingent, taxablo property of the community would be
b u t e v e n t h a t i n t e r e s t , n s h a s n lr c a H y b e e n r e  diverted from tho defence ot the government,
marked, was in favor of tho stockholders ; and, a n d t h o r e s o u r c e s o f t h e S t a t e would be turned
being until that time merely a ministerial of to its destruction, by depriving it of the means,
ficer or servant of tbe Court, he was not dis necessary for its preservation.”
qualified to act as lar as his duties required.
When his legal position became incompatible
with his private relations and this fact became
known to the Court, it became not only a mat
ter of right to other parties to have bis position
changed, but a matter of duty on the part of
the Court to see that such change wa6 made.
S a tu rd a y , J u l y 11, 1863.
By allowing the amendment, by which his
name was stricken out aB plaintiff and inserted
6. M. I’ETTINGILL & CO., No. 37 P ark R ow, N ew
as defendant, his appointment as Receiver was, York, and No. 6 State Street , Bosson, are our Agents
in effect, revoked. The statute, § 62, requiring for the Rockland Gazette, in those cities, and are au:horto take Advertisements and Subscriptions tor us at
no specific number of Receivers, the suit may ized
our Lowest rates.
properly proceed in the name ot the remaining
S. R. NILES, (successor to V. B- Palmer,) Newspaper
plaintiffs of record.
Agent, No. 1 Scollay’s Building , Court
It is contended that the Bill cannot be main SAdvertising
treet , B iston, is authorized to receive advertisements
tained against certain parties thereto, who are for this paper, at the rates required by us.
charged as cestuis que trust, the trustees also
being parties. In the case of Crease v. Babcock
C o m m u ta tio n a n d B o u n ty .
10 Met. 525, tho Court decided the trustees
We have printed elsewhere the opinion of the
must be parties and from the language used the
implication is strong that the ccstuis que trust Judges of the Supreme Judicial Court, in which
should not be, or need not be, parties, though the full bench have unanimously expressed the
there was no express decision on the latter decision that towns can not leg ally /eith er
point. The general rule is that all cestuis que
trust are necessary parties to suits against the pledge their credit, or raise money by taxation,
trustees, by which their rights are likely to be for the purpose of paying the commutation of
affected. 1 Dan. Ch. P r. 303 ; Story's Eq. PI. such of their citizens ae may be drafted into
§ § 192, 193, 207 ; Helm v. Hardin 2 B . Mun
military service, or for the purpose of paying
roe, 231.
In the cases in this Bill in which the trustees such citizens a sum of money with which to
are alleged to be wives, hoiding in trust for commute said service.
their husbands, the application of the general
Tbe considerations set forth in this decision
rule appears to be eminently proper.
The authority under the statute to bring this are in accordance with those wc have urged in
Bill is very full. If it appear to the Court that deprecation of the movement to provide a gener
tbe assets are insufficient to pay the claims al commutation which was made in this city.
against the Bank, said Receivers shall forthwith
file their Bill in Equity in their own names, The duty of performing military service is a
but in behalf of the claimants, against the per personal duty, to which every citizen is liable,
sons liable as stockholders of the Bank to con- and when legally called upon to do so he must
tribute to the payment of its debts. R. S. §73
personally render this service, or its legal
ch. 47. The intention of the Legislature mani
festly was to give the specific remedy of a Bill equivalent. To this Bcrvice, as we have said,
in Equity to all parties, who had claims against all are equally liable, and when any portion o f
a Bank which should be placed in the hands of the citizens of a community are, by an impartial
Receivers, and that the term debts is used as the selection, called upon to perform it, it is mani
synonym of claims in the same sentence.
This construction is the more apparent in festly unjust, in contravention of the law and
view of the provisions of § 7 5 of the same destructive of all actual personal responsibility
chapter, wherein
that
. it, is provided
,
_ ,no . action , of the citizen to the government, for the town
shall be maintained against any Bank after the .
.
•
,
,
,
.
appointment of Receivers thereof, but a l l i t s to r a ,s e m o n e y
g r a t u . t o u s l y r e le a s e s u c h e l k creditors must seek their remedy under the i zcns from the performance of their duty,
provisions o f the five preceding sections ; era/But we observe that some papers which have
Hors here being used in tbe same sense as claim -,
d
towns to adopt the plan of a whole-

T h e G ood N ew s.

T h e B a ttle o f T h u r s d a y .
Tho rebels were in the pits and a furious fife elec’tric impulse. It thrilled" the entire line.__
The following brief but comprehensive report began. A thin veil of smoke rose above the Men forgot that they were on the defensive, and
trees and floated away before the morning without an order from a commanding officer,
of the battle a t Gettysburg, P a., on Thursday breeze. More rapid was the fire of musketry,
the line, as if bent on one common purpose,
last, is from the special dispatches sent to tbe more terrific the cannonade. Ewell was evi surged ahead. Thousands of bayonets flashed
dently determined not to bo driven back. Ho in tbe beams of the setting sun. Then came a
New York Times from the field of battle :
held on with dogged pertinacity. But in vain
“ This (Thursday) morning there were strong his oath, in vain his effort. The door was wild hurrah, and the mass of rebels melted
premonitions of an early engagement with the closed, the rifle pits regained. Ewell was away over the plain.
enemy in force, but the day wore away and no
TH E RETREAT.
driven back inch by inch, up Rock creek, and
positive exhibition Wasmado by the enemy. We
The invasion of the N orth was over, tbe pow
tbe line was intact.
began to think that perhaps there would be no
er
of
the
Southern
Confederacy broken. There
CAVALRV OPERATIONS.
immediate battle after all. We were hardly in
a t that sunset hour I could discern the future
a conditition to give battle, as all our disposi
A dragoon came dashing in from the Bono longer an overcast sky, but clear, uncloud
tions had not been made, Gen. Meade not hav naughton road with the information that the ed starlight a country redeemed, saved, bap
ing arrived on the ground until 2 o'clock in the rebel cavalry was coming down upon the turn tized, consecrated anew to the coming ages.
morning. The position of our forces after the pike to capture our trains. Gen. Pleasanton’s
All honor to the heroic living, all glory to
fight of Wednesday was to the eastward and compliments to Generals Gregg and Kilpatrick. the gallant dead! They have not fought in
southward of Gettysburg, covering the Balti He desires Gen. Gregg to cheek Stuart on the vain, they have not died for nought. No man
more pike, the Taneytown and Emmetsburg right and protect the trains. He also desires liveth to himself alone. Not for themselves,
roads, and still being nearly parallel with the Kilpatrick to sweep down beyond Round Top but for their children, for those who may never
latter. Tho formation of the ground on the and feel of the enemy in the direction of Fair- hear of them in their nameless graves, have
right and centre was excellent for defensive field Gap.
they yielded life—for the future—for all that
purposes On our extreme left the ground
“ That’s good—first rate,” is Kilpatrick’s ex is good, pure, holy, true, ju st—for humanity,
Bloped off until the position was no higher than clamation. He rubs his hands with satisfaction righteousness, peace—for paradise on earth—
the enemy’s. The ground in front of our line as you have seen children a t unexpected pleas for Christ and for God—they have given them
was a level, open country, interspersed here ure. His eyes gleam. His face lights with selves a willing sacrifice. Blessed be their
and there with an orchard or a very small tract smiles. His division is close by and in five memory forevermore.
Carleton.
of timber, generally oak, with the underbrush minutes you see his long column of horsemen
cut away. During tho day a portion of the defiling along Rack creek, ascending the bank,
Capture o f Vicksburg',
troops threw up temporary breastworks and au sweeping over the fields and disappearing in
ahattis. Gen. Meade's headquarters were at the woods beyond Round Top.
P A B O L E O P T H E P B IS O N E R S .
an old house on the Taneytown road, immedi
A half hour passes and you see far down
Military Execution in Maine.—We learn ately in rear of the centre.
toward the hills of the Gacoctin, the pillars of
T e rrib le S u ffe rin g s o f th e B ebels.
from the Portland Press that Geo. L. Hutchin
Our line was not regular in shape. Indeed smoke rising above the forests, and you hear
son, of tho 3d Maine regiment, was found the centre protruded out toward tho enemy so the sullen roar from his light battery. He is E F F I C I E N T F O R C E O F T H E E N E M T
1 8 ,0 0 0 .
as to form almost the two sides of a triangle. upon Longstreet’s flank, pushing on, and evi
guilty by a court martial, four weeks since, of Before sundown General Meade's headquarters dently
troubling that General.
A n A m h u I i to h a v e b e e n u in d e o n th e 5 t h .
having deserted the service at five different proved to he the hottest place on the battle
Gregg has gone north, and is at it with Stu
times, and has been sentenced to be “ shot to field, so far as careless shelling was concerned. art. Riding up the Bonaughton road we find
W ashington, July 8.
Gen. Howard occupied with his corps a beau him in position, sending shells over a long
death with musketry at such timo and place as
A dispatch from Gen. Grant to Gen. Hal
tiful cemetery on a^hill to the south of Gettys stretch of field into tho rebel column, just visi
the commanding general of this department burg.
Cannons thundered, horses pranced, ble in the edge of distant forests. S tuart re leck, dated Vicksburg, 4th, 10.30 A. M., states
(Gen. Wool) may designate.” This finding and men carelessly trampled over the remains plies and retires. He would like to get at that that the rebels surrendered this morning, and
their troops paroled as prisoners of war. The
and sentence has been approved by the Presi of the dead. From this hill a beautiful view long line of wagons coming in, but he will be
could be obtained of the valley, and also of a foiled in every attem pt. Later in tho day he movements about to be made by the forces of
dent and Gen. Wool, who has ordered bis exe
Gen.
Grant are detailed, but they are not prop
iodly portion of the enemy’s line of battle.
endeavors to cut round Pleasanton at the Two
cution to take place on the 10th inst. Hutch
Our forces had all been concentrated on Tues Taverns, but is thrust back unceremoniously. er for publication at present.
N ew York, Ju ly 8.
inson has been removed from Augusta jail to day night 6ave the Fifth and Sixth corps. The
T H E LAST GRAND ATTACK.
The Tribune has received the following
Fort Preble, where he will be shot to-day (Fri former arrived during the morning, and tho
I must pass over the two attempts of the ene
latter sojn after noon. They were all massed
special
dispatch
:
my
on
the
left
flank.
I
do
not
attem
pt
to
give
day), unless his sentenco is commuted by the immediately behind our centre.
Chickasaw Bayou, July 3, )
President.
Whether or no it was Gen. Meade’s intention a history of the three days’ engagements, but
simply an outline. Twice during the forenoon
Via Cairo, 7. J
Hutchinson is about thirty years ot age. He to attack I cannot say, but ho was hardly ready of Friday there were attacks which were suc
Vicksburg
is
ours.
Firing from our front
for it before the afternoon of yesterday. The
enlisted in tho Third last fall, and deserted day had become elmostdull. Skirmishing was cessfully repulsed.
ceased this morning pending negotiations for a
I could hear at times far off to the north
surrender, which have occupied the greater part
while beir.g sent on to the field, and afterwards now and then brisk, and the sharpshooters in
dull report of artillery, and could see little
deserted foir times more. A t each arrest he the steeples and belfreys of tho churches per handfuls of smoke in the air in the direction of of the day. The only contested point touching
the surrender has been in reference to what
told the commanding officer a t Augusta (Major sistently blazed away a t officers and artillery Carlisle. It was not Gregg, neither Kilpatrick shall be done with Pemberton's army. He
horses. I t wiis by a sharpshooter in a barn
Clarke) that it was useless to send him on, as just opposite Wadsworth’s Division, yesterday, nor Buford, for they were other where. Who asks and demands that while the surrender is
he should not stay more than ten days. He that Capt. Stevens of the Fifth Maine Battery then? Couch or Smith, coming down on Lee's unconditional, in other respects the garrison
flank ? W hat he has to do must be done quick which has so long and so heroically resisted our
also enlisted in a nine months regiment in got hit. A bullet passed through both legs ly. He will have a new foe at hand to-mor army shall be spared unnecessary humiliation,
below the knee, inflicting a severe, but not
row. There are signs of tho coming struggle and shall be paroled in Vicksburg. This will
Orono. He is represented as of very inferior dangerous wound.
intelligence, lacking ordinary reason and dis
At 3 1-2 o'clock Gen. Meado had received —ammunition going up to the batteries, boxes be probably conceded from motives of expedi
of spherical case shells, grape and canister.
ency alone and not as a condition, as it will
cretion. His nother is a fortune-teller, living sufficient assurances to justify him in the belief
You see movements along the enemy’s lines save an immense expenditure for transportation
in Gardiner, and his father was a sort of jug that the rebels were concentrating their forces —troops taking position south of Dr. Sehumu- and subsistence. Gens. Grant and Pemberton
on our left flank, which all felt to be secure
gler and circus trickster and a man of low re under the protection of the invincible Third cher’s. The forenoon passes. Between one had a long private interview at the latter’s re
pute. Hutchinson has a wife and four chil Corps. Our line was immediately strength and half-past one, a rebel battery north of the quest in relation to the surrender, before it was
seminary fires a gun, and then all along the determined.
dren living in Gardiner, whom he has neglect ened on that flank, Gen. Sickles’ corps being rebel line, from the right to the left, the rebel
Officers accompanying the flag of truce indi
sent to its support, and several batteries from
batteries pour a concentrated fire upon Howed, having married another wife previous to his
D e a th o f C a p t. G . D . S m ith .
the reserve being brought out and placed in ard's’position. The line cover an hundred and cate by their conversation that all that has been
written and published in the North concerning
The intelligence of the death of Capt. G. D. second arrest. Both wives have visited him in position.
eighty degrees of the circle.
the suffering of the rebels in Vicksburg has been
At about 4 1-2 o’clock P. M , the enemy
Smith, of this city, commanding Co. I, of the jail, and it is said that their meetings have
but half the truth. There are about 25,000
T H E IR IN T E N T IO N .
sent his first compliments by a salvo of artillery
Nineteenth Maine regiment, who was killed in been quite cordial.
his first shells failing uncomfortably near Gen.
Their intention is well understood—to si people in Vicksburg, 10,000 of whom are effi
the late battles, was received with a general
Meade’s headquarters. From this hour forth lence Howard's batteries because they enfilade cient soldiers. Our army will take possession
Casualtiis in tue F ourth and N ineteenth
ieeling of sadness and regret in our community.
to 8 1-2 o’clock, occurred by all odds one of the the attacking force ready to move over the to-morrow morning. The surrender is just in
R
egiments
.—The
following
are
the
casualties
in
most sanguinary engagements
___
_yet chronicled in fields toward the centre—our weakest point. time to save both armies from the loss and de
Capt. Smith had lor a number of years, andiup
tho
annals of the war, considering its short If they can give to the living a quiet as pro struction ot life which would have attended an
the
Fourth
and
Nineteenth
Maine
regiments,
to tho time of his enlistment, followed the pro
duration. The artillery attack, which was found as that of the sleepers beneath the attem pt to carjy tho works of the enemy by
fession of a music teacher in this city, and bad as fully as we-havc been able to learn them :
made by the enemy on the left and centre, was | ground, molding to dust, then they may hope storm, as such an attempt had been determined
Fourth
Regiment.—
Killed,
Lieut.
Stearns;
rapidly followed by the advance of his infantry. to break through the thin line of men a t the on for to-morrow morning. Not haviug been
a large circle of friends here who were much
allowed an inside view before the departure of
Lieut.
McCobb;
Geo.
F.
Stetson,
of
this
city.
The
Third corps received the attack with great second corps.
attached to him. He was also a member of the
But Howard is not a man to be kept silent at the dispatch boat, I cannot give such interest
coolness. The rebels at once made for our flunk
Congregationalist church, and since lie has been Woqnded, Col. W alk er; Major W hitcom b; and kept moving heavy columns in that direc such a time without especial cause, i t rains, ing details as may be desired. Col. Markland,
Lieut. Bragg; Lieut. W. S. Woodruff, in
tion. This necessitated support, which was hails, pours upon him. His battery horses are of the special Post-office Department, will, on
in the service lias been an efficient officer. Ilis
cheek; Lieut. L. C. Randall, in head. Miss quickly given by the Fifth corps, the division knocked to pieces, tho tomb stones are knocked the 5th, establish a Post-office in Vicksburg.
age was about twenty-eight.
N ew York, July 8.
ing, Capt. J . B. Litchfield ; Capt. Davis ; Lieut. of Gen. Barnes being sent to the right, and over, iron railings torn, shrubs and trees cut
The World has a dispatch from Gen. Grant’s
that of Gen. Ayres, regulars, to the left, with down, here and there a limb damaged, but he
3 T We give in full upon our first page, for Robbins; Lieut. Roberts.
is not silenced. He keeps a t it cuolly and spir head quarters, dated 8 P. M., 3d, which says
Gen. Crawford in reserve.
tbe benefit of the very many persons interested,
Nineteenth Regiment.— Killed, Capt. G. D.
the flag of truce from Pemberton, appeared a t
The battle now became perfectly fearful. itedly.
the decision of the Court in th eisse in Equity, Smith, Co. I. Wounded, Col. F. E. Heath ; The armies engaged each other at very short
Nut ouly Howard's, but all the batteries 8 o’clock this forenoon, with a communication
proposing
the appointment of Commissioners to
the creditors of the Ship Builder's Bank vs. the Major Welch, h ead; Lieut, Backman, Co. C, range, and for three long hours the war of along the Hdcs of both armies are in full play.
arrange lor the surrender of the place, to which
HEADQUARTERS A HOT PLACE.
Stockholders ; which case we noticed in our last leg ; Lieut. Scott, Co. D , thigh ; Lieut. Nash, miwki try was incessant. I have heard more
Grant responded. “ The only terms. I can en
nokie, and louder crashes, in other battles, but
The rebels have evidently discovered that tbe tertain, ace those of an unconditional surren
weeks’s issue as having decided in favor of the Co- F. le g ; Capt. Lincoln, Co. I I ; Lieut. 1 qever saw or heard of such desperate, tenaAmerican flag floating over the little cottage on der.” Subsequently, Grant met Pemberton, and
creditors.
Winder, Co. II, neck,- Lieut. E. A. Burpee, cipus fighting as took place on this flank. The
the Taneytown road is the headquarters flag. after hours of consultation, it was settled to
C o . I , s l i g h t l y i r . i m o l j Capt. SinrblrU ; Lieut. enemy would often bring up suddenly a heavy
C ircus.—The well-known R. Sands Ameri Foss, neck.
'column of men, and force our line back, only Gen. Meade is there surrounded by his staff. surrender, the former to parole the troops.
.
The number of prisoners, including wounded,
to be in turn forced back by our own line of A hundred horses are standing in the dooryard
can Circus, combined with Melville’s great
tethered to the palings or nibbling the grass by
T he F ourth.—The “ glorious Fourth ” pass glittering steel. Our gallant columns covered the roadside. Engineers are down on their is said to be 18,000; 12,000 being in fighting
Australian Circus and Cook’s wonderful troupe
condition.
thems<
Ives
with
glory
over
and
over
again.
of trained ponies, dogs and monkeys, will ex ed in this city with less than the usual d e m o n  They fought a superior force in numbers. The knees examining m a p s . Wearied correspond
The immediate cause o f the surrender, was
hibit in this city next Friday. This show pre strations on the occasion of our national anni dispositions of the enemy were very rapid, for ents are making notes beneath the shadow of the exhaustion of supplies and ammunition, and
sents great attractions, and its pavillion will versary. There was no general celebration, hut look w here you would on that field a body of the gable. There is an ominous silence all the failure of Johnson to relieve them. Our
would be advancing. Our dispositions Ialong
alt’n8 the lines. It begins—the infernal din army will enter Vicksburg triumphantly at day
not fail to be crowded. See advertisement for the bells were rung, flags were hoisted, and the rebels
A shell screamed over the house
w n m C rilin llxr
Yvicl m wl
nnnmxr Pzxi.nzl
lincl U proar.
vessels of the Coast Survey in the harbor fired were equally rapid, and the enemy found more startling those who were there. Another—a light, doubly celebrating the 4th. A general
! particulars.
than
their
equal
in
such
gallant
veterans
as
interchange ol civilities extend all along the
In view of these considerations, we come to 8310 illegal commutation of the service of such
salutes and displayed their bunting. Several Sickles and Birney and Humphreys. At half third—a half dozen—twenty—over the house lines.
the conclusion that the demurrer must be over- >of their citizens as should be drafted—thus
State Guards.—The new company of State sailing parties went out to the islands and else past six Gen. Sickles was struck in the right —through it—into the yard—burying them
ruled, and that the question of costs to be im- keeping men out of the service and preventing guards met for organization at the City Hall, where. The Rockland Band, with a party of le g ly a piece of shell, and borne from tho field. selves in the earth—exploding in the air—tear
Im p o r ta n t from N ew O rleans.
ing horses to pieces—knocking in the sides of
posed as terms for amendment will be reserved the 0Ternment froin raisi
troops-profess to on Thursday evening. Francis Cobb, Esq.,
friends, went out in the packet “ Red, White The injury was so great that am putation be the building. Gen. Meade quietly remarked T h e RcbclM S o u n d ly W h ip p e d a t D o n a ld *
for the future consideration of the Court.
, 4
,. ,
f ,
came
necessary,
and
it
was
performed
success
see no difference between tins plan and that of was elected Captain on the first ballot. On the and Blue,” and had a fine time, and another
M onville—C a p t u r e o f P a n o l a * Alian«* by
fully, the limb being taken off below the knee. that they had better adjourn to the barn, but U n io n T r o o p * , a n d C u t t in g o f f ot J o h n *
Demurrer overruled. Defls. to answer.
\ p ajin g 4oa„Z(„ /or eniistmmt which was B0 first ballot for First Lieutenant, lion. N. A.
party went in the yacht Volant.
The struggle grew hotter and hotter. The the barn was equally exposed. Somo officers ■on’s S u p p lie s .
walked
hastily
into
the
grove
near
at
hand.—
I m p o r t a n t J u d i c i a l D e c is io n .
generally ^ o p te d by our towns last year— Farwell was ejected, hut declined. There was
Second corps was called on for aid, and though
N ew York, July 7. The steamer Cahawba,
S»me went down cellar with a couple of corre
Ihcre is all the difference in the world between no choice on the second balloting, and the
R eception of the News.—When the rows its own position was strongly threatened, yet spondents. One correspondent mounted his from New Orleans 30th, via Fortress Monroe,
Many of our towns having voted £300 as a ,
__ .
.
commutation in money for suth citizens as might
The onc 18 ™tlnS “ °ncy to induce men meeting was adjourned to Friday evening of confirming the surrender of Vicksburg was re the First division, formerly Gen. Hancock's horse with commendable alacrity and galloped arrived to-night.
flung themselves into the fight with desperation
The Era states that a rebel force under Gen.
be drafted, Gov. Coburn, acting under the ex- to enter the service and in a measure to com next week to complete the election.
ccivcd here, the Mayor caused the hells of the and after a long and obstinate conflict the ene down the road at a tremendous rate, running Green approached Donaldsonville, demanding
the gauntlet of fire for a half mile.
press provisions of the State constitution au pensate them for tbe sacrifices they make in
my
slowly
and
sullenly
gave
way.
In
this
last
its
surrender. Of course it was refused. Tho
T he Conscription.—It seems that the con city to bo rung, and subsequently he had a sa charge the brigade of Gen. Caldwell, Second
I remember the cannonade a t Antietam and rebels then demanded the removal of the women
thorizing tbe Governor to inquire the “ opin- 6ervi
thcir C0UDt
wI).,
lute fired. The whole community was jubi
ions’ cf tbe Justices of the Supreme Judicial .
°
scription is to bo made as soon as the returns
corps, mid that of Ool. Switzer from the Fifth at Fredericksburg, but never had I heard such and children. At half past one o’clock on the
Court “ upon “ important questions of law and lng money to buy men out of the service and
lant over the good news, and in the evening the corps, won great honors. The charge made by a ro ar of field artillery—three hundred guns morning of the 28th, the rebels made a vigor
for the several districts are received, without
upon solemn occasions,” asked tho opinion of leave the government defenceless. Such a difstreet was crowded, the Rockland Band played our men deserve special mention. The rebels firing with the utmost rapidity—the rebels to ous attack in force.
the Court upon the legal questions involved in fercncc certainly ought to be perceptible, and i the Publ,catlon of any general call for the
disable and silence ours, while their infantry
The battle lasted till daylight—three hours
patriotic and jubilant strains, and a congratu made frequent attempts to capture our artillery moved across the fields to attack our centre
the1 following
interrogatories
required The several
. H a s ‘a city^or
town any” legal right to 1‘he Justices well say th at the raising „r
of _____
moneywhole number of men required.
latory address was made by Rev. N. Butler of and at one time had Watson’s battery in their They had tried the right and left, had failed, —when the rebels were repulsed with heavy
Provost Marshals receive orders to draft the
loss. Our loss was six killed and fourteen
possession, but it was retaken in a furious
and now with all energy, power, desperation, wounded, including among the latter two offi
pledge its credit to raise money for the purpose : “ to co-operate with the general government ” is
Auburn. A bonfire of barrels of tar and the charge by Birney’s division.
of paying the commutations ol such of its eiti-I manifestly to he distinguished from voting it number of men apportioned to their respective burning of such fire-works as the town afford
The battle lasted till fully 8 1-2o’clock, when madness they were to attem pt our weakest po cers. Our gunboats participated. Up to noon
districts, and commence the work at once. The
zen6 as may be drafted into the military service for the purpose of defeating the law.
Monday our forces had buried sixty-four rebels
the enemy fell hack to his old position, and left sition.
ed concluded the demonstrations.
of the United States under the law aforesaid ?
draft commenced in Boston on Wednesday. We
TH E MOVEMENT.
and were busy burying mure. I t is estimated
our veterans the ensanguined victors of that
The papers of the stamp of the Portland A r should think it probable th at the draft may be
2. Has a city or town any legal right to raise
Howard allowed them to think th at they had that one hundred dead rebels were left on the
S. of. T.—The following are the officers of field. Oor pickets were thrown out, and our
money by taxation to provide commutations for gus and Advertiser urge the precedent of the
lines covered most of the field, including a silenced him. He slackened fire to allow his field and the entire rebel loss nearly six hun
made in this district within the next week.
Lime Rock Division, S. of T., for the present
such of its citizens as may be drafted ?
great number of the enemy’s dead and wound guns to cool. The time has come for Lee to dred. We took onc hundred and twenty pris
raising of bounties by towns last year, and such
To each of these interrogatories the Justices
quarter:
C.
N.
Germaine.
W.
P.;
Geo.
W
oners, including eleven commissioned officers,
ed.
make.his last grand eilbrt.
N ew F irm.— We call attention to the adver
of the Supreme Judicial Court, Appleton, Rice, action being made valid by the legislature, as a
I visited some portions of tho line by moon
White, W. A.; Z. Pope Vose, R. S.; J . R
Stand then by the cemetary and look south among whom are a colonel, two majors and one
Cutting, Davis, Kent, Walton, Dickerson and justification of the plan of raising money for tisement of tho new dry goods firm of W . J .
captain.
A rebel lieutenant colonel, two ma
light and can bear personal witness to tho ter along the lines. Across the meadows, emerg
Barrows, answered in the negative. From their the purpose of commutation. That there is no Getchell & Co., who have taken the store form Burpee, A. R. S.; Geo. A. Clark, F. S.; F. rible ferocity of the battle. In front of some ing from the woods, is a long line of skirmish jors and five lieutenants were killed.
Harden,
T.;
II.
Burpee,
Chaplain
;
M.
W
.
decision, which is of considerable length, we
Rebel newspapers state that the Federate cap
erly occupied by the Kaufmans. Mr. Getchell
of our brigades, who had good protection from ers in double ranks.
make copious extracts, which give a complete comparison in the two cases wo have just shown ;
Merrill, C.; A. D. Lawry, A. C.; Geo. II. stone walls or fences, the rebel dead laid piled
Behind you see the first attacking force and tured Panola, Miss., destroying a large amount
idea ot the grounds on which the decision w as; but perhaps, on the other hand, some may has had long experience in the business, and Phillips, I. S.; Nelson Cobb, O. S.
in lines like winrows of hay. In front of Gen. then the second attacking force. The lines are of rebel property and cutting off Johnson’s
m ade:—
make the same lame comparison, as an argu- customers may expect to find him ready to com
Webb's—the Philadelphia—brigade, they lay long and straight. They march excellently. communications and supplies.
“ The power of Congress in the premises ie mcnt not in fayor of
to pote with other establishments in suiting their
The Atlantic Monthly for July haB been re so thick as to literally cover the ground. Not The ranks bend over a hillock, dip into a hol
euprerae. In a great national emergency, when :
F rom Vicksburg and Vicinity—We learn from
far
from here was found the body of Gen. low, but are unbroken. The open field is a
ceived, enriched with a brilliant array of ar
the national unity and republican institutions \ odmrass the procuring of soldiers, but against tastes and giving them good bargains.
Barksdale, that once haughty and violent rebel, half mile wide. Solid shot plow through them. the Black Hawk Chronicle of the 29th ult., that
ticles from the pens of the best American who craved as a dying boon a cup of water and Shells make great gaps. Men toss their arms the white captain and all tho negroes caught by
are in peril, whether from foreign foes, or, worse raising a bounty to facilitate the work of obtainB lo c k a d e C n p lu re n .
still, from domestic enemies, treasonably e n - ' jng them.
Acting volunteer Lieut, com’g William R. writers. The Atlantic stands at the head of a stretcher from an ambulance boy. He is lit wildly and fall headlong, but the movement is the rebels at Milliken’s Bend were hung by or
deavoring to overthrow the Union and subvert
°
ders of Gen. Tayler, son of Old Zack, who drew
Randall, of the U. S. barque Pursuit reports to
erally cut to pieces with wounds, and must die. still ou.
our institutions, it has the right to command
>»e do not know what would be the decision the Navy Departm ent,—off Indian Inlet, June American periodical literature, and no intelli
A great and magnificent feature of this fight
The movement mainly is against tho Second, up his command to witness the execution. An
ell the resources of the nation, and the lives of of our citizens upon the question of paying a 23, that he succeeded in capturing the sloop gent person should deny himself the privilege was the splendid use of artillery. Though our Third and Filth corps. Hill, Longstreet and orderly sergeant in charge of some plantation
its citizens, to prevent, by any and all proper bounty to those who may fill its quota under Kate, from Nassau, with an assorted cargo.— of being [a constant reader of it. A new line of battle was only a mile and a half long, Anderson’s reserves are expected to bo there— negroes was also hung. On tho 27th ult., one
means, that fearful anarchy which would be so the impending conscription, but a city bounty- Her captain acknowledges that he left Nassau volume commences with the July number, af yet almost every battery belonging to the Army forty thousand men.
mortar shell killed twenty-seven soldiers in
imminent, if its dissolution should become an
on the 12th, for tho express purpose of running fording a favorable opportunity for commenc of the Potomac was more or less engaged.—
The Second corps is like a thin blue ribbon— VickBburg belonging to a Georgia regiment.—
paid to those of our own citizens who enter the the blockade.
accomplished fact.....
Every one of the reserve batteries was brought a single lino. The men are kneeling in the The leaks of the Indianola iron-clad, it is be
‘It was enacted, thatany person drafted may service would, we think, facilitate the furnishLieut, com’g Semmes of the gunboat Tahoma ing new subscriptions. Sold a t all the book into action, the positions for use being numer rifle pits—not in reverent acts of worship, but lieved, have been stopped. Jeff Davis negroes
furnish an acceptable substitute to take his ;n„ op our q UoZa of „ood men jn t jje Bi,Ortcst reports the capture of the English schooner stores.
ous. The enemy also used artillery largely, to shelter themselves from the fire of the foe. have cleaned out the mud in her and her ma
place in tbe d r a f t; or he may pay....not ex- ..
„
,
, , H arriet on the 28th ult., while trying to run
but not to near so great an extent as wo did. Forty pieces of cannon cut and gash the line chinery has been put in working order. It is
ceeding three hundred dollars, as the Secretary J tune’ for tllese rca80ns ; l8‘- 8omo who would the blockade. He also reports the destruction
T he Continental Monthly for Ju ly is re From th is they suflered immensely, and special as it comes on. It docs not waver. Neither expected that she will float tbe first good rise of
may determine, for the procuration of such a otherwise determine to raise and pay the corn- of the English schooner Mary Jane on the 18th ceived, with a valuable table of contents. Its ly on the left, where canister was largely used. does the line of men in blue.
the Mississippi. The Carondolet keeps guard
substitute— and therc-upon such person so fur- mutation of $300 might a t once come to the of June, she having been run on the beach on a political articles are able, and its essays, tales I believe we lost no artillery, unless it was two
General Gibbon—in command of the Second, ou her, and takes the coal out of her.
mstung the substitutei or p a y i n g money, ShalP
tfa
.
themse,
if small key near Clear Water Harbor by her cap
or three disabled pieces, though it was very now that Hancock is wounded—walks compos
and sketches present an interesting variety. wonderful we did n o t.”
Summary of Losses.—The Eleventh Corps lost
be discharged from further liability under th a t
,
tain to prevent seizure by the Tahoma.
edly along the ranks. “ Hold your fire, boys—
there were a city bounty ; 2d, in case of those
Mr. Kimball’s excellent story “ Was He Suc
they are not near enough y et,” is his command. in the late battles in killed, wounded and miss
H o w n R e b e l s h o w e d b is C o lo r s .
ing,
4060 men. The First Corps loss foots up
“ As Congress has the power to command and \ wbo should still determine not to go into the
Still
nearer,
and
then,
with
bayonets
a
t
the
cessful ?” is still continued. Sold at the book
The Great B attle o f Friday.
When the rebel ranks gave way, on Friday,
charge, they sweep up to the rifle pits. A line nearly 5000. The Twelfth Corps lost in killed
require the services of each citizen, so it may service themselves, the bounty would be an in
stores.
The following account of the battle on Friday of fire flashes suddenly from the ranks of the and wounded, 973, missing 242, 17 officers
prescribe the mode and manner of obtaining ducement for other citizens to avail themselves hundreds threw down their guns and came into
killed and 43 wounded.
our lines. One rebel, fearing that he might
such services. The obligation of obedience rests
Godey' s Lady' s Book for Ju ly is received, is from the pen of Carleton, the well-known Second. Scores, hundreds of rebels go down,
One regiment, the 2d Mass., in Slocum's
but they do not falter. They ehargo over the
upon the citizen. It is part of the duty he of the provision and go oh substitutes, and thus not succeed in surrendering in that way dis
Journal:—
correspondent
of
the
Boston
with
all
the
customary
attractions
and
embel
Corps,
lost 11 officers in a charge, yet when
pits. Gibbon orders his men to fall back to the
owes the government, which pvotects his rights. facilitate the prompt filling of our quota with played a flag o? truce by diving his hands into
J uly 3d, 1863.
this
division was repulsed the regiment fell
his
pantaloonB
and
elevating
his
shirt
above
his
lishments
which
have
always
made
it
the
rear
of
the
batteries.
I
t
is
done,
w
ithout
con
The duty is personal—that o f each citizen. If our own men ; and lastly, and most important
Boom 1 boom ! Two guns, deep and heavy, fusion, to allow the artillery the privilege of us back in perfect order and each soldier in his
drafted, the service mu6t he his personal service. those ol our citizens who should actually go head ? Amid roars ol laughter his uncondition “ queen of the monthlies ” in this department
al surrender was accepted.
at four o’clock. It was a cloudy, sultry morn ing grape. Still on, up to the muzzles of the place.
If a substitute is procured, -‘the procuration of
of literature. Sold at the book stores.
The 2d Brigade of the 3d Division, Second
ing. The clouds hung thick and heavy, and guns. They are blown away—maDgled, torn
such substitute” is to be made by the person into the service (while they would bo in no
Corps, numbering 2500 men, lost half its num
came down low upon tho hills. Two more, and
in heaps.
drafted. If commutation money be paid, he is way aided to shirk their personal responsibility
F e d c r n l R a id in to M iu iu ip p i*
P eterson’s Magazine for Ju ly is received. then more rapidly than the tick of a pendulum, piled
They move to their right. Their flank is per bers in battle, and the 2d Brigade, 2d Division
to make such payment. A friend may volun of compliance with the law) would receive some
B rookhaven, Miss., June 29. Rumors reach
teer as a substitute, or may aid him in procur extra compensation for sacrificing for the time ed here last evening that other raiding Yankee Its engravings, fashions and articles are up to came the concussions. The cemetery was hid haps 15 rods distant from Howard. The time of the same Corps in the last charge of the ene
from sight by the thick sulphurous folds roll has come for a decisive blow. Forty pieces of my on Friday evening, captured from the enemy
ing whatever sum of money may be determined
parties
have started from Rodney on a tour of tbe usual standard. Sold at the book stores. ing over and over, unfolding and expanding.— artillery pour grape and cannister into the double their own number in prisoners, includ
by the Secretary of W ar as the price of exemp their ordinary means of support, together with destruction. The Yankees say they will destroy
There were flashes from two hillocks south of ranks. They melt away. You cannot burn a ing Gen. Armistead and five battle-flags, all
tion ; as he may aid him in discharging any the not less valuable assurance that that class the Mobile and Ohio railroad if it takes 30,000
A rthur’s Magazine.—The July number of the turnpike, Hashes in the woods along Rock straw in acandlo flame with greater rapidity. within thirty-five paces of the Second Corps
other personal lidbility. But the liability,— of their fellow citizens who knew their persons men to accomplish it.
this popular home magazine is received, and creek. The door which had been opened against Their courage, determination, bragadocia and batteries.
whether to serve, to procure a substitute, or to
to
be
exempt
from
military
duties,
did
not
re
Geary last night was to bo closed, and this was bravery triumph. They flee. The plain is a
Sharpshooting has become a serious service
pay the sum fixed as a commutation,—is in each
may be found a t the book stores.
A r r ir n I o f V a l l n n d ig b a m n t H a l i f a x .
the beginning of the effort.
mass of discomfited rebels. The ground is thick in battle. 300 men from our brigade were shot
case alike aperjonoZ liability. Each is as much fuse the aid of their purses in sustaining the
H alifax, Ju ly 6. The steamer H arriet
Without cessation, increasing in force and with dead. They lie thick as fallen leaves of in the rifle-pits on Friday, by a half a dozen of
a personal liability as the obligation to pay a general burden.
H arper’s Magazine.—We havo received the intensity, was the cannonade, breaking the still autumn.
Pinckney, from Bermuda, four and half days
the enemy’s sharpshooters concealed in a brick
tax duly assessed or to discharge a debt, or to
out, arrived here yesterday. Mr. Vallandigham Ju ly number of this excellent and popular ness ot the morning and drowning all other
houso in tbe suburbs of Gettysburg.
perform any other act required by contract or
TAKING PRISONERS,
by statute.
J
Our Coast to be P rotected.—Vice President .and several other gentlemen, passengers from magazine, from Messrs. John J . Dyer & Co., of sounds. Riding up the turnpike near to the
Children owe much op their Sickness to
The enemy was repulsed—now was tho time
batteries, I had a good view of what was going
“ It will be perceived, therefore, that the Hamlin and Senators Fessenden and Morrill Charlestown, were on board.
Boston. The articles and illustrations present on. Gen. Sickles, borne on a bier, was passing for action. Webb’s brigade, w ithout waiting Colds.—No matter where tho disease may ap
question amounts to this—whether a town can telegraphed to Portlandon Wednesday th at the
the usual instructive and entertaining variety. to the rear. Ho had suffered amputation. Be for orders, dashed into the flying mass and came pear to be seated, its origin may be traced to
legally raise money gratuitously to discharge
I t is said that Gen. Meade was born in
the pecuniary obligations of the citizens, or to government will order naval vessels along our
Harper's is the best magazine for the people hind him was a large number of prisoners also back with eight hundred prisoners. Stannard's suppressed perspiration, or a Cold. Cramps
procure their exemption from military or other coaBt to protect our commerce, garrison our Spain, but this does not necessarily make him which is issued, embracing a wide range of sub passing to the rear, taken in the tight upon the brigade of nine months’ Green Mountain boys, and Lung Complaints are direct products of
a
Spaniard,
or
change
his
nativity.
If
he
was
left the evening previous. Some were haggard their uniforms clean and new, improved the Colds. In short, Colds are the harbingers of
service. Is such a power conferred upon tbe forts and place batteries a t proper points. The
born thero of American parents, while his jects, arid conveying information upon all the and care worn, somo indifferent, some sulky, opportunity and took as many more.
half the diseases th at afflict humanity, for ns
municipal corporations of this State?
father
was
acting
officially
as
an
agent
of
the
Secretary
of
the
Navy,
in
a
letter
to
the
Portmost useful topics, while it gives the best stories and some others very jolly. “ I have got into
Tbe Massachusetts 15th, reduced to two score they are caused by checked perspiration, and as
‘The raising of money under-statutory prov’
sions to co-operate with the general government,\ ]and Board of Trade, under date of Ju ly 3d, Government, he loses none of the rights of a and serial novels. la short, if any person can the Union after hard fighting,” said one, “ and of men, rushed into the meleo and came back five-eights of the waste matter of the body es
with four stand of colors. H all’s brigade, in capes through the pores, if these pores are clos
is manifestly to be distinguished from raising says, in answer to the resolution of th at Board native born citizen under the Constitution.
take but one three dollar magazine, let th at one I intend to stay there.”
There were a few musket shots in the woods cluding the 19th and 20th Massachusetts, the ed, thatproportion of diseases necessarily fol
money for purposes 80 different, unauthorized , requesting that one or more war steamers might
be Harper's. Sold by E. R. Spear.
upon the hill from the pickets in advance. Be 7th Michigan, and a Pennsylvania regiment, lows- Keep clear, therefore, of Colds and
The Bath Times says about §600 have a l
by any existing law
be sent to tbe coast of Maine, th at there are
Coughs, the great precursors of disease, or if
neath the trees were Slocum’s lines, preparing captured eleven colors.
“ The words, ‘other necessary town charges,
ready been subscribed by about a dozen per
When the fight was most terrific, Col. Hall, contracted, break them up immediately, by a
The Bangor Jeffersonian states tliat Dr. John to regain what bad been lost during their ab
do not constitute a new and distinct grant of vessels of war now cruising “ in that vicinity.” sons in that city for the aid of the sick and
timely
use ot Madame Porter' Curative Balsam.
commanding
the
brigade,
quiotly
ordered
the
wounded soldiers, and the sum will be largely Bsnson of Newport, has accepted tho appoint sence. I t was seven o'clock before be was
unlimited power to raise money for any purpose
Sold by all Druggists a t 13 cents and 25 cents
whatsoever, a t the will and pleasure of a m a -! No man knows bis strength or his weakness increased. Mr. J . P . Morse beaded the sub ment of Surgeon of the 20th Regiment, and ready to make tbe attem pt to close the door. color bearer of’ the 15th Massachusetts .to ad per bottle. L. M. Bobbins, a^ent.
vance
upon
tbe
enemy
alone.
It
was
like
an
The men moved up slowly, but determinedly.
scription with $100.
will join the regiment in about a week.
jority. They embrace all incidental expenses till occasion proves them.
Tbe glorious successes to the national arms
wbioh have gladdened the country this weok,
and the accounts of which will be found in our
news columns, have marked the eighty-seventb
anniversary of our national independence as a
day doubly to be commemorated. That desira
ble achievement, the “ breaking tho backbone
of the Rebellion,” which has been so often
prophesied on former occasions, it now may be
fairly hoped has been successfully accomplished.
From a state of uncertainty and gloom the
country has been raised to tbe greatest bight
of rejoicing and confidence. Tbe daring and
formidable invasion of Northern soil by Lee’s
forces, which raised such gloomy apprehensions
in the minds of the people, has been met by
our brave army and turned into a signal defeat,
which threatens to end in their utter ruin.
This great army which has so long resisted our
passage to Richmond is fearfully crippled, if
not utterly demoralized and destroyed, and it
seems impossible that it c a n ’be replaced, and
the fall of the Rebel capital must doubtless soon
follow the defeat of Lee’s army. Added to
this splendid success of the Army of the Poto
mac, we have the glorious news of the surren
der of Vicksburg on the fourth of July, after a
seige of forty-fivo days. This achievement gives
the death-blow to the Rebellion in tbe Missis
sippi valley. The Rebel papers have always
declared that the loss of Vicksburg would be a
terrible blow to their cause. But whether or
not the fall of this Rebel stronghold will cause
the political discontents and counter movements
within the Rebel States themselves which the
Richmond papers apprehended, it will enable
Grant’s great army to co-operate with Gen.
Banks or to be used elsewhere. The fall of
Port Hudson must follow close upon tho sur
render of Vicksburg, and tbe Mississippi is
ours.
' In short, we seem to have reached the decisive
turning point of the contest. The work is not
done, for we believe that the firm purpose and
desperate determination of the South will not
yield while they have men to fight, or any foot
hold on which to maintain the conflict, but we
have turned the tide of battle overwhelmingly
in our favor, and the government has only to
redouble its efforts and push forward its armies
at all points, vigorously following up these
successes, to keep "the tide of victory still roll
ing and increasing in our favor, until the Rebelliojj^miall be ultimately and cflectually
id.

Regiment, arrived at his home in this city, on
Wednesday.morning. Col. Walker was wound
ed in the battle of Thursday by a musket ball,
which passed through the left leg, below the
calf, but did not shatter or injure the hone.
He was also hit three times by small fragments
of shells, none of which, however, occasioned
any wound worth mentioning. Col. Walker is
an officer of undaunted courage, and has been
through all the battles of the Fourth, but
never received so much as a scratch until last
Thursday. His regiment went into the fight
on that day with 299 men, of whom 88 are miss
ing Major Whitcomb was very severely wound
ed, after which Capt. Libby assumed command
of the regiment. Lieut. Col. Carver was not
with the regiment, having been sick in hospital,
and had just arrived when Col. Walker left.
Rev. I. S. Kalloch, of New York, has been in
town for a day or two the present week. We
understand that Mr. K. is preparing a sketch
of the life and services of Gen. Berry, which
will appear (with a portrait) in the next vol
ume of “ The Rebellion Record.”

A rebel Colonel says that Lee s invading ic
PURE BLOOD CURES.
did not exceed 75,000 men and 180 pieces of When the bile bus not the requiaite healthy qualities,
artillery. Tho rebel losses are estimated by we become costive. To restote the bile to a state of
A n o th e r B e a re r o f D e sp a tc h es to L ee themselves a t 30,000. We have about 12,000
health, the, blood must be purified. You cannot purify
C a p tu re d .
prisoners, not including those wounded.
the blood but by occasloual purgatives, end they should be

lA T E S T ^ N E W S .

J e l l . D a r ia Unranjr a b o u t th e I n v a s i o n o f
P e n n s y lv a n i a .

F rederick, Md., 8th.
On the 1st inst , accompanied by the daebiDg
Captain Dahlgren and twenty men, Captain
Cline went to Greencastle and captured Lee's
private Orderly and his entire escort, who had
important despatches from Jeff Davis to Gen.
Lee. The following are some of the points con
tained in the letters captured—
R ichmond, June 29th.
Davis feared his raid into Pennsylvania was
S great mistake. I t was an error. lie suppos
ed the army of the Potomac bad been so reduced
as to make victory an easy matter. I t was ut
terly impossible to organize a reserve army at
Culpepper, as Lee had suggested, owing to the
fact that D. 11. Hill's command had been large
ly reduced by reinforcing -Other points, and it
was equally impossible to spare a single man
from Beauregard’s command. Horses were
needed. Johnston could not succeed against
G rant without.them, and Davis had fears for
the fate of Vicksburg. Davis was sorry he
could not reinforce Lee.
The Quartermaster General tells Lee he can’t
send him supplies and ordnance without horses
and the campaign must be abandoned unless
animals are bad immediately. Lee must also
keep open communication and a line of retreat.
Other matters of interest are contained in the
despatches.

A S u c c essfu l E x p e d itio n fro m N e w 
b e rn , N . C.

W ashington, 9 th.
The following has been received at head
quarters of the a rm y :
N ewbern, N. C, 7th, )
via Fortress Monroe, 8th. j
To Major General II. W. Halleck :
I have the honor to report that the cavalry
sent from here on the 3d, under Col. Sims, have
safely returned, having successfully accomplish
ed their mission w ithout loss.
They destroyed, by twisting the rails accord
ing to Gen. Haupt's plan, two miles of rail
road.
A t Warsaw they also destroyed for five miles
more, all the culverts, as well as the telegraph.
A t Kenansville an armory was destroyed,
and large quantities of small arms, and quanti
ties of commissary and quartermasters’ stores
were burned.
About 150 animals and some 30 prisoners
Were captured by them, and some 100 men and
about 300 women and children (negroes) fol
lowed them in.
(Signed)
J . G. FOSTER.
Major General Commanding.

N fwb from R ichmond.—Rebel news and files
of Richmond papers have been received to July
4. Profound ignorance was existing as to the
whereabouts of Lee’s forces and the progress of
the battle. The rebel authorities had peremp
torily ordered Lee’s return. The belief was
current that ho was safe in the Shenandoah
valley. The Sentinel and Enquirer of Ju ly 4th
both contain accounts of the skirmish of the
2d inst., between the rebel forces under Major
Gen. D. H. Ilill and our troops under Col.
West, near Bottom Bridge. They claim to
have driven our forces four miles, to Tunstall’s
Station, and acknowledges a loss of only two
men. On the same day they say two thousand
Federal mounted infantry, with artillery, went
into King William county and captured nearly
all the home guard. They suppose Dix and
Keyes to be making in a northwest direction to
cut railroad communication.
Gen. Meade was frequently under fire at Gettys
burg though he does not appear to have ex
posed himself unuecessarily. He rode along
the lines, attended by his orderlies, guiding
every movement, and halting and sending to
the front demoralized officers and men. At
one time his horse was killed under him, the
canister shot passing through the flap of the
ddle, grazing the leg of the General.

N ew York, 9th.
A Washington despatch to the Tribune of
the 8th, says Secretary Stanton has given ord
ers for mounting the guns and garrisoning the
forts in Portland harbor, and has authorized
the Governer of Maine to raise artillery com
panies for the defence of the coast towns.
Tbc Times correspondent with Kilpatrick's
cavalry, writing from South Mountain, Md.,
reports the capture on the 4th of all of Ewell’s
wagon trains, four miles long, Btrongly guard
ed by infantry.
I ndianapolis, Ind., 9th.
Moragn’s forces of infantry, cavalry and a r
tillery, numbering from 6000 to 8000, crossed
into Indiana and captured Carydon.
Our forces are falling back. Thc rebels it is
supposed are marching on New Albany and
Jeffersonville, where large quantities of sup
plies are stored.
Troops are being organized throughout the
State and sent forward as rapidly as possible.—
Business is entirely suspended here today.
The citizens are forming companies for selfdefence. One regiment has been raised since
last night.
.
I t is reported that two citizens were killed at
Carydon when the rebels entered the town.

L e e ’s P li g h t A cross th e P o to m ac .
The Baltimore American's special despatch
from Frederick says :—
“ Parties who left Hagerstown today, report
that the head of thc army had already commenc
ed comiDg there, and that there were indica
tions that it was to bo massed there, perhaps to
try conclusions again with the Army of tho Po
tomac.
“ Though the rebels may reach the other side
of the river without further punishment, it will
still not be for want of an effort on our p art to
inflict it upon them. Our cavalry under Pleas
anton is on their flank, and will not fail to
strike hard. Generals Buford, Gregg and Kil
patrick are miles in front of here, and the ad
vance of our infantry columns is also where it
ought to be. The South Mountain passes are
ours, and with these evidences we must aw ait
results.
“ Comparing various estimates which reach
me, I think that our captures in prisoners will
reach nine or ten thousand. To this number iB
to be added the badly wounded, who will be
gathered up all along the line of Lee’s retreat,
and Btragglcrs and deserters whom it is report
ed are already gathered up by hundreds, it can
hardly fall below twelve or thirteen thousand,
which will swell the total loss to twenty-five
thousand, or one-third of the whole army Leo
brought over the Potomac with him.
“ Of prisoners we lost none except a few offi
cers whom Lee was able to carry off. Three
thousand of our men whom Lee had paroled
fell into our hands, but this parole under the
terms of the cartel is of no effect, because Gen.
Meade, fortunately refused to agree to it. I t
is reported that after Gen. Meade refused to ac
cept the parole, Gen. Lee sent them to Gen.
Couch, who did accept the paroles.”
One hundred and sixty rebel wagons and five
hundred prisoners were taken by the 18th New
York cavalry near Mercersburg.
A Washington special says our wounded a t
Gettysburg are estimated a t the Surgeon Gener
al's office at 12,000; 5000 are to be sent to
Philadelphia, 5000 to New York, 1000 to Balti
more and 1000 remain in improvised hospitals
a t Gettysburg. Between 3000 and 4000 rebel

wounded were left in our possession,

O ’ Remember, references will Le given to persona
whom BR a NDETII’S PILLS have cured of costiveness
of over tw-nty years* duration, and in cases where co
natural action of the bowels hud taken place in twenty
years, yet these cases were radically cured by Brandeth's
Pills.
Principal Office, 294 Canal Street, New York.
Sold by R O S E A. K E E N E , R o c k la n d , and by
all respectable dealers In medicine. AfiK FOR NEW
STYLE.
January 30, 1863.
(rs27)
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F rom the P eninsula.—A correspondent of
the Tribune writes from Fortress Monroe on the
5th instant as follows:
■The movements upon the Peninsula are
considered favorable. Gen. Dix is master of
the position, und is progressing with his char
acteristic sagacity and skill. It may be reserv
ed for the veteran soldier and statesman to take
possession of the rebel capital, after a ll; at
east, all that can be accomplished by the pow
er of man, will be performed by Gen. D. for a
consummation so devoutly wished. There has
been skirmishing on tho Peninsula within the
last few days, but no occurrence worthy of note
has yet transpired. Our troops arc in excellent
condition and spirits.”
T he A rdor of our TROors.—Speaking of the
battle of Thursday, the correspondent of the
New York Herald remarks th at too much praise
cannot be awarded to the rank and file of our
noble veteran army of the Potomac, who have
made one of the greatest marches on record, of
nearly two hundred miles, part of the time
during the most intense heat, making twenty
and thirty miles per day, with knapsacks, gun,
rations and eighty rounds of anm unition.—
Large numbers of those who were unable to
keep up with their commands during the day,
would march the entire night, reaching the en
campment in the morning, only to perform an
other day’s work more fatiguing than that of
the preceeding.

D emocratic Convention P ostponed.— The
Portland Argus announces that “ upon the
urgent request of a large number of Democrats
in different parte of the State, the Democratic
State Committee have, after a full consideration,
decided to postpone the Democratic State Con
vention until Thursday, the sixth day of August
next, and the call for the Convention has been
changed accordingly.”

SPECIAL

NOTICES.

F a c ia for S o ld ier s* —T h r o u g h o u t (h e I n 
dian and Crimean Campaigns, ihe only medicines which
proved themselves able to cure the worst cases of Dysen
tery, Scurvy and Fever, were HOLLOWAY’S PILLS and
OINTMENT. Therefore let every Volunteer see that he
is supplied with them. Only 25 cents per pot or box. 228

cT o

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in
D R U G S. M E D IC IN E S , P A T E N T M E D I
CINES of every approved kind, Chemicals, Sponge, Truss
es, Supporters, Shoulder Braces, Perfumery, Hair Oils,
Hair Restoratives, Hair and Teeth Brushes Syringes ol all
sorts, Bird Seed, Cooking Extracts, Spices, Citron, Cur
rants, Jellies, Figs, Tamarinds, Pure Cream Tartar, Loz
enges, Lard and Neats Foot Oil, Burning Fluid, Dye Stuffs
dec., Ac.
S ig u o f th c B lu e M o r t a r , P i l ls b u r y B lo c k ,

ROCKLAND, ME.
October 25, I860.

44tf

J . S. H A L L & CO.
N o . 3 , S p e a r B lo c k . R o c k l a u d ,
D ealers

in

Drugs and M edicines, Chemicals,
FANCY TOILET SOAPS, HAIR A TOOTH BRUSHES,
PERFUMERY, OILS and DYE STUFFS,
BURNING FLUID, Ac. Ac.
£ 7 Physicians’ Prescriptions carefully compounded.
Rockland, Feb. 7, 1860.
7tf

L a d ie s a n d G e n tle m e n

H A IR W O R K .
A new and full assortment which will be sold

C L o a p
•

f o r

C a s L .

—ALSO—
M R S . H A R D I N G ’S

GREAT DISCOVERY EUREKA.
The Eureka, is a Spanish preparation, whith will change
gray, light or red hair or whiskers, to un auburn, dark
brown or black color. For sale by
J. L.GIOFRAY, Sole Agent.

JOSEPH L. GIOFRAY,
N o . 5 C U 8 T O M H O U S E B L O C K (U p S ta ir s )
Will sell h nice Gents’ French Wig one dollar less than it
be bought in any hair store in Boston,
will sell a Lady’s French Wig two dollars lew than
will sell a Frizette from three inches to five and a quar
ter inches, from fifty cents to one dollar less than can be
bought in Boston.
I will sell a Hair Band from one to two dollars less.
1 will sell the best Ilair Dye for 75 cents per bottle.
Ladies in particular are requested to call at my rooms
and examine ihe work, as I am sure they will be satisfied
with both price and material.
Orders for C ustom W ork promptly executed and
entire satisfaction warranted.
Grateful for the liberal patronage bestowed upon my
humble efforts to please the public in the past, I shall euceavor to use my best efforts to retain the present trade
and respectfully solicit an exteniion of the same.
S H A V IN G D E P A R T M E N T .
Shaving, Hair Cutting, Shampooing, Coloring, Curling
and Frizzling done a little better than at any other estab
lishment in the State, this is what the ueopie say.

JLADIES’ P R IV A T E ROOM
lor HAIR CUTTING and SHAMPOOING, which will be
done for half the usual prices.
Particular attention paid to cutting Boys and Misses
Hair.
PERFUM ERY
of all descriptions for sale at this establishment.

S a m a r ita n S a lve ,

which Is for sale at his establishment and by Druggists
generally. Every mother should not fall to have a box In
the house in case of accident.
MR. J. L. G I O F ^ Y will sell his stock of Salve now
on hand consisting ol 4000 Boxes for 25 cts per Box.
J . L. GIOFRAY.
Bockjud, D.c, 25,1869.
(itp t. 89, 1859, 96(f)

They purify, strengthen and invigorate.
They create a healthy appetite.
They are an antidote to change of water and diet.
They overcome effects of dissipation and late hours.
They strengthen the system and enliven the mind.
They prevent miasmatic and intermittent fevers.
They purify the breath and acidity of the stomach.
They cure Dyspepsia and Constipation.
They cure Diarrhea, Cholera and Cholera Morbus.
They cure Liver Complaint and Nervous Headache.
They are the best Bitters in the world. They make the
weak man strong, and are exhausted nature’s great re
storer. They are made of pure St. Croix Rum, the cele
brated Calisaya Bark, roots and herbs, and are taken with
the pleasure of a beverage, without regard to age or time
of day. Particularly recommended to delicate persons re
quiring a gentle stimulant. Sold by all Grocers, Drug
gists, Hotels and Saloons. P. H. Drake «fc Co., 202 Broad
way, New York.
Sold in this city, by L. M. ROBBINS, J. S. HALL A
CO., C. P. FESSENDEN and F. O. COOK.
June 6, 1863.
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H E I M S T R E E T ’S

INIM ITABLE HAIR RESTORATIVE.
IT IS N O T A D Y E ,

jo u r n a l .

H a y ing T ools.

ARE YOU INSURED?

LARGE and Seleoted assortment of Hay-

A ing tools may be found at

PORT OF ROCKLAND

Union F ire a n d M arine

Arrived.

MR. CARPENTER, of Qouverneur, fit. Lawrence
County, has uaed BRANDETH'S PILLS for thirty years
as his family medicine. They cured him of fever and ague
and costiveuess, when he w as reduced to the most deplor.able weakness, and when it was supposed no medicine
could save him.

D R A K E ’S P L A N T A T IO N B IT T E R S

Cairo, July 9.
The rebels have retired from Helena.
Gen. Oglesby has just arrived from Memphis
If a thinker in America goes beyond respectand says the the terms of the capitulation of ble dinner table depth, your true Englishman
Vicksburg were that the enlisted men be takes it for a personal affront, and hastens to
paroled, while the commissioned officers be re make an ass of himself in the Saturday Review.
tained as prisoners.
Pemberton gave the number of men fit for
Gen. L ee and the P ennsylvania Coal F ields.
duty 12,000, and 6000 in the hospitals.
The Richmond Whig of July 2 expressed the
--------------—------------j hope that Lee would occupy the Pennsylvania
B altimore, July 9.
coal legion, cut the railroads, destroy the minThe American has despatches dated Freder- ' lnS machinery, and then set fire to the mines,
ick, 9th, which say that the fight yesterday leaving “ tho heart of Pennsylvania on fire, nevbetween Funkstown and Boonsboro was a sue- cr t0
quenched until a river is turned into
cess for us. Our loss was 50 killed and wound- tlle Ilits or thc vast supply of coal is reduced to
ed—the rebel loss 250 killed and wounded, and ashea-” As Pennsylvania is thc great depend50 prisoners.
-enceof our manufactories and workshops for
On Sunday Gen. Kilpatrick captured a rebel ; coa1’ thc Wh,S rejoices in the idea that “ Northtrain at Monterey, taking 1876 prisoners, 176 ern in<Justry will thus be paralyzed a t a blow.”
of whom were commissioned officers.
i " a s ever a more diabolical thought expressed ?
On the same day he had a fight with S tuart Ttlt? “ heart of Pennsylvania” is indeed on fire,
at Smithsburg.
hut the flames very much resemble a prairie
The rebels have immense wagon trains, esti- fire which threatens to overwhelm Lee and his
mated at 3000 wagons, packed at Williamsport, j fleeing colors with swift destruction.
They have no bridge across the river, and are
The St. John Freeman, an avowed secession
using scow boats to move their trains over the
river.
sympathiser, has the following :—
Up to noon to-day only slight skirmishing
“ If the latest accounts of the Etrange occur
had taked place between the armies.
rence at Portland (Me.) bo correct, the enter
prise of the master of the Tacony carried him
N ew York, 9th.
too far for once and brought his career suddenly
The Times' Middletown, Md., despatch of to a close, but he will not want imitators, and
the 9th says the number of wagons destroyed if a saili VC(jsel eoullnanded by a dari daah.
by our cavalry is over o00. Buford destroyed ; s U b /m a y do so much damage to the cue200 on bunuay and Dahlgren destroyed 17 0 on m° what ma| n()t 6ucll a etcamt Rg the
Wales, and which
atrick burned and destroyed 200 or 300.' Ful can run 20 miles an hour.’
ly one-third of the transportation of the rebel
army has been destroyed.
14. Herrick Allen’s Gold Medal Salerntus
is cleaned of all impurities, and contains the
N ew York, 9th.
largest amount of all necessary and wholesome
Bark Sarah L Bryant, of Gloucester, reports properties which can be concentrated in the
was chased all day on thc 4th inst., by a three- same w eight; is guaranteed to give the most
masted pirate schooner, flying the British flag, perfect satisfaction, or thc money refunded. It
will cure dyspeptic persons, and save the health
but escaped by the aid of fog.
of all who use it. Grocers and Druggists sell
it. Depot 112 Liberty Street, New York.
W ashington, 9th.
Thc operations of General Dix's command at
the White House and on thc Peninsula are suc
cessful, having cut off all direct communication
from Richmond and Lee's a rm y ,an ! detained a
large number of troops in and around Rich
mond which would otherwise have gone to re
inforce Lee.

continued for several days in succession, when there may
be a greater or less interval of rest. Some persons bare
used BRANDETH’S PILLS every day In small doses until
they become cured of costiveness, jwbich had troubled
them for over twenty years. The use of this medicine
does not debilitate or tequlre an increase of dose from
continued use, They In fact strengthen the bowels as
exercise does the arms or legs.

M A R IN E

July 2d, »chs Kate Walker, ------ Bangor for New
York; Freeport, Thorndike, Portland; Clement, ------- .
Jonespori; George dc James, Poland, Portsmouth; L Guptill. Guptill. Vinalhaven for FortPopham; Albion, Glover,
Philadelphia; Caroline, Rhoades,------- ; Charlie A Wil
lie, Emery, Vinalhaven for New York. 3d, sells Angeline,
Hix, New York for Ellsworth. Lucy Ames, Verrill, Ports
mouth; A Nelson, Golt, Vinalhaven for New York; Uncle
8am, Andrews, Boston. 6lh, schs Leader,------- , Bangor
for Washington, D C ; Pearl, Robinson, Danvers; Ml
Hope, Spalding, Gardiner; James R, Andrews. Gardiner.
7th, schs Trader, Pittston, New York; Ocean Star, Ham,
Saco; Samuel Colt, Hilliard, Bangor for Hartford; brig
Caroline Eddy, Conary, Bangor for Philadelphia. Ptb,
brig Henry Leads, Smith, Portsmouth; schs J Pierce, Nor
wood, Bangor, Brutus, ------- , Bangor for Providence;
Romeo, Brown, Bangor for New Haven; Judge Tenney,
Nickerson, Bangor for New York; Sarah Buck, Bagley,
Bangor for Danvers; Mary Shields,------- , Bangor; Helen,
Carroll,------- . Charlotte, Graves, Boston; John Adams,
Hatch, Boston; Warrior, Averill, Newburyport; M S
Partridge, Hix, Portsmouth; Silas Wright, Adams, Ports
mouth; Hiawatha. Ingraham, Portland.

Sailed.
July 2J, schs Hardscrabble, Gregory, New York; Kate
Walker, New York; Freeport, Thorndike,Portland; Paw
catuck, — ■■-, Milibrtdge. 3d, schs Susan A Mary, Hall,
New York; Sea Serpent, Arey, Bostou; Clem ent,------- ,
J ones port. Angeline, Hix, Ellsworth; Josiah Achoru,
Hatch, Washington, D C; Leader,------- , Washington,
D Cj George A James, Poland, Portsmouth; A Jackson,
Pierce,•Kennebec; Concordh, Henderson, Boston; Sarah,
Conary, Providence; Massachusetts, Hunt, New York;
Ella, Marston, New York; Shenandoah, Dunning, New
York; Charlie A Willie, Emery, New York. 7th, sells
Gold Fish, Crockett, Island to load for New York; L Gup
till, Fert Pophum; Bay State, Verrill, New York. 9ih,
sell Mary Shields,------- , ------- ; Pearl, Robinson, Duuvers. 10th, schs Samuel Colt, Hilliard, Hartford; Brutus,
------- , Providence; Romeo, Brown, New Haven; Surah
Buck, Bagley, Dun vers; Judge Tenney, Nickerson, New
York.
L aunched —At Machias, July 2d, by Joseph O’Brien
and others, a flue double-decked barque of about 609 tons,
built by John Shaw of Machias.

DISASTERS.
8ch Delaware, from Rockland, Me., ashore in Hurl Gate
threw overbourd 100 bbls lime, and floated ; had no pilot.

Consisting of

Look Out!

S c y th es,
S n a th s,
R a k es,
F ork s,
S ton es a n d R ifle?,

Look O ut!!

eIceI,ent assortment of G r i n d .t o n e ,
and G rin d h to n e T r i m m i n g s , which will be sold
very cheap for Cash.
Rockland, June 27, 1863.
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FOR THE NEW UNION

C o m b in a tio n

C irc u s.

Thousands Delighted ! Thundering
Salvos of applause—Every act received
with the most enthusiastic acclamations
of delight!
THREE GREAT SHOWS IN ONE

Offics, N o . 2, Granite Block, Bangor,
a s li C a p i t a l , p a id i u a n d in v e s te d
a c c o r d in g to l a w ,
$ 10 0 ,0 0 0 .

Stock C ompany!

F ish Barrels.

.No A ssessm ents!!

D IR E C T O R S :

SAMUEL VEAZIE, President of the Veazie Bank ;
SAMUEL F. HERSEY, Esq. ;
GOOD M ackerel B arrels and H a lf AMOS M. ROBERTS, President o f the Eastern Bank ;
For one Price c f Admission.
Barrels. Also, Mackerel Lines, Hooks, dec. w hi i J £AYETT’ Plert of lhe Bar,k of lhe Slate Of Maine;
for sale at the Brook, by
WILL EXHID1T AT
w ii• »
*
Preai<^ent °f the Lumberman’s Bank ;
„ ,
, T
H. H. CRIE.
nEN R ^M
eCRG^ T ^ f e : r ‘ °f lhe 8' ar’p0It Bank
R o c k la u d , F r id a y , J u ly 1 7 .
Rockland, June 27, 1863.
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FR°NKLINTM n ?7 v ’
o f tK' M «ket Bank ;
Melville’s Great Australian Circus.
1
M U Z Z Y , firm o f F M iitcv A- P n Henry Cook’s Far-Famed Circus,Troupe
N O T I C E
of Educated Monkeys and wonderfully
4RDDMANSON8fi™flfn,M0f TbomP*"n * Hichbom;
trained Dogs
FR N N ctfiTfii^^
Wlllian“ ’
— TO—
The R. SANDS American Circus.
JOHN A. PETERS, Eai ;
’
Melville in his intensely thrilling and
E. G. DUNN, Ashland ;
highly sensational bare back a c t; Mel
JOHN S. CHADWICK.
ville and his sons Sammy, Frank and
George, In their beautiful, granelul ele
G E O R G E S T E T S O N , Pr„ .,
T„ „ , r
gant. surprising and unapproachable,
acrobatic scenes
J O H N S. C H A D W I C K , fiecreiary.
Comic Pastimes and Pyrarnidical Par
G
r
e
a
t
R
e
d
u
c
tio
n
o
f
P
a
r
e
.
lor Posturing.
Policies issued by
GEORGE ROSS, the best general
----V IA ----equestrian performer in the world, in his
E . H . COCHRAN, A gent,
great Principal and Pirouetil: gand leap
ing act, and in his wonderful somersault
ROCKLAND.
ing.
June 13,1863.
__________ ___________________
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SHABPEE and W HITNEY in their
novel and terrific T rapeze Act , in
which they surpass all competitors and
J
.
P
.
&
F
.
W
.
H
A
R
D
Y
keep the audience spell bound by their
graceful poses, their almost miraculous evolutions, their
extraordinary agility aud dash.

1 n fin

P a sse n g e rs G oin g W est.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.
1863. ffig

1863.

Z F » r o ix x P o r t l a n d . ,

D a n v ille & Y a r m o u th J u n c tio n s
TO D E T R O IT .

PH O TO G RA PH ERS,
BANGOR, Me.

NY style of picture desired can he hail at thia ealablishment, from a LIFE-SIZE PHOTOCRa PH dnl.hed in a manner peculiar lo ourselves and warranted as
durable as Oil Paintin«a, down to Ca RTES DE VISITED
F ir .t C ln u .
4 1 4 .0 0
and CARD VIGNETTES, AMBROTYPES Ac
’
S e c o n d C la s s ,
1 2 .0 0
Orders for COPYING will be promptly attended to, and
T o D e t r o i t a n d R e t u r n , 1 s t C la s s ,
2 5 . 0 0 all work in thia line will te executed with skill and
fidelity.
C liie a g o , A lllw a u lc ie ,
Citizens of Rocklund and vicinity are invited to raff and
And all LAKE MICHIGAN PORTS, via Lake Steamers examine our superior collection of Paintings, Plain and
Colored Photographs, i c .
from Sarlna,

DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Below 26lh, barque P R Hazelline,
Cunningham, from Boston.
Towed to sea-25th, ship Jenny Lind; bnrque William
Anderson.
NEW YORK—Ar 4th, Ocean Eagle, Luce, Cardenas 9.
BANGOR—Ar 3d, barque S W Holbrook,’Small, New
York to load for Maianzas.

FOREIGN PORTS.

A

R oouim o n th e H a m p d e n R o a d , N e a r th e
B a n g o r H ouse.
June 13, 1863.
2rn25*

A rat Callao, May 29, ship Mary O’Brien, Vesper, Liv
erpool 109 days, chartered for England. In port, June 13,
hips Mary O’Brien, Vesper, and Alfred Storer, Rjder,
disg.
Ar at Carden is, 26th, brig Australia, Giles, Wiscasset,
Cld t Gibrulter 16th ult, d H Waterman, Elliot, New
York,
Ar at Havana 26th ult, ship John Spear, Booker, from
Hull E.
. .
.
.
.

Cook’s Troupe of Dogs and Monkeys,
the delight of the children.
The Ball Room Scene, greeted with
shouts of laughter and applause. These
wonderful animals exhibit a perfection
of training und hii amount of intelligence
which cannot fail to produce emotions of
wonder and admiration in all who wit
ness them.
Amazing and Laughable Feats.
WM. KINCADE, the great Dramatic
Equestrian Saultisi extraordinary, aud
world applauded representative of P ete
J enkins.
Thegreat American Clown, Humorist,
ComicjSinger and Slump Speaker, Sam
Long, the'modern Grimaldi.
A Troupe ol Charming little Ponies,
the most beautiful iu the universe, will
appear, together with their JUVENILE
RIDERS ar.d the Talented Dramatic
Troupe in the attractive and equestrian
novelty, called
T H E PO N EY RACES, OR,

SPOKEN.
July 1, off’ Cape Cod, barque S W Holbrook, from
But restores gray hair to its criginal color, by supplying Maianzas
for Portland.
ihecupillary lubes with natural sustenance, Impaired by
July 3, off Little Egg Harbor, sch Isruel L Snow,
age or disease. All instantaneous dyes are composed of Archer,
from New York for Washington.
lunar caustic, destroying the vitality and beauty of the
hair, and afford of themselves no dressing lleim street’s
Inimitable Coloring not only restores hair to Ils natural
color by un easy process, but gives the hair a
L u x u r i a n t B ea u ty *
promotes its growth, prevents its falling off, eradicates
D r. W . R, E V A N S ,
dandruff", and imparts health und pleasantness to the head.
It has stood the test of time, being the original Hair Color
ing, ahd is constantly increasing In favor. Used by both
gentlemen and ladies. It is sold by all respectable dealers,
N o . 2 T e le g r a p h B lo c k ,
or can be procured by them of the commercial agents, D.
T H O M A ST O N , M e.
8. Barnes &. Co. 202 Broadway, New York. Two sizes,
50 cents and $1.
June 6, 1863.
Cm
REFERENCES.—D. E. Townsend, President of the
Pennsylvania Der.tal College; Dr. J. Ilobbs, Boston ;
Dr. J. P. Hurd, Portland; Charles A. Packard, M. D.,
Waldoboro’.
July 11, 18C3.
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D IZ L S T T IS T n Y .

Surgeon and Mechanical Dentist,

F R IE N D S AND R E L A T IV E S

Superb Sleeping Cars on all Night Trains.

OP THE

A m e r i c a n M o n e y R e c e iv e d n t P a r
for Sleeping Car Berths, and for Meals at Refreshment
Stations.
Tickets from DETROIT to all points W est, North and
South, can be procured on arrival of Grand Trunk Trains
at Detroit. Passengers, by this arrangement, will effect
saving of at least $4,80 each, over all over routes.
THROUGH TICKETS can be procured, at the R E
DUCED RATES, at all the principal Railroad and Steam
boat Ticket Offices in Maine and the Provinces, at the
Company’s Agencies, BOSTON and BANGOR, and at all
the principal Stations on the Grand Trunk Railway, and at

B r a v e S o ld ie rs a n d S a ilo rs.

H O LL O W A Y ’S PILLS

22 W e s t M a r k e t S q u a r e, B a n g o r .
B . J , B R Y 'D G E S , Managing Director, Montreal
W IL L IA M F L O W E R S ,
E a ste r n A g e n t, B a n g o r .

G. W . B E R R Y , A g e n t for R o c k la n d
June 27, 1862.

The Ride for the Derby.

AMD O IN T M E N T .

6ml4

S A P O N IF IE R ,

All who have Friends and Relutiv^s in the Army or Navy
should take special care that they be amply, supplied with
hese Pills and Ointment; and where the brave Soldiers
nd Sailors have neglected to provide themselves with
them, no belter present can be sent them by their Friends.
They have been proved to be the Soldier’s uever-failingfriend in the hour of need.

The management point with no small
gratification to the above List of Unri
valled Performers and Extraordinary
------ OR------Novelties and Atirac'ions, and beg to as
HE oft repeated unsolicited (inferable) encomiums that
sure the public that they have not stop
have been lavished on my Wormwood Cordial, by
ped at any expense which would enable
Allien Sprague, Esq., (will he accept my thanks) Editor of
them to defy competition, and outlive
the “ Free Press,” and Treasurer of Knox County, a gen
C oughs a n d C olds a ffectin g T ro o p s,
A R E A D Y F A M I L Y S O A P -M A K E R ,
every other travelling establishment in
ASH paid for California Gold and Old Siltleman of rare attainments, stainless morals, immutable
this country.
ver, by
Will be speedily relieved and effectually cured by using
principles, Hnd guileless loving heart, give force and illus
O
f
three
times
the
strength
o
f
common
Potash.
these
admirable medicines, and by pnying proper attention
BLOOD
A
PALMER.
N
e
w
Y
o
r
k
O
p
e
r
a
B
u
n
d
.
tration to the honest avowal oi others in humbler life—
to the Directions which are attached to each Pot crBox.
who have used it—that it is eminently grateful to Weak
composed of renouued Solo Artists, led by Professor S.
HE PUBLIC are cautioned against the spurious arti S ic k H e a d a c h e a n d W a n t o f A p p e tite .
and Disordered Stomachs, excellent in Billioua Difficulties,
R eeves .
Jaundice, Loss of Appetite, Coughs, Palpitation of the
Admission to the Three Shows, only 25 cents. No half
cles of LYE for making SOAP, fcc., now offered for
In c id e n ta l to S o ld iers.
Heurt, Ac., dec. For sale at
price
sale. The only genuine and patented Lye is that made
Those feelings which so sadden us usually arise from
C O O K ’S X >rufl? S t o r e .
Doors open at 2 P. M., and 7 P M. Performance com
by the P e n n s y lv m iin S a lt M a n u f a c t u r in g trouble or annoyances, obstructed perspiration, or eating
Rockland, May 1, 1862
19tf
mences nt 2 1-2 und 7 1-2 o’clock P. M.
C o m p a n y , their trade mark for it being “SAPONI and drinking whatever is unwholesome, thus disturbing
Waldoboro’, Wednesday, July 15th ; Thomaston, Thurs- FIER ; or, CONCENTRATED LYE.” Thegreat SUC the healthful action of the liver and stomach These Or
THE CONFESSIONS AND EXPERIENCE
gans must be relieved, if you desire to be well. The Pills,
I day, July ICtli
have taken and re-fitted tho Store
CESS of this article has led unprincipled parties to taken according to the printed instructions, will -quickly
CF AN
produce a healthy aciiou in both liver and stomach, and
endeavor
to
imitate it, in violation of the Company’s pa
SA N FO R D ’S
a natural consequence a clear head and good appetite.
B E R R Y B L O C K ,
Published for the benefit and as a wriming and
tents .
W e a k n e ss o r D e b ility I n d u c e d b y
a caution to young men
AU
Manufacturers,
Buyers
or
Sellers
of
these
spurious
who suffer from Nervous Debility, Premature Decay of recently occupied by I,. dc J. K iv f m in ; and we hi
O v er F a tig u e ,
Lyes, are hereby notified that the Company have employ
Manhood, etc , supplying at the same time.
111 Store a large und well .elected slock of
Will soon disappear by the use of these iavaluable Pills,
THE MEANS OF SELF CURE.
ed as their Attorneys,
and the Soldier will quickly acquire additional strength.
By or.e who hHs cured himself after being put to great ex
GEORGE HARDING, Esq,, of Philadelphia, nnd
Never let the Bowels be either confined or unduly acted
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC
pense and injury through medical humbug and quackery.
upon. It may seent strange, that Holloway’s Pslls should
WILLIAM BAKEWELL, Esq., of Pittsburg.
By enclosing a post-paid addressed envelope, single
be recommended for Dysentary and Flux, many persons
copies may be had of the author.
And that all Manufacturers, Users, or Sellers of Lye, supposing that they would increase the relaxation. This
Nathaniel mayfair , E«q.,
is a great mistake, for these Pills will correct the liver and
in
violation
of
the
rights
of
the
Company,
will
be
PROS
1)22
Bedford. Kings County, N. Y.
i
stomuch,
and thus remove ail the acrid humors from the
ECUTED at once.
-a
The Large, Stanch, New Steamer
system. This medicine will give lone and vigor to the
whole organic system, however deranged, while health
T
H
E
S
A
P
O
N
I
F
I
E
R
,
and strength follow as a m atter of course. Nothing will
Embracing every article usually found in a first class Dry
stop the relaxation of the Bowels so suie as this famous
Goods Store, ail of which we are prepared io offer at the
CAPT. C. B. SANFORD,
---------OR--------medicine.
_
Will leave Bangor for Boston, and intermediate land
V o lu n te e rs, A tte n tio n ! I n d is c r e 
ings
on
the
river,
every
Monday
and
Thursday
at
11
C O N C E N T R A T E D
E Y E
L o w e st M a r k e t P ric e s .
tio n s o f Y o u th .
o’clock, A. M., arriving at Rockland at about 5 o’clock,
Is for sole by C A R L E T O N , N O R W O O D fc
N O . 6 K IM B A L L B L O C K .
P. M.
Sores and Ulcers, Blotches and Swellings, can with cer
Purchasers of Dry Goods are invited to examine our
R eturning —Leaves Foster’s South Wharf, Boston, for C O ., R o c k p o r t , M e .
tainty be radically cured, if the Pills are taken night and
Stock; and we will guarantee to S e ll a s L o w fo r Bangor and intermediate landings on the river, every
morning, und the Ointment be freely used as stated in the
ROCKLAND. M E.
C a s h a s a n y o th e r c o n c e r n in th e C o u n tr y . Tuesday and Friday afternoon at 5 1-2 o’clock, arriving at
printed instructions. If treated in any other manner, they
Rockland every Wednesday and Saturday morning, at
T a k e N otice,
dry up in one part to break out in another. Whereas this
about 5 1 2 o clock.
Ointment will remove the humors from the system and
W . J. G E T C H E L L & CO.,
FARE.—FROM ROCKLAND TO BOSTON, $3.00.
WITHOUT THE USE OF
The United States Circuit Court, Western District of leave the Patient a vigorous and healthy man. It will re
River Fares as usual. Freight a little higher than usual. Pennsylvania, No. 1 of May Term, in 1862, in suit of the quire a little perseverance in bad cases to insure a lusting
Rockland, July 10, 1863.
PENNSYLVANIA SALT MANUFACTURING CO. vs. cure.
F o r W o u n d s e ith e r o ccasio n ed b y th e
DR. BROWN, Office No. 45 Main Street, Bangor, cor
THOS. G. CHASE, decreed to the Company on Novem
B ay o n e t, S a b re , o r th e B u lle t,
Rockland, May 23, 1863.
ner Brick Block, Elin trees in front between the Hatch f lO T T O N GOODS scllino; cheap, by
ber 15,1862, the
S ores o r B ru ise s.
W. J. GETCHELL <fc
and Bangor House, devotes hii attention to the treatment
of
To which every Soldier and Sailor are liable, there are
Rockland, Jul) 10, 1663.
29tf
E
X
C
L
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S
I
V
E
t> X S E
A & E
no medicines so safe, sure, and convenient, as Holloway’*
in all stages and forms of long standing o r of recent origin- KTICE assortment of SH A W L S, for sale by! ,
right granted by a patent owned by them for the Saponi- Pills and Ointment The poor wounded and almost dying
, T, • n.
sufferer might have his wounds dressed immediately, if he
which can be attended to in Office Practice. Special at, IN
w j. getg HELL * co. ' A extensive assortmen of Haying lools at fier. Patent dated October 21, 1856.
would tnly provide himself with this matchless Ointment,
tention given to the treatment of Scrofula, and all Dis
Rockland, July 10, 1863.
29lf
i
which should be thrual into the wound und smeared all
eases
P e r p e tu a l In ju n c tio n A w a r d e d
------------- ----------------------------- .------------- I
No. S K im b a ll B lo c k ,
round it, then covered with a piece of linen from his Knap
O f t h e
B l o o d !
U L L L I N E O F C O R S E T S , forsaleb'T H E P E N N S Y L V A N IA
sack and compressed with a handkerchief. Taking night
I Which will he sold at very low prices. No Advance
W. J. GETCHELL * CO.
and innoning 6 or 8 Pills, to cool the system aud prevent
I fkom last S easons PniCBs. Sold by ihe dozen or sinRockland, July 10, 1863.
infiamaiion.
■gio one. Coiuisliiig ol
Every Soldier’s Knapsack and Seaman’s Chest should bo
U SB O F M ER CU R Y ,
‘ SCYTHES,
provided with these valuable Remedies,
ICE
M
ORIXES
for
sale
by
and all Diseases which affect the
O F F I C E —1 2 7 W a l n u t s t r e e t , P h il a d e l p h i a
C A U T IO N I-N o n e are genuine unless the words
W. J. GETCHELL <fc CO.
PURITY OF THE BLOOD,
“
H
olloway , N ew York and London,” are discernible
“
P i t t s t r e e t a n d D u q u e iu e W a y ,
SNATHS,
Bockland, July 10, 1363.
29tf
as a JPaZer-marA: in every leal of the book of directions
are cured without tile use of M-ERCURY, leaving the
P
i
t
t
s
b
u
r
g
.
around each pot or box; the same may be plainly seen by
Blood in a
—
RAKES,
June 27, 1663.
3m27
holding the leaf to the light. A handsome reward will be
P U R E A ND H EA LT H Y STATE,
I der fileevus, fur sale by
given to any one rendering such information as may lead to
FORKS,
thifi precluding relapse. Invalids who cannot call upon
The detection of any party or paities counterfeiting the
Rockland, July 10, 1863.
me personally cun consult by letter.
medicines or vending the same, knowing them to be spuriO ’ Patients will be furnished with Medicines at my
STONES and RIFLES,
Office.
Sold at the manufactory of Professor H olloway, 80
’ 4*0flIce hours—8 1-2 A. M., to 12 1-2 ; 2 to 5 1-2 ; and To the Honorable H iram Chapman, E sq., Judge
GRIND STONES, &c.
Mci.Ier. Lane, New York, and by all respectable Druggists
o f Probate, within and for the County o f
7 to 81-2 P. M.
nnd Dealers in Medicine, throughout the civilized world, in
June 6, 1863.
-----ALSO.----(6m*)
1)24
Lincoln:
boxes at 25 cents, 62 cents and $1 each.
Tnere is considerable saving by taking the larger sizes.
nHE jnderHgned guardian of Emily J. Wilson Alma- M O W illg M a c h i n e s , a i l d R id il lg B L O O D & P A L M E R ’S,
D R , JO H N C. MO’JFT,"~
N. II.—Directions for the guidance of patients in every
Wtl8( n and Elba P. Wilson, minor heirs of Louisa
°
°
disorder are aflixed to each box.
Wilson •
late of- Edgecomb,in
said County, deceased.
•
W
h
e
e
l
H
o
r
s
e
R
a
k
e
s
,
Dealers in my well known medicines can have Show
.P H Y S IC IA N A N D SU R G E O N ,
S
O
U
T
H
S
T
O
R
E
,
U
N
IO
N
B
L
O
C
K
,
R espectfully represents , That said minors are
Cards. Circulars, dec., sent them, F ree of Expense , by
addressing THOMAS HOLLOWAY, 80 Muiden Lane,
0*86 Court Street , corner of Howard, Boston, is con seized and poasessed of the following described Real | And a general assortment of A g r ic u l t u r a l T ooIh.
A Large und Splendid assortment of
Estate, viz:—All the interest of said wards in one undi-j
TOHNT D WTQP
New York.
sulted daily from 10 until 2, and from 6 to 8 in the evening, vided fourth part of about one acre of land with the!
dU tliY y . WI o Uj .
Nov. 20, 1862.
Iy48
Rockland, June 27, 1863.
27tf
on all Diseases of the Urinary and Genital Organs, Scrofu house and building* thereon, situated in Camden, in the
County oi Knox, adjoining lands of John Glover and
W a tc h e s , C locks, J e w e lry ,
lous affections, Humors of ail kinds, Sores, Ulcers and Aleline 3. Adams and being the homestead of the late
C
A
L
/
r
i
O
N
Eruptions, Female Complaints, Ac. An experience of Henry Dodge; that an advantageous offer of three hun
over twenty years’ extensive practice enables Dr. M. to dred dollars has been made for the same by Isaac Bartlett, To Fence Breakers and Grass Tanglers. Fancy Goods aud Yankee Notions of
of Camden, in said county of Knox, which offer it it for
cure all of the most difficult cases. Medicines entirely the interest of nil concerned immediately to accept, the
LL persons are hereby cautioned against entering
all kinds, style, and description. Also, a large assortment Use the Best, Surest and Cheapest Household
proceeds of sale to be placed at interest for the benefit of
vegetable. Advice F ree .
crossing our fields for any purpose whatever, as
said wards. Said Guardian therefore prays for license to trespassers
Mrs. M., who is thoroughly versed in the afflictive ma sell
will be dealt with to the extremity of the law.
Remedy lhe World has ever produced.
and convey tlie above described real estate lo the per
T O Y S
t fc c .,
JOHN ROBBINS,
ladies of the sex, can be consulted by ladies.
son making said offer.
WILMOT WILSON.
BARNARD INGRAHAM,
Patients furnished with board and experienced nurses.
which will be void CHEAP FOR CASH.
O nly 13 C en ts p e r B o ttle.
A. WEEKS.
Rockland, J line 20, 1863.
26tf
Boston, April 8, 1863.
ly 16
South Thomaston, June 24, 1863.
2in*27
LINCOLN. COUNTY.—In Court of Probate, at Wiscas
set, on the seventh day of July, 1863.
HADA.1I
Z VDOC P O R T E R 'S
excejlsior
On the petition aforesaid, Ordered, That notice be
THE ONLY PREPARATION that will instantly pro given by publishing a copy of said petition with this or
der thereon, three weeks successively, prior to the first
F BEST QUALITY manufactured for, and sold and
duce a splendid brown or black in ten minutes, without in Tuesday of Sept. next, in the Rockland Gazette, a newspa
warranted, by
M A D A M E ZADOC
jury to the hair or soiling the skin of the face or head, is
per printed in Rockland, that all persons interested may
P O R T E R ’S C u r a t i v e
T h e D ark est u n d B est A sso rtm en t o f
uttend at a Court of Probate then to be held at Wiscas
Rockland, Dec. 19, 1862.
C ristad oro’s H a ir D y e .
Balsam is warranted if used
set, and show cause, if any. why the prayer of said peti
according
to directions, to
It has been certified by the first Chemists in America, tion should not be granted.
cure in all cases Coughs,
HIRAM CHAPMAN, Judge.
D R . J . R IC H A R D SO N ,
including Dr. R. CHILTON, to be free from every delete
Colds, Whooping C o u g h ,
Copy A ttest:—J. J. K ennedy, Register.
3w29
Asthma, and all affections of
rious substance, and has no equal in the certainty and ra
SU R G E O N A N D P H Y S IC IA N ,
the Throat aud Lungs.
pidity of its operation.
RESIDENCE AND OFFICE, SPEAR BLOCK,
Manufactured by J. CRISTADORO, 6 Astor House,
M ad am e Z adoc P or
F u r n i s h i n g G o o d s. &c..
t e r ’s B a ls a m is prepared
Corner of Main and Park Streets,
New York Sold everywhere, and applied by all Hair
with all the requisite care and
Rockland, April 17, 1863.
17tf
AT low prices
Dressers.
skill, frem a combination of
20,000 lbs. Hake Sounds Wanted.
the best remedies the vegeta
Price, $1, SI 50 and S3 per box, according to size.
W H O L E S A L E A N D R E T A IL .
ble kingdom affords. Its re
No. 6.
medial qualities are baned on
ELL
DRIED,
without
SALT.
Not
sun
burned.
For
inOR SALE at Wholesale nnd Retail by
Cristudoro's H air Preservative,
its power to assist the healthy
which a liberal price will he paid, at the Brook by
r
KIMBALL & INGRAHAM.
and
vigorous circulation of
I
I
I
I
(
'D
IP
Is invaluable with his Dye, as it imparts the utmost soft
May 23, 1863.
22tf
the
blood, through the lungs.
Rockland, July 3, 1863.
ness, the moat beautiful gloss, and great vitality to the
It is not a violent remedy,
J
U
L
I
U
S
H
A
R
R
IS
,
but
emollient,
w a rm in g ,
Hair.
S a t i n G lo s s S t a r c h .
searching and effective; can
Price 50 cents, $1, and §2 per bottle, according to size.
be taken by the oldest person
F
A
R
N
S
W
O
R
T
H
B
U
I
L
D
I
N
G
,
June 17, 1863.
4w27
youngest child.
AVE JUST RECEIVED and are now opening a splen
Head of Sea Street, and nearly opposite Thorndike Hotel,
M nd-am e Z a d o c P o r 
did stock of
t e r ’s B al*a«“ hHi been in
use by the public for over 18
OULD nay to his numerous customers that he has a
P o w d e r a n d S h o t.
years, and has acquired its
large lot of
JpOR sale by
present sale simply by being
In Belfast, June 23, by Rev. T. B. Tupper, Mr. John F.
recommended
by th»?8e who
Woodman, of Amesbury, Mass., to Miss Vandoria D Rich,
A N D V E S T E V O S ,
have used it, to their alSicted
of Jackson.
friends and others.
In Searsport, June 26th, by J. L. Nichols, Esq., Mr.
C. C. Ridley, of Prospect, to Miss Mary S. Kneelaud of for Summer wear, which they ore ready to make up in the
M O S T I M P O R T A N T .— M a d a m e Z A D O C
Stockton.
»
most approved styles, und warruut to give satisfaction, at
that he will sell at the lowest prices.
P O R T E R ’S C n e a t ir e B a ls a m is sold at a price
In Cambridgeport, Mass, 29lh ult., Jasper Morton, ot prices to suit the times. They also offer a lurge lot of
which brings it in the reach oi every one to keep it con
GOOD assortment for Blacksmiths and CarAuburn, Me., and C lara T. Bird, of C.
ALSO,—A large lot of
venient for use. The timely use of a single bottle will
ringe Builders,
In Camden, July 5, by Rev. E. F. II inks, Mr. Sanborn
prove to be worth 100 times its cost.
Blaisdell and Mrs. Harriet W. Doe.
C u s to m R e a d y -M a d e C lo th in g , N O T I C E — S a v e y o u r M o n e y 1— Do not be per
suaded to purchase arlic les at 4s. to $1, which do not con
(
t
a
ils
a
n
d
G
la
s
s
.
D E A T H S .
G e n ts ’ F u r n i s h i n g G o o d s,
of his own Manufacture which he will warrant to give tain the virtues of a 13 ct Bottle of Madame Porter’s Cura
__ , ____:i, Boat, and norsi
satisfaction at as low prices as at any other establishment tive Balsam, the cost of manufacturing which is as great
1 clow GIa«w, for sale by
as that of almost any other medicine; and the very low
this side of Boston.
In this city, June 3, Rebecca Gray, aged 80 years and Trunks, Carpet Bags, Umbrellas, &c.,
KIMBALL A INCRAIIAM.
price at which it is »old, makes the profit to the seller ap
April 4, 1863.
15tf
4 mouths.
parently small, and unprincipled dealers will sometimes
In this city, Jtriy 5, Ada, daughter of Capt. J. F. and all of which wil be sold at very low prices, remembering
L a te s t S ty le s o f
recommend other medicines on which their profits are
Priscilla Cnbles. aged 6 years aud 3 months.
larger, unless the customers insist upon having Madame
“ the nimble sixpence is belter than the slow shil
In this city, July 6, infant daughter of Wm. H. and that
P o ta sh .
ling.”
Porter’s, and none other. Ask for Madame Porter’s Cura
Louisa J . Jordan.
tive
Balsam, price 13 cts., and in large bottles at 25 cents,
Ladies looking for cloth for CHILDREN’S wear are reIu St. George, June 2, Mr. Sullivan S. Richardson, aged questedjto
and
tuke no other. If you can not get It at one store yon
examine our stock before making their selec
49 years.
another.
,, ,
tion. Remember the old stand at
A n d G e n ts ’ F u r n i s h i n g G o o d s, canEZatSold
At Port Royal, S. C., June 15, William H. Jones, Co.
by all DruggiaU nt 13 e ta , and In larger bottle*
E ., 8th Maine Volunteers ; J. U. Pike, Co. B, 11th Maine
Which will be sold at the lowest figures.
at 25 cents.
Vols
. ,
K
n
iv
e
s
a
n
d
F
o
r
k
s
,
S
p
o
o
n
s,
H
A
L
L
!
l R D C K E L , P r o p r ie to r . N . Y o r k .
In Hospital at Bonnet Carre, June 8 ; Joseph S. Kirk of
Here, also, Gentlemen will be furnished at short notice
L. M. BOBBINS, Drugaiat »nd *l’°‘h“ ’I ’r’ A« 'nl fot
Warren, Co. B, 24th Maine Vols., 45 years aud 4 mos.
N. B. Particular attention given Is euliing garmenti P O C K ET KNIVES, &o., &c., at the Brook.
with
In Belfast, May 20, Mrs. Lovina D. Brown, aged 43.
Rockland. Sold in Union by J. 3. G R bhN b.
A
21tf
H. H. CRIE.
Killed during the attack on Port Hudson, June 14, Jones that are to be made out of tile shop, and at abort notice.
G E O . C . G O O D W IN ’ t C O . B o n lo n , N la ifc ,
Everett, youngest son of John and Eliza A. Wilson, aged
C. G. MOFFITT,
Clothing Made to Order,
General Agent for New
,,
, s
16 years and 6 months. He was a member of ihe 25th
Eugene waters .
January 20, 1063.
(3m >
D5
Maine Regiment.
in the latest and most fashionable styles.
Rockland, July 10, 1863.
In Hospital at Point Lookout, Md., Dec. 29, 1862, of
GOOD assortment of White Granite and Glass W are,
Those
who
favor
me
w
ith
their
custom,
are
assured
that
small pox, Ilarluu P. Ca.derwood, only son of Widow
just received and for sale by
’ no puins will be spared to give them satisfaction both in
C o p a r t n e r s h ip N o t ic e .
Abigail Cnlderwood, of East Knox,qged 21 years.
KIMBALL & INGRAHAM.
work and prices.
HE STORE formerly occupied by 8. P. FROST, as s
HE undersigned have this Jay formed a copartnership
Shoe Store, situated on South Main Street, opposite
for the iriyisaction of the Tailoring and Ready-Made
JV U IJS H ARRIS,
the Furniture Warehouse of Messrs. Sawyer A Colson.
O ils a n d P a i n t s .
Clothing business under lhe name of Moffitt & Waters,
W ooden W are s.
Rent
Low. and Immediate possession given. For particu
at the old stand of C. G. Molfitt, UNION BLOCK.
JpOR Sale by
F
A
R
N
S
W
O
R
T
H
B
U
I
L
D
I
N
G
.
lars enquire on the premises.
C. G. MOFFITT,
rFUBS, Pails, Baskets, Brooms, F irkins, Boxes
Head of Sea Street, and nearly opposite Thorndike Hotel
„ Lt , .
EUGENE WATERS.
April 4,1863.
-L Sieves, dec., at the Brook.
Rockland, June 18, 1863.
Rockland, July 1^ 1863,
flocWand, June 13, 1663.

Wormwood Cordial Tonic.

T

C O N C EN TR A TE D LYE,

Gold and Silver.

C

T

N E W STO RE.

I N V A. IaI T> .

I N D E P E N D E N T L IN E ,
O T J T S ID E - R O U T E .

“ TUTp TT e s s e n d e n T

DRY GOODS

$3 .0 0

TO

BOSTON.

K A T -Y I L D L ls

D ruggist an d A pothecary,

D IS E A S E S C U R E D
M E R C U R Y ’

J J A Y IN G

TOOTS

F

S a lt M a n u fa c tu rin g Co.

N

JU S T R E C E IV E D !

Cure th a t Cough of Y o u rs!

A

S

Silver Spoons,

*

O

NEW SUMMER STYLES,

GREAT COUGH REMEDY?

C L O T H IN G ,

A tten tio n Fisherm en!

G ra n u la ted A' Coffee S u g a rs.

w

M OFFITT’ & W A T E R S

M A R R IA G E S .

H

C LO TH S,

W

D O E S K IN S ,

Desirable Cloths and Clothing,

Iro n and Steel.

READY-MADE CLOTHING,

A

HA TS, CA PS,

a o . 2 V .V lO .y' B L O C K .

C rockery a n d G lass W a re .

A

T

To Let.

T

LAND OFFICE,
>
Bangor, June 1, 1863, >
TN pursuance ol law a . deilned in chapler 8, aectlon 82,
I Revised Statutes, a rd of orders from the Governor and
C oundlX pm ved February 5, and March 25 1863,1 here
by give notice that the following schedule of Lands will be
offered for sale on Tuesday, at 12 o’clock noon, on the
first day of September next, at the Land Office, at a price
per acre not less than the minimum fixed in the advertised
list.
The sale to be by sealed proposals In conformity with
the provisions of the foregoing Chapter and Section, which
require that ten per centum of the minimum price of the
township or part thereof, shall accompany each proposal,
which sum shall constitute a part of and be allowed in the
cash payment to be made upon the township or tract pur-

CHEAP STORE
N o.

1 S peab B l o c k ,

Portland and New York Steamers.

N ew a n d D esirable Goods,
from BOSTON and NEW YORK.

C A L L and S E E before purchasing elsewhere.
18tf

ATTENTION, FARMERS!
M .A.isrzNnr’s
P A T E N T M O W IN G M A C H IN E
A n d R e a p e r C o m b in e d .
Every Fanner cutting twenty acres of grass should have
one of the MANNY MOWERS. It is the best Machine in
use for rough or smooth land. The two-horse Mower is
warranted to mow ONE ACRE PER HOUR! and the
one-horse Mower a pioportionate quantity.
Farmers who have concluded to have a Mower thia
season should send in their orders without delay, to secure
a machine before haying time, as the demand is such that
the Manufacturers will be short many hundred machines
this season.
-------A L S O F O R S A L E -------

W h itc o m b ’s H o r s e H a y R a k e !

$1668 90
1362 50
1382 50
1382 50
1382 50
551 00
551 00
551 00
551 00

S h a w ls!

R e c o m in e n d a t io n s .
W arben, June 15, 1863.
Mb . J. P. W ise —Dear Sir
It gives me pleasure to
state that the Manny Mowing Machine which I pur
chased of you two years ago. worked equally well in thick
and thin grass. Its draft being light, it is readily thrown
in or out of gear. 1 have used it in all kinds of grass—
heavy and light, coarse and fine. I know it to he a very
strong and handy machine, for I have tried it in all sorts
of mowing, have run it against rocks and stumps, and
never so much as bent a guard. Last season I mowed
over sixty acres of grass, and it has cost me nothing for
repairs. I would not take $300 for my machine, provided
1 could not get another. In short, the machine is just
w hat is wanted this season, when help will be so hard to
be had for having.
Most respectfully yours.
ALDEN M. COBB.

$2820
2820
1410
1808
2067
1377

00
00
00
80
20
50

$13775 00
2755 00
2755 00

W

Just received, consisting of

2 5

W abben, June 15, 1863.
We, the Undersigned, having purchased and used the
Manny Moweb last year, gladly give our testimony in its
favor, and endorse all that Mr.’Cobb has stated above.
N e w a n d D e s ir a b le S ty le s ,
JOHN PATTERSON,
IRA ROBINSON,
EDW a RD WATTS,
JOHN CREIGHTON,
AUSTIN KEATING,
JOSHUA CREIGHTON,
To be sold as LOW as the LOWEST
HERMON MERO,
JEREMIAH GILMAN,
EDWARD COPELAND,
SETH VOSE.
Rockland, June 20, 1863.
26tf
D o n ’ t T > riy a S l i a w l u n t i l y o u
have seen these NEW PATTERNS.

Oars for Sale.

A. J. SHAW & CO.

j ^ T THE STEAM MILL, by

24lf

Roakland June 6, 1863.

Rockland, June 12, 1863.

OARS ! OARS !
N E W

A nd. F a n cy

S tra w , F a n c y & M o u rn in g B o n n e ts
RIBBONS, FLOWERS, LACES and EDGINGS
of all descriptions.

, H

in great variety.

A T S ,

100 DOZEN SHAKER HOODS
Which will be sold from 3 0 to 3 5 cents.

H o siery a n d G loves,
ALSO,—KNITTING and TIDY COTTON, WOOLEN
YARN, ZEPHYR and GERMAN WORSTED
in great vuriety.
HOOD and SH E T LA N D Y A R N S.

E m b roid erin g M aterials,
Such as SADDLER’S and EMBROIDERING SILK,
Tambo, Moravian and Nun’s Cotton, Linen Floss,
Gold Braid, and other small articles too
numerous to mention.

W H IT E

GOODS,

Lawns, Cambrics, Brilliants, Muslin, Crimpolins, Mar
seilles, and a general assortment of other goods usually
kept in such un establishment.
AGENT FO R

N E W

T ailo rin g E stablishm ent.
NO. 3 CUSTOM H O U SE B LO C K .

A . E . R O B IN S O N

R ev . IIORATIO STEBBINS, President.
GEO. F. EMERY, Esq., Secretary.
Vice Phesidekts .—lion. J. R. Brown, Hon. Edward
Fox, St. jo Iui Smith, Esq.
E
xecutive
C
ommittee
.—Rev. Horatio Stebbins, Hon.
B ro a d c lo th s , D o e s k in s ,
J . B. Brown, Hon. Samuel E . Spring, Hon. N. J. Miller,
Hon. Phinehas Barnes, Oliver Gerrish, Esq., Jacob Mc
Esq.
P la in a n d F a n c y .C a s sim e re s , Lellan,
N ames of General D irectors .—Rev. Horatio Steb
bins, Hon. J . B. Brown, lion. Edward Fox, Hon. Ether
Shepley, Hon. William Willis, Hon. Nathaniel J. Miller,
V e stin g s, & c., & e.,
Hon. Wm. P. Fessenden, Hon. William W. Thomas, Hon.
Phinehas Barnes, Hon. Nathan Cummings, Hon. Samuel
He is prepared to make them up for the Spring trade in E. Spring, lion. Jedediah Jew ett, Hon. Charles Holden,
the Intest and most approved styles, and on
Hon. Joseph C. Noyes, Hon. John Appleton, St. John
Smith, Esq., Oliver Gerrish, Esq., Byron Greenough, Esq.,
Rensellaer Cram, Esq.. Jonas H. Perley, Esq., Harrison J
T h e H o s t R e a s o n a b le T e r m s .
Libby, Esq., Jacob McLellan, Esq., Charles Staples, Esq.
Eben Steele, Esq., Nathaniel F. Deering, Esq., Horatio N.
Jose, Esq., Rufus E. Wood, Esq , A. K. Shurtleff, Esq.,
Also, may be found a large assortment of
Sewell C. Chase, Esq.,Geo F. Emery, Esq.
Persons in this and adjoining counties having claims
C U S T O M R E A D Y -M A D E
upon the Government, may have them promptly secured,
at very small expense, through the above Association by
presenting their claims, in person or by letter to
OLIVER G. HALL, Assistant Actuary
Of Maine W ar claim Association , R ockland, Me .
Rockland, Dec. 18, 1862.
52tf
Consisting of

H A T S , C A P S , & o .,

of the best manufacture in the United States, which he
keeps constantly on hand or orders at short notice.
B O N N E T S B L E A C H E D A N D P R E S S E D . Which will be sold as CHEAP as the CHEAPEST.
H. HATCH.
Particular attention paid to CUTTING all kinds of
Rockland, April, 23 1863.
18tf
GARMENTS at short notice.
C. A. HARRINGTON.
Rockland, April, 11, 1863.
16U

Notice.

NEW BOOK STORE.

T

N ew Lot o f

SH A W LS!

T

J . W A K E F IE L D A CO.,
In the room formerly occupied by M. E, T hurlo , next
door South of A. 11. Kimball A Co., where may be
found all the varietv of

SCHOOL

IN S U R A N C E .
E . II. COCHRAN

2Stf

Will effect Life insurance in the following sound com
panies, doing business on the most approved plans, and
offering inducements second to no other Companies.—
Premiums may be paid quarterly, semi-annually, or
yearly.
N e w E n g l a n d M u t u a l L if e I n s u r a n c e Co,
Boston, Mass.
Accumulated capital $1,200,000.
C o n u e tic u t M u t u a l L if e I n s u r a n c e C o.
Hartford, Conn.
Accumulaetd capital $3,000,000.
The above are the oldest Life Insurance companies in
the United States. The insured participate in the profits.

D R . M A R S H A L L ’S

C h a r t e r O a k L if e I n s u r a n c e C o m p a n y .
Hartford, Conn.
Capital and surplus $500,000,
rpHIS Snuff has thoroughly proved itself to be the best
± article ever known lor curing the C atarrh , Cold in
E q u i t a b le L if e A s s u r a n c e C o m p a n y .
the H ead , and the H eadache . It has been found an ex
New York City.
cellent remedy In many cases of S ore E yes . D eafness •William C. Alexander, Pres’t. Joseph W. Paine, Sec’y.
has been removed by its use. Il purges out all obstruc
E . II. COCHRAN,
tions, strengthens the Glands, and gives a healthy action
L if e a n d F i r e I n s u r a n c e A g e n t , R o c k la n d .
to the parts affected. It is recommended by many of (he
Rockland, Dec. 5, 1862.
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best physicians, und Is used with great success and satis
faction everywhere.
More than twenty-five years’ experience has proved its
tat value; and at this moment It stands higher than ever
fore.
(CZ A fac-simile of the signature of the Proprietor, G reg o ry B lo c k , F r o n t St., N orth E n d ,
CHARLES BOWEN, is on every bottle. Sold by Drugfists everywhere.
S L O C O M B B A K E R P roprietor.
March 28, 1863.
Iyl4

H e a d a c h e a n d G a ta r r h S nuff.

D Y E-H O U SE.

E

W IL L IA M M . M ’L E A N ,

W i l l D y e a n d F i n i s h i n th e b est m n n u e r ,

B R O K E R .

Broadcloths, Cassimeres, 4"c-i Satins. Lustrings, Crape,
Silk and Colton Velvets. Plush, Lace Veils, Sewing Silk,
— AND—
Silk Crupe, Worsted and Colton Shawls, Yarn and Wor
sted ; (High Colors for Lace Work, Carpets, A c.) Italian
and French Crapes ; Gloves, Hosiery, Leghorn and Straw
Bonnets, Ribbons, A c. Also—Ladies’ Dresses of every
A1 IW A T E R S T R E E T ,
description ; Gents’ Coats, Pants Vests. Ac
S a in t J o h n , N. B.
Gents’ Coats, Pants and Military Garments ; Merino
Shawls, Carpels, Table Cloths, Ac., Cleansed and finished.
European Deal, West India and Coastwise Lumber and
GOODS can be left wilh GEORGE F. KALER, at
Coal Freights procured Irom all ports in British Provinces.
Mayo A KALER’S.
Aeent at Rockland, HUDSON J. HEW ETT, E>q.
Rockland May 15, 1863.
2 llf
March 7, 1863.
6m ll

C o m m is s on M e r c h a n t ,

L O T H R O P & M OSELEY,
Importers and Dealers In

IR O N and S T E E L ,

No. 3 Spofford B lock. &

N o s. 233 & 235 B ro a d s tre e t,

BOSTO
N
.U V F aA V y iY .

Agents for the
K I N S L E Y I R O N ic M A C H I N E C O .
Manufacturers of
R O L L E D I R O N , F O R G I N G S , C o a lin g a , A c .
Boston, April 14, 1863.
3ml7

G rass Seed.
J J E R D S GRASS S E E D ,
CLOVER SE E D ,

G R E A T A T T R A C T IO N .
S IL K , ST R A W

33 O

AND

H A IR

KT 3ST ZE3 T

fit

HA TS, C A PS AN D SH A K ER HOO D S,

F o r th e M illion .

RED TO P SEED,

Mourning Goods and Burial Shrouds

new and fresh, just received, and for sale by
KIMBALL & INGRAHAM.
May 16, i e
6
3
. 2
1
t f

constantly on hand and made to order.

T a r, P itc h and O akum ,
p O B Sale by

Rockland, June 6, 1863.

O. A . W I G G I N & CO.’S

F a rm e rs ’ Tools,
CHOVELS, Forks, Hoes, Garden Rakes, &e

F ish erm en ’s

and Lines, Trawl Hooks and Gauging Bool:,
11 and Oil Clothes, at the Brook.
CRIE.

20(f

L ILindsay
V E RStreet,
Y SRockland,
T A B Me.
LE

O F

E V E R Y

D E S C R IP T IO N ,

L e a d P ip e , S h ee t L ea d , T in P la te ,
S h e e t Ir o n , A c ., dec.
A l l k in d s o f C u s to m W o r k d o n e to O rder*
Rockland, Oct. 23, 1862.
44tf

N EW

G O O D S.

C. D. S M A L L E Y

GOOD lot of Crockery and Glass Ware,
Kerasena Lamps, *c., at the Brook.
CB, E .

IR O N AMO S P IK E S

J, OB SALE by
April 4, IBM-

KIMBALI. * INGRAHAM.
lSlf

infection which we call
S crofula lurks in
th e constitutions o f
m ultitudes o f m en. I t
either produces or is
produced by an en
feebled, vitiated state
[ o f the blood, wherein
jth a t fluid becomes ingcom petent to sustain
J the v ital forces in their
, vigorous action, and
.leaves the system to
’ fall into disorder a n d
decay. T h e scrofulous
contam ination is variously caused by m ercurial
disease, low living, disordered digestion from
unhealthy food, im pure air, filth and filthy
habits, the depressing vices, and, above all, by
the venereal infection. W h a te v e r be its origin,
it is hereditary in the constitution, descending
“ from parents to children unto th e third and
fourth g e n e ratio n ; ” indeed, it seems to be the
rod o f H im who says, “ I will visit the iniqui
ties o f the fathers upon th eir ch ild re n ." T h e
diseases which it originates tak e various nam es,
according to the organs it attacks. In the
lungs, S crofula .produces tubercles, and finally
C o n sum ption; in the glands, swellings which
suppurate and become ulcerous s o re s; in the
stom ach and bowels, derangem ents which pro
duce indigestion, dyspepsia, and liver com
p lain ts; on the skin, eruptive and cutaneous
affections. These all having the sam e origin,
require the sam e rem edy, viz. purification and
invigoration o f the blood. P urify the blood,
and these dangerous distem pers leave you.
W ith feeble, foul, o r corrupted blood, you can
n o t have health ; w ith th a t “ life o f the flesh ”
healthy, you cannot h a v e scrofulous disease.

A y e r’s S a rs a p a rilla
is com pounded from the m ost effectual anti
dotes th a t m edical science has discovered for
this afflicting distem per, an d for the cure of the
disorders it entails. T h a t it is far superior to
any other rem edy y et devised, is known by all
who have given it a trial. T h a t it does com 
bine virtues tru ly ex traordinary in their effect
upon this class o f com plaints, is indisputably
proven by the great m ultitude o f publicly
know n and rem arkable cures it has m ade o f
the following diseases : K i n g ’s E v i l Or

Glandular Swellings, Tumors, Erup
tions, Pimples, Blotches and Sores, Ery
sipelas, Bose or St. Anthony’s Fire, Salt
Bnenm, Scald Head, Coughs from tu
berculous deposits in the lungs, White
Swellings, Debility, Dropsy, Neuralgia,
Dyspepsia or Indigestion, Syphilis and
Syphilitic Infections, Mercurial Diseases,
Female Weaknesses, R id, indeed, the whole

series of com plaints th a t arise from im purity
o f the blood. M inute reports o f individual
cases m ay be found in A ter ' s A mericas
F A N C Y A R T IC L E S ,
A lmanac, which is furnished to th e druggists
for gratuitous distribution, wherein m ay be
No. 3 A tla n tic B lo c k ,
learned the directions for its use, and some of
of evevy qualitv, all descriptions of
the rem arkable cures which it has m ade when
Z B O O K .S ,
all other rem edies had failed to afford relief.
ment
of
GOODS
for
the
SEASON
which
he
will
be
DRESSING FOR THE HAIR,
T hose cases are purposely taken from all sec
happy to make up at the
COLOGNE, P E R F U M E R Y , E X T R A C T S
tions o f the country, in order th a t every reader
L o w e s t C a s lx Z P r lc e s .
of the best kinds, and the best
m ay have access to som e one who can speak to
All persons in want of CLOTHING will do well to give
him o f its benefits from personal experience.
him
a
cull,
ns
he
warrants
satisfaction
as
to
the
material,
PATENT MEDICINES, NOW SOLD. style, and finish of all garments manufactured by him
S crofula depresses the v ital energies, and thus
J. WAKEFIELD.
leaves its victim s fa r m ore subject to disease
!EZ Particular attention puid to cutting garments to be
Rockland, October 14, 1862.
43tf
made elsewhere.
and its fatal results th an are healthy constitu
C. D. SMALLEY.
tions. H ence it tends to shorten, and does
Rockland, May 16, 1862.
2ltf
greatly shorten, the average duration of hum an
life. T h e vast im portance o f these considera
H IG H L Y
IM P O R T A N T
A
N
O
T
H
E
R
tions has led us to spend years in perfecting a
received. Also
T o F e m a le s in D e lic a te H e a lth .
rem edy which is ade q u ate to its cure. This
DR. DOW, Physician und Surgeon, No. 7 and 9 Endicott
we now offer to the public under the nam e of
Boston, is consulted daily for all diseases Incident
C lo ak s M a n u f a c tu r e d to O r d e r , G R E A T M Y S T E R Y SO L V E D ! Street,
to the female system. Prolapsus Uteri, or falling of the
A ter ’s Sarsaparilla, although it is com
Womb, Fluor Albus, Suppression, and other menstrual > posed o f ingredients, som e o f which exceed the
derangements, are all treated upon new pathological1
principles, and speedy relief guaranteed in a very few | best o f Sarsaparilla in alterative power. B y
OF TH E AGE.
days So invariut-h certain is this new mode ol treat-j its aid you m ay protect yourself from the suffer
! ment, that most obstinate complaints yield under it, and
ing and danger o f these disorders. P urge out
| the afflicted person soon rejoices in perfect health.
the foul corruptions th a t ro t and fester in the
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in the
b lo o d ; purge ou t the causes of disease, and
! cure of diseases of women and children, than any other
Which we keep constantly on hand, and which we sell by
vigorous health w ill follow. B y its peculiar
i physician in Boston.
the yard at LOW PRICES.
I Boarding accomodations far patients who may wish to
virtues this rem edy stimulAtes the vital func
Particular attention paid to the cutting and Manufuctuie
I stay in Boston a lew days under his treatment.
PATENT
tions, and thus expels the distem pers which
of Children’s Garments.
I Dr. Dow, since 1845, having confined his whole atten
lurk w ithin the system o r burst ou t on any
tion to an office practice, for the cure of Private Diseases
and
Female
Complaints,
acknowledges
no
superior
in
the
p art o f it.
A . J . S H A W & Co.
L A S T S ! United Slates.
W e know the public have been deceived by
Rockland, April 23, 1863.
16tl
N. B.—All letters must contain four red stamps, or they
m
any com pounds of Sarsaparilla, that prom ised
will not he answeredm
uch
and did n o th in g ; but they will neither be
Office Hours from 8 a. m. to 9 p. u' CHILDREN'S GARMENTS.
deceived n o r disappointed in this. Its virtues
April 17, 1863.
___ _________ ly l7 ____
have been proven by abundant trial, and there
Rockland, April 23, 1863.
PATENT
rem ains no question of its surpassing excellence
for the cure o f the afflicting diseases it is in
tended to reach. A lthough under the sam e
A N D P A IN .
nam e, it is a very different m edicine from any
E . II. COCHRAN’S
other which has been before the people, and is
D R . II. L. FOSS’ E IN IH E N T ,
far m ore effectual than any othor which has
Made Tliereon. A sure remedy far that terrible scourge DIPHTHERIA. ever
been available to them.
This remedy has been used in a great many cases, and
nas not been known to fail, when used In the early stages
B e r r y B lo c k , R o c k la n d , M a i n e .
of the disease.
(Over E. Rarrett's Dry Goods Store.)
A sure remedy for Pain, whether internal or external.—
A .'Z ’E R ’S
Sold in Rockland, by LEVI M ROBBINS.
Ill take ris k s on Dwelling
November 14, 1862.
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Household Furniture, Stores, Stock:
Goods, Finishing Risks on buildings in process of con
struction, and all other insurable property, in the foil
T h e W o rld ’s G re a t R em ed y for
companies, known to be sufe and prompt in the adjustment
p E N S IO N S ,
of losses.
zY .
R . B IL L S
C oughs, C olds, I n c ip ie n t Con
AKES pleasure in informing his many friends and pat
su m p tio n , a n d fo r th e re lie f
.L in a F i r e I n s u r a n c e C o m p a n y ,
B O U N T IE S a n d
rons that he is now prepared to furnish all kinds and
qualities of BOOTS manufactured upon these CELE
o f C on su m p tiv e p a tie n ts
Hartford Conneticut. Incorporated 1819
A R R E A R S OF PA Y
BRATED LASTS, which are the latest and most improv
Paid up Capilul $1,500,000.
in a d v a n c e d stag e s
ed
pattern
yet
brought
before
the
public.
E. G. Ripley, Pres’t.
SECURED FOR

Stationery, Miscellaneous Books and

M E R C H A N T T A IL O R ,

P . l P E I t IL L Y G L y G S ,

NEWS FOR THE MILLION !

greatest"novelty

Dr. J. C. Plumer’s

D IP H T H E R IA

F IR E IN S U R A N C E .

B O O T S

I

IN S U R A N C E A G E N C Y ,

CHERRY PECTORAL,

W A R C L A IM AGENCY

T

T h e A n a to m ic a l L a s t

< o f th e disease.

Wounded or Disabled Soldiers, or

is truly constructed upon Scientific principles, constructed
In accordance with the bony ligamentous conformation of WIDOWS,
the bottom of the foot, an entirely new principle and a
M IN O R C H IL D R E N , o r
great improvement on the old style of BOOT AND SHOE
LASTS.
D E PE N D E N T M OTHERS or
The principles herein suggested and followed out by
careful and patient reasoning and experiment has now for
the first time been practically and fullv developed and ap
plied. They produce a BOOT and SHOE perfectly com
fortable and easy at first, no matter how thick or substan
tial the soles, and the importance of this for predestrian
purposes cannot be exaggerated, and conferring advanta
2ZT No charge unless successful. Advice or information
ges which can be most sensibly appreciated by those who given gratuitously to Soldiers or their representatives.
i suffer from tender fe e t .
A . S. R IC E , A g e n t,
! Those who have once had an opportunity to test the
; real advantages of these Philosophically made BOOTS B e r r y B lo c k , C o r . L im e R o c k Sc M a in S c ,.
ROCKLAND, MAINE.
will hardly be reconciled to wear any other. As one exFebruary, 6, 1862.
7lf
i claims ! “ To ail peisons who wish to have a neat fitting
Boot and one in which they can take solid comfort I
would say try this Last, and they will cry,
[Copyright
secured.]
• T H E H A L F H A S N O T B E E N T O L D ,”
In short, this L ast is made to f it the foot.
S a m p le B o o t s
W
e
s
t
e
r
n
M
a
s
s
a
c
h
u
s
e
tt
s
I
n
s
u
r
a
n
c
e
C
o
.
received and constantly on hand, consisting of
can be examined and by pulling on a Boot any one can b
Mass.
Paid up Capital $200,000. but convinced of the decided benefits of the new last?
Y a rn s , H e a v y F la n n e ls , S a tin e tts , Pittsfield,
DR. MATTISON’S INDIAN EMMENAGOGUE.
E. H. Kellogg, Pres’t.
J. N. Dunham, Sec’y.
a n d C aanim ercw ,
T h e fiu ex t b r a n d s o f S to c k are worked at this
establishment by the best workmen In the State, and
This celebrated Female Medicine, pos
which I will sell at Wholesale or Retail at the same prices
M a in e I n s u r a n c e C o m p a n y .
satisfaction guaranteed in all cases. All orders filled with
sessing virtues unknown ol anything else
as they are sold at the factory.
Augusta, Maine.
Paid up Capital $79,000. promptness and despatch.
of the kinJ, and proving effectual after all
Cash Paid for Wool or Goods Exchanged,
of all kinds done with neatness.
JohnL. Cutler, Pres’t.
Joseph H* Williams, Sec’y.
other* have failed, is designed for both
P. S. Thankful for the liberal patronage bestowed
married and single ladies, and is the very
W. O. FULLER, Agent,
best thing known for ihe purpose, as it
S p e a r B lo c k .
N e w E n g la n d F i r e
M a r i n e I n s u r a n c e C o . upon him in the past, he hopes by strict attention to busi
ness to merit a liberal share in theTuture.
will bring on the monthly sickness in
Rockland, Sept. 2, 1862.
S7tf
Hartford, Conn.
Paid up Capital $200,000.
cases of obstruction, after all other reme
Give him an early Call, at
»
G. D. Jewell, President.
R. a. Johnson, Sec’y.
dies of the kind have been tried in vain.
O v e r 2 0 0 0 B O T T L E S have now
E P H R A IM W . B A R T L ET T ,
No. 4, Spofford Block, np Stairs.
been sold without a single failure when
H o m e In su r a n c e C o m p a n y .
Manufacturer of and Wholesaler Dealer in
taken as directed, and without the least
RockUnd,
Dec.
19,1661.
3m52
__
New Haven, Conn.
Paid np Capital $200,000.
J
u
m
m
b
injury
to health in any case. O ’It is put
D. R. Saterlee, President.
Churles Wilson, Sec’y.
up in bottles of three different strengths,
American and Foreign Patents.
with full directions for using, and sent by
C ity F i r e I n s u r a n c e C o m p a n y .
Express, closely sealed, to ail parts of the
country.
Huriford, Conn.
Paid Capital $250,000.
AND R U B B E R S ,
PRICES:—Full strength, $10; Half strength, $5; Quar
S O L IC IT O R OF P A T E N T S ,
terstrength, $3 per bottle.
SOLE L EA TH ER , W A X LEA TH ER ,
H a m p d en In su r a n c e C om pan y.
O ’ Remember! This medicine is designed expressly for
Late
Agent
of
U.
S.
Patent
Office,
Washington,
Paid Capital $150,000.
Obstinate Cases, in which all other remedies of the kind
French and American Calf Skins, Springfield, Muss.
(under the Act o f 18 5 7 .)
have failed to cure; also that it is warranted as represent
Z L I n . I l l g s , Z B I n c L ln g 'S .
76 S ta te S tr e e t, o p p o s ite K ilb y S tr e e t. ed in every KEsrECT, or the price will he refunded.
C o n w a y In su ra n ce C om p an y.
[EZ BEWARE OF IMITATIONS ! None genuine and
BOSTON.
K id a n d G o a t S to ck , R u b b e r G oring Boston, Mass.
Paid Capital $150,000.
warranted unless purchased directly of Dr. M. at his
R E M E D I A L I N S T I T U T E far S P E C I A L
S h o e D u c k , P e g s , L a s ts , S h o e N a i l s a n d
A FTER an extensive practice of upwards of twenty D
I S E A S E S , No. 28 Union street Providence, R. I.
S h o e T o o ls o f a l l k in d s ,
C h a r t e r O a k F i r e A. M a r i n e I n s u r a n c e C o. 2k years, continues to secure Patents in the United States;
B3* This Specially embraces all diseases of a Private
Hartford, Conn.
Capital $300,000. also in Great Britain, France, and other foreign countries. nature both ol MEN und WOMEN, by a regularly educat
<YT T H E B R O O K , M A IN ST.1
Rockland, September 2, 1861.
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Caveats. Specifications, Bonds, Assignments, and nil Pa ed physician of twenty years’ practice, giving them his
pers or Drawings for Patents, executed ou liberal terms, whole attention.
H o ly o k e M u tu a l I n s u r a n c e C o m p a n y .
and with despatch. Researches made into American or
(EZ Consultations by letter or otherwise are strictly
Salem.
Capital and Assets $500,000. Foreign works, to determine the validity or utility of Pat
confidential, and medicines will be sent by Express, se
ents or Inventions—and legal or other advice rendered in cure from observation, to all parts of the United Stutes.
all matters touching the same. Copies of the claims of Also, accommodations for Ladies from abroad wishing
T h o m a s to n M u tu a l I n s u r a n c e C o m p a n y .
any Patent furnished by remitting One Dollar. Assign for a secure and quiet RETREAT, with good care until
Thomaston, Maine.
ments recorded at Washington.
WHEAT, Atwood Levenaaler, Treat?
WHEAT,
to health.
W in.R. Keith, Sec’y.
The Agency is not only the largest In New England, but restored
C A U T I O N .— It has been estimated, that over Two
through it inventors have advantages for securing Patents, H undred T housand Dollars aie paid to swindling
P e n o b s c o t M u tu a l I n s u r a n c e C o m p a n y .
of ascertaining the patentability of Inventioas unsurpassed quacks annually, in New England alone, without any ben
by, if not imuieasureably supperior to, any which can be efit to those who pay it. Ail this comes from trusting
Bangor, Maine.
offered them elsewhere. The Testimonials below given without Inquiry, to men who are alike destitute of hon
E. L. Hamlin, Prea’t.
B- Plummer, Sec’y.
prove that none is MORE SUCCESSFUL AT THE PAT or, character, and skill, and whose only recommenda
RYE,
RYE,
December 4, 1862
50tf
ENT OFFICE than the subscriber; and as SUCCESS IS tion is their own fulse and extravagant assertions, in
THE BEST PROOF OF ADVANTAGES AND ABILITY, praise of themselves If, therefore, you would avoid be
BANGOR
he would add that he has abundant reason to believe, and ing humbugged, lake no man’s word, no m atter what his
can prove, that at no other office of the kind are the char pretensions are, but MAKE INQUIRY :—it will cost you
ges f r professional services so moderate. The immense nothing and may save you many regrets ; for, as advertis
practice of the subscriber during twenty years past, has ing physicians, in nine cates out of ten are bogus, there is
CORN.
CO RN .
enabled
him to accumulate a vast collection o f specifica no salety in trusting any of them, unless you know who
N o. 103 B ro a d S tr e e t.
tions and official decisions relative to p itents.
and what they are.
besides his extensive library ol legal and mechan
EZ Dr. M. will send fr e e , by enclosing one stamp as
G O L D E N S H E A F W H IS K E Y . HE Undersigned has the pleasure of informing the citi icalThese,
works, and lull accounts of patents granted in the above, a Phamplet on DISEASES OF WOMEN, and on
zens of Bangor und vicinity that he has, at a very large United Slates and Europe, render him able, beyond ques Private Diseases generally, giving full inlorination, with
HE SUBSCRIBER, having been engaged for the last
outlay, established a Brewery far the manufacture of thetion, to offer superior facilities for obtaining Patents.
the
most undoubted references and testimonials without
twenty years in the importation und sale of Wines best brands of Ale. My head Brewer, Mr. Williamson,
All necessity of a journey to Washington io procure a
no advertising physician or medicine of this kind
has no superior in the country, In sKill and experience, ac patent, and the usual great delay there, are here saved in which,
and Spirits, now finds from this experience that real
is deserving of ANY CONFIDENCE WHATEVER.
quired by over fifteen years service in the largest Breweries ventors.
(EZ
Orders by mail promptly attended to. Write your
PU R E BO URBON W H IS K E Y ,
of London, New York ami Boston.
address
plainly, and direct to DR. MATTISON, as above.
The water used is from the famous Taylor spring and my
when made, as it ought to be, from
T E S T IM O N IA L S .
August 22, 1862.
malt and hops are of the best quality; thus ensuring the
W H E A T , R Y E AND CORN,
“ 1 regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable and suc
fullest flavors and the finest purity. Believing the public cessful
practitioners with whom I have hud official inter
is without doubt the most healthful .and medicinal Spirit will appreciate this home enterprise, I shall spare no pains
CHARLES MASON.
that cun be used. Having determined to make the sale of to furnish an article which ahull meet their entire appro course.”
Commissioner of Patents.
this article a speciality in his business, he has accepted bation.
“
I
have
no hesitation in assuring inventors that they
the
I shall also manufacture a desirable article of light Ale,
cannot
employ
a
person
more dimpetent and trustworthy
for family use. My intenlii n is to supply .he
G e n e r a l S e llin g A g e n c y fo r a la r g e specially
and
mote
capable
of
putting
their
applications in a form
trade, but for the present I shall accommodate the public
U o o y d ’s N e w S te e l P la te
to secure lor them an early and favorable consideration
D is tille r y in B o u r b o n C o u n ty , K e n tu ck y ,
in such quanties as may be desired.
BURKE,
My ale is now on draft at the principal hotels and retail at the Putent Office?’ EDMUND
and in future will sell, under he braud of
Late Commissioner of Patents.
shops in this city.
Mr. R. H. Eddy has made for me THIRTEEN applica
JOSEPH W. LOW.
‘•G O L D E N S H E A F ,”
tions, on all but one of which patents has been granted,
May 1, 1663.
3m*J9
------ OF THE-----PURE BOURBON WHISKEY, manufactured from the
and that is now pending. Such unmistakeable proof of
BEST SELECTED GRAINS, and made in the most earegreat talent and ability on his part leuds me to reccomU n ite d S ta te s a n d C a n a d a s .
ful mamner.
mend all inventors to apply to him to precure their pa
This celebrated Whiskey will be put up in cases, con
tents, as they may be sure of having the most faithful at
taining one dozen bottles each, and offered to the Trade by DEDDING, Oil Clothes, Hats, Belts, Knives, tention bestowed on their cuseB, and at,very reason
MAP OF LOWER MISSISSIPPI,
his Travelling Agents throughout the country, and also
able charges.”
JOHN TAGGART.
MAP OF VIRGINIA.
Palin, &.c., at the Brook.
kept on hand in his warehouse in Boston, in barrels, hal
During eight months the subscriber, in course of his
60tf
’
H. H. CRIE.
MAP OF SOUTHERN COAST.
barrels, and kegs.
large ptucticr, made on twice rejected applications SIX
MA? OF TENNESSEE.
TEEN APPEALS, EVERY ONE of which was decided
Individuals desirous of procuring a pure, reliable article
MAP OF KENTUCKY.
of BOURBON WHISKEY at a reasonable price, have on
in his favor, by the Committee of Patents.
««««•
These maps are superior to anything of the kind ever
R. H. EDDY.
ly to inquire cf any respectable Gtocer or Druggist for
OD LINES, Leads. Hooka * c ., for aale by
before published by the United States Government. For
KIMBALL A INGRAHAM.
“GOLDEN SHEAF WHISKEY,” or send their orders for
ly i
sale by
Boston, Dec. 19, 1862.
April 4, 1863.
lotf
any quantity required to the General Depot for its sale,
J . W A K E F I E L D A CO.,
Sole Agents for-Rockland
91 W a s h in g to n S tr e e t, S o s to n .

T h is has been so lo n g used and so univer
sally know n, th a t we need do n o m ore than
assure the public th a t its q u ality is k ept up to
the best it ever has been, and th a t it m ay ba
relied on to do*all it has ever done.
P rep a red by
D r . J . C. A ter & Co.,

Practical and Analytical Chemists,
Low ell, M ass.
S old by all druggists e v q p where.
Agents,—C. P. FESSENDEN, F. G. COOK, J. S.
HALL, Jc CO., LEVI M. ROBBINS, Rockland ; A. D. Al
mond, W. M. Cook," Thomnslcn ; J. T. Dana, Dumarlacotta ; J as. Perry, Camden ; C. Yourir, J r , Rockport.
W. L. A ld e n , dr Co., Bangor, and W. F. Philips, Port
land, Wholesale AgentsSeptember 18, 1862.
lely

The G reat In d ia n Rem edy
FO R FEM A LES.

R. II. E D D Y ,

W heat, Rye, Corn.

B R E W E R Y ,

T

T

U. S, COAS£ SURVEY.

R A IL R O A D

MAP

FAMILY

These Dye Colots are expressly for family use. having
been perfected at great expense, after many years ot study
and experiment. The goods are ready to wear in from
one to three hours’ time. The process is simple, aud any
one cun use the dyes with perfect success.

GREAT ECONOM Y!

EZ A S A V IN G O F SO P E R C E N T . Z32
In every family there will be found more or less of wear
ing apparel which could be dyed, and made to look as well
as new. Many articles that become a little worn, soiled,
or out of style, are thrown aside. By using these Dyes,
they can be changed to any cclor or shade in a very short
time, at a small expeuse. You can have a number of
shades from the same dye, from the lightest shade to
the full color, by following the directions ou the inside of
package.
At every store where these Dyes are sold, can be seen
samples of each color, on Silk and Wool.
All who have used these Family Dye Colors pronounce
them to be a most useful, economical ar.d perfect article.
Numerous testimonials could be given from ladies who
have used these Dyes; but in this case it is not required,
as its real value and usefulness are found upon one trial.
Manufactured by H O W E A S T E V E N S . Practical
Chemist, 258 Broadway, Boston.
For sale by Druggists and Dealers in every City and
Town.
February 28, 1863,
lom

C E R T A IN

C: A. R I C H A R D S ,

E P H R A IM H A L L ,
A T T C T IO N T E E R ,
Boekland, April 14, 1663.

Cordage.

A LL Sizes Manill. and Bemp, for sale by
KIMBALL & INGRAHAM.
April 1, 1863.
lSlf

U. S. Revenue Stamps.
Supply coostunlly on hand, for isle by
KIMBALL dr INGRAHAM.
AMayFULL
23, 1863.

Coal T a r P itc l
- i n i substitute for Southern 1

. One Fifth the price. For sale by
May «$, 18W.

KIMBALL A INGRAHAM.
$8tf

CURE

I n a ll c a s e s , o r N o C h a r g e s M a d e .
R. DOW is consulted daily, from 8 a. m. to 8 p . m. as
above, upon all difficult and chronic diseases of every
name and nature, having by his unwearied attention and
extraoruinary success gained a reputation which calls pa
lieuis from all parts of the country to obtain advice
Among the physicians in Boston, none stand hixher la
the profession than the celebrated DR. DOW, No. 7 End
icott street, Boston. Those who need the .services of an
experienced physician and surgeon should give him a call.
P. S. Dr. Dow impoits and has for sale a new article,
called the French Secret. Order by mail. Two for $1,
and a red stamp.
April 17, 1863.
1yl7

D

C A R R IA G E
ORNAMENTAL PAINTING.
The undersigned, having farmed a Co
partnership under the firm and style of

T o F ish erm en .

Euch bottle is enclosed in a neat pasteboard box, to
ensure its safe transportation.

DYE COLORS,

FOR
D y e in g S il k , W o o l e n a n d C o tto n G ood s,
S h a w ls , S c a r f s , D r e s s e s , R ib b o n s ,
G lo v e s , B o n n e t s . H a ts , F e a t h 
e r s , K id G lo v e s ,
C h ild r e n ’s C l o t h i n g , a n d a l l k in d s o f W e a r 
i n g A p p a r e l,
W IT H P E R F E C T FA ST COLORS.
L I S T O F C O L O R S .— Black, Dark Brown, Snuff
Brown,Light Brown, Dark Blue, Light Blue, Dark Green,
Light Green, Pink, Purple, Slate, Crimson, Salmon, Scar
let. Dark Drab, Light Drab, Yellow, Light Yellow, Orange
Magenta, Solferino, French Blue, Royal Purple, Violet.

S A IL O R S ’

GENERAL AGENT.
For sale by F. G. COOK, and L. M. ROBBINS, Rock
land; W m. M. COOK, Thomaston.
Coaches and single teams famished for funerals.
Boston,
May
16,
1863.
6m
Coaches are run to and from the boats to all the public

_____ ----------

C r o c k e r y and. G la s s W a r e .

A

J O IN E R ’S TOOLS,

H o u s e a n d S h ip T r im m in g s , &e.

C

April 4, 1863.

t t OOKS,

BOOKS,

used in this and the adjoining towus, every variety of

W a rre n F a c to ry Goods.

11.V1O & K A L L B ’S .S

Flavei Moaely,
Cyrus Loihrop,

H A R D W A R E GOODS,

T ailorin g- B u sin ess

J u s t R e c e iv e d a t

S H IP

WALTER J . WOOD,

AVING rebuilt on the old lot for many years occupied
by H. P. WOOD A SON has on hand and offers for
H sale
a general assortment of

STO V ES

HE undersigned invites his old friends and customers to
look in upon the New Bookstore, just opened by

H o m e In su ra n ce C om pan y.
New York City.
having purchased the (Stock in trade of MOODY E.
Paid up Capital $1,000,000.
Assets about $l,600,0G0.
means in his power to merit their patronage, having had THURLO,
Chas. J. Martin, President.
large experience in the Baking business be feels confident
N
o
.
2
C
u
s
to
m
H
o
u
s
e
B
lo
c
k
,
(U
p
S
ta
ir
s
,)
A.
F.
Wilinarth,
Vice
Pres’t.
John McGee, Sec’y.
that all who
is now prepared to continue at the OLD STAND, the
C a ll o n h im O n ce, w ill c a ll A g a in .
H a r tfo r d F ir e In su r a n c e C om p a u y .
Hartford, Conneticut.
I would also inform the public that there is no one con
i heretofore conducted.
Paid up Capital $500,000,
Assets nearly $1,000,000.
nected with me in the business, and 1 do all the Baking
He has on hand a good Stock of
H. Huntington, Prea’t.
T. C. Allyn, Sec’y.
myself.
W A R M B R O W N B R E A D every morning—
S
p
r
in
g
fie
ld
F
i
r
e
&.
M
a
r
i n e I n s u r a n c e C o.
BEaNS will be baked Wednesday and Sunday mornings.
Springfield, Mass.
Which he will be pleased to manufacture to order for old
—ALSO—
Assets over $400,000.
customers or new, at the lowest Cash P bices ; war Paid up Capital $200,000.
Edmond Freeman, Pres’tWm. Conner, Jr. Sec’y.
F resh W h ite Bread , P ie s , Cakes of all kinds, such ranting perfect satisfaction. Particulars hereafter.
i S ponge, P ound, F ruit and WEDDing Cakes, kept on
Rockland, April 10, 1863.
16t
hand or baked to order.
L o r i l la r d I n s u r a n c e C o m p a n y .
Crackers and P ilot Bread, at retail or by the barNew York City,
Paid up Capital $500,000.
el.
Carlisle Norwood, Pres’t.
John C. Mills, Sec’y.
T H E C A R T will be around every afternoon.
John C. Goodiidge, Manager of Agency Department.
Rockland, May 22, 1863.
22lf

L IF E

T he peculiar tain t o r

C L O T H IN G

A n d G e n ts ’ F u r n i s h i n g G oods,

F R E N C H and A M E R IC A N H A IR W O R K ,

HE Committee on Claims and Accounts will be in ses
sion at the CITY TREASURERS OFFICE, the first
Friday of every month until otherwise ordered.
PHILO THURSTON,>
C. L. ALLEN,
> Committee.
R. M. PILLSBURY, 5
Rockland, April 3, 1863.
15t

C ustom H ousk Block, Main Stbkkt,

CLOTHS & TRIMMINGS,

ANOTHER BIG LOT OF

Roetland, May !0, 186S.

<fc N V T iI t e ’w B l o c k ,

STOCK OF CLOTHS

ar

M A Y 27, 1863.

W ils o n

ik

The objects of this Association are to collect w ith fidel
ity and dispatch the various claims of our soldiers and
sailors and their legal representatives, upon the Govern
ment “ at a cost simply covering the expense of doing the
business,” to protect the Government against fraudulent
and dishonest practices, and shield those who have deserv
ed well of their country, their families and friends from
imposition and extortion.
The standing of the gentlemen who have charge of the
business of the association is a sufficient guaranty that its
objects will be carried ont with fidelity and success.

G ood s,

AVING purchased the interest of Messrs. E. H. B 
& Co., in the New Bakery would Inform the
H citizens
of Rockland and vicinity that he will use every

P er Steam er K a ta h d in ,

O rn es

EST A B L ISH M EN T,

consisting in part of the following articles:

PRIVATE OR DELICATE NATURE.
By a long course of study and practical experience of
unlimited extent, l)r. D. has now the gratification of pre
senting the unfortunate with remedies that have never,
since he first introduced them, failed to cure the most
alarmiug cases of
GONORRHCEA AND SYPHILIS.
Beneath his treatment, all the horrors of venereal and
impure blood, Impoteucy, Scrofula, Gonorrhma, Ulcers,
pain and distress in the regions of procreation, Inflamma
tion of the Bladder and Kidneys, Hydrocele, Abeesses,
Humors, frightful Swellings, and the long train of horrible
symptoms attending this ciuss of disease, are made io be
come as harmless as the simplest ailings of a child.
SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
Dr. D. Devotes a great part ol his time to the treatment
ol those cases caused by a secret and solitary habit, which
ruins the body and mind, unfitting the unfortunate Indi
vidual for business or society. Some of the sad and mel
ancholy effects produced by early habits of youth, are
Weakness of the Back and limbs, Dizziness of the Head,
Dimness of sight. Palpitation of the heat t, Dyspepsia, Ner
vousness, Derangement of the digestive functions, Symp
toms of Consumption. Ac. The fearful effects on the
mind are much to be dreaded loss of memory, confusion
of ideas, depression of spirits, evil forebodings, aversion
of society, self-distrust, timidity, A c., are among the evils
produced. Such persons should before contemplating
matrimony, consult a physician of experience, and b e a t
once restored to health und happiness.
Patients who wish to remain under Dr. Dow’s treat
ment u few da ys or weeks, will be furnished wilh pleas
ant rooms, and charges for board modowte
Medicines sent to ail parts of the country, wilh full di
rections for use, on receiving description of your cases.—
Dr. Dow lias also for sale the French Cupottes, warranted
the best preventive. -Order by mail. Three for $1, and a
red s’amp.
April 17, 1663.
ly 17
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BRANCH OFFICE AT ROCKLAND,

O L IV E R O. H A L L , Assistant A ctuary.

Spring and Slimmer Millinery.

I m p o r t a n t to t h e A fflicted .

, f . R IS 1 J Y G , P r o p r ie to r .

F o e t h e C o lle c tio n o f B o u n t i e s a n d P e n s io n s
a n d th e B a c k P a y o f D e c e a s e d
S o ld ie r s a n d S a ilo r s .

C L O TH I N G
N o. 3

M a n u fa c tu r e r s,

B A K E R Y .

F A S H IO N A B L E T A IL O R IN G

A Splendid Assortment of

— IN THE—

A FRESH 8UPPLY of nice Ash Oars, ali sizes, for sale
A by
KIMBALL A INGRAHAM.
Rockland, June 10,1863.
25tf

FANCY GOODS,

H O O P S K IR T S !

Change of Proprietors

ESTABLISHED OCTOBER, 1862.

—

o’clock, A. M, The 2 o’clock Stage will connect with the
cars leaving at 11.40, A. M., for Portland and Boston, and
also connect with the Damariscotta and Gardiner Stage.
RETURNING—Will leave BATH for Wiscasset, Dam
ariscotta, Waldoboro’, Warren, Thomaston and Rock
land, daily nt 3 P. M., or on the arrival of the train from
Portland and Boston, and on Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays, at 8 o’clock, A. M.
J U S T R E C E IV E D D IR E C T F R O M T H E
A Stage also leaves MAINE HOTEL, D a m n r iu c o l l n
for Gardiner, immediately on the arrival of the 2 A. M.
Stage from Rockland, on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fri
days. passing by D am ariscotta Mills and through Aina,
Whitefield, East Pittston and Pittston arriving at Gardi And made to our order of heavy Elastic Steel, wide tapes
ner in time for the Boston train o f cars and also the with every spring fastened anil kid bound, making the
age for Lewiston.
neatest and most durable SKIRT ever sold In thia city, at
RETURNING—Will leave Gardiner for thenbove nam
ed places on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays on the
arrival of the above train and Stage arriving ut Damaris
A . J . S H A W & CO.’S.
cotta in season to connect with the Stage from Bath to
Rockland, April 10, 1863.
16if
ockland. F a r e $ 1 , 2 5 .
J . T . BERRY <fc CO., P roprietors .
Rockland. Dec. 11 1861.
S ltf

A n o th er L a r g e lo t o f

M a in e W a r - C la im A sso c ia tio n .

at No. 4 Perry Block, tim e Bock Street,

w ill lea v e R OCKLAND for BATH every
morning—Sundays excepted—at 2 o ’clock A. M.,
S TAGES
and on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays at 6 1-2

S h a w ls!

A

~

A

JOH N P, W IS E ,

Rockland, June, 1863-

—

S ta g e a n d R a ilr o a d N o tic e .

$720 00
It passes lightly over the ground, gathering all ihe hay,
720 00
but without scraping up the earth and stubble. It has a
720 00
spring seat, and a boy 12 years old, or an infirm man,
720 00
comfortably seated, with hand upon the handle or feet
npon the treadles, can operute it with ease, either with
Permitted till May 1868—stumpage to inure to the bene
han 1 or foot.
fit
of
the
purchaser.
The above mentioned machines are for sale in this city
HIRAM CHAPMAN, Land Agent.
June 20, 1863.
Ilw26

Agent for Lincoln, Knox and Waldo Counties.

L IN E .

The Splendid and fast sailing Steamships
CHESAPEAKE,” Capt . W illbts , and
“ PARKERSBURG,” C apt . H offman,
will until further notice run as follows.
Leaves Brown’s Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 4 o’clock P. M., and Pier 9, North
River, New York, every WEDNESDAY and SATUR
DAY, at 3 o’clock, P. M.
These vessels are fitted up with fine accommodations for
passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and com
fortable route for travellers between New York and Maine.
Passage $5.00, including Fare and State Room.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and St. John.
Shippers are requested to send their Freight to the
steamers as earlv as 3 P. M , on the day that they leave
Portland.
For Freight and Passage apply to
EMERY As FOX, Brown’s Whari, Portland. .
.11. B. CROMWELL, CO., No 66 West Street, N. Y
January 10, 1863.
(Npv. 25. ly)

$1383 25
2225 20
2225 20
2225 20
2225 20
1252 00
2700 00
1515 00

3 E 1-4 18, R 12 W E L S, 5533
5563
N W 1-4 11, R 13 do
5563
8 W 1-4 do do
5563
1-4
do do
5563
1-4
do do
5007
8E 1-4 16 R 3, do
E 1-2 17 R 9 do estimated 9000
5200
W 1-2 do do
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
N W 1-4 10 R 13, W E L S, 5563
$0 30
5530
5530
5530
6 E 1-4
do
do
5530
N E 1-4
do
do
5510
N W 1-4 4 R 9, N W P,
5510
3 W 1-4
do
do
5510
5510
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
N W 1-4 4 R 7, W E L S , 5510
$0 25
N E 14 do
do
5510
25
N W, S W , and part N E
q’rs of 6 R 6, W E L S,
subject to right of cutting
twelve hundred thousand
feel of spruce, under re
solve in favor of Sam’l B.
Gilman, which right ex
pires March 11, 1865.
15142
15
W 1-2 3 R 8, W E L 8.
11020
20
SOMERSET COUNTY.
N W 1-4 6, R 16, W E L S, 5640
$0 50
5640
*3 W 1-4
do
5640
N E 1-4 do
do
5169
N W 1-4 5 R 16,
do
5168
8 W 14 do
do
5510
S W 1-4 8, R 3, N B K P,
OXFORD COUNTY.
N 1-2 8, R 4 W B K P,
11020
5520
S W 1-4 2 R 4, do
5520
a E 1-4 do
do
FRANKLIN COUNTY.
$0 15
N W 1-4 1, R 7 W B K P, 4800
4eoo
8 W 1-4 2, do
do
4«00
8 E 1-4 2,
do
do
4800
N E 1-4 2,
do
do

If you wish to SAVE MONEY, you can get as much
or more for the SaME MONEY than at any other es
tablishment in this city.
W e are constantly receiving

____

C A P T . W . R . R O IX ,
Will leave BANGOR, Monday. W ednesday and F biday
mornings, a t 7 o’clock, for PORTLAND, touching at In
termediate landings, arriving at Robkland about 12 o’clock
—connecting at Portland wilh the Portland Steam Packet
Co’s Steamers same evening, for Boston ; and with Bos
ton A Maine and the Eastern Railroad the following morn
ing fur L o y v e ll, L a w r e n c e , B o s to n and intermedi
ate stations ; also, wilh Grand Trunk Railway for Cana
da and the W est,
.
. . . __ ___
R eturning .—Will leave Grand Trunk Wharf, PORT
LAND, T uesday, T hursday and Saturdays,a t 6 o’clock
A. M., or on arrival of Steamer from Boston for Bangor
and intermediate landings on the river, arriving at Rock
land about 11 o’clock in the forenoon.
Freights taken for Portland and Boston at usual rates.
F A R E S :
From Camden and Rockland to Boston, by
Steamer,
3 00
By Railroad from Portland,
3 50
To Portland,
2 00
From Rockland to Bangor,
1 00
From Rockland to Belfast,
50
For further information apply to
B . W . L O T H R O P , A g en t.
Rockland, May 2, 1863.
14tf

S E M I-W E E K L Y

C. A. HARRINGTON

SP R IN G A N D SU M M ER

1803.

m h iim r y

Township, Number, and
Range.

B o o ts a n d S h o es.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

H A R V E S T M O ON,

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

FA N C Y GOODS!

C. F . K IT T R E D G E .

1803.

. he person making the highest bid above the minimum
Tribe shall be declared the purchaser, and on payment of
one-third of the purchase money In cash, including the ten
per cent of the minimum price deposited, the Laud Agent
shall make out and deliver to him a conditional deed, in
the usual foim of State deeds, of the tract by him purchas
ed, taking for the remainder of the purchase money, three
promissory notes for equal sums, payable annually in one,
two and three years, with Interest, and a bond with suf
ficient surety for the payment of a fair stumpage of all
timber cut thereon, to be applied to the payment of the
notes.
MThe sum deposited by any other bidder, who does not
become a purchaser, may be withdrawn by him at any
time after the bids are declared and recorded.”

I* th e P l a c e to B a y y o u r

Rockland, May 1, 1868.

F o r P o r t l a n d a n d B o sto n .

Sale of P ublic la n d s .

T H E P E O P L E ’S

L IB B Y

&• M E R R I L L .

are located at the

C o rn e r o f U n io n a n d la m e R ook S ts.

Coachea. Carriage, aud
kind, of Carriage Work
Palmed and Ornamented in a thorough and workmanlike
manner.
n . O. LIBBY,
s . r. mebkiLL.
J. T. Lloyd, the New York Map publisher, tins just is
RST QUALITY COAL OIL, Selling at thavery low sued a splrndid map of the Mississippi from St Louis to
Rockland. April 10, 1863.
3m 17
eat price, ut
the Gulf showing all the plantations, cities, towns, land
KIMBALL A INGRAHAM.
N
e
w
O
r
le
a
n
s
S
u
gar.
ings, railroads, fortifications, islan s, cut-offs, sand-bars,
Rockland, Jan. 23, 1863.
etc., and which is accurate and reliable in every particu
EW ORLEANS SUGAR, a nice ankle, Mr aale
lar. *lhe Naval Department has approved it and pur
KIMBALL A IN GRiU
chased a supply for the use of the Mississippi fleet. Price
May 16, 1863.
in sheets $1.00. Il can be obtained at the bookstore of J,
Wakefield A Co., who also have Llowls other map publi
RESH from the Bakery, constantly on hand and for cations for snle.
sale at Wholesale or Retail, by
OR SALE by
W. O. FULLER, Agent for said Bakery.
GENERAL AGENT FOR THE STATE.
KIMRALL A INGBABAMS p e a r & le e lt, R e c k la a u L
, Maiot 28, l l t t .
K ir » ,u a
Mtf
Rockland, March 7,1863.
1W

Coal Oil.

M a p o f t h e M is s is s ip p i.

P

N

Cam den Crackers.

F

I. OL OILMAN, South St. George,

Sheet h e a d .

